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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY -_ "

Walter Frost, Dennis W. Camp, John W. Connolly

John H. Enders, Joseph F. Sowar, and Harry L. Burton

Organization Committee

The Second Annual Workshop on Meteorological and EnviroT_ntal

¢ Inputs to Aviation Systems is sponsored by NASA, NOAA, and FAA and
hosted by The University of Tennessee Space Institute. The purpose of

this as with the previous workshop is to bring together various disciplines

of the meteorological aviation community, i.e., meteorologists, pilots,
airline personnel, general aviation operators, manufacturing industry

personnel, researchers, forecasters, engineers, instrument specialists,

and military users, in round-table discussion to establish and identify
needs of the aviation community relative to weather phenomena. The

proceedings of the first workshop document the inputs from this vast

number of disciplines relative to our understanding and knowledge of the
interaction of the atmosphere with aviation systems, to the better defini-

tion and implementation of service to operators, and to the collection

and interpretation of data for establishing operational criteria relating

the total meteorological inputs from the atmospheric sciences to the
needs of aviation. This year's effort utilized the recognized needs and

_, deficiencies identified from the previous workshop as a basis for

: discussion of possible solutions and means of prioritizing and implement-
: ing these solutions.
_

: The specific topic areas which were addressed in the committee

discussion are: (i) severe storms, (2) turbulence, (3) icing, (4) visi-

bility, and (5) lightning. These topic areas were addressed in regard
to how they impact: (i) aircraft operations, (2) human factors,

(3) aircraft design, (4) weather services, and (5) data acquisition and

utilization. Fixed committees, having the first five titles, met with

each of five floating committees, having the latter titles. The chair-

man of the committee then documented, from the results of the discussion,
the most pressing needs, in order of decreasing importance, within the

context of his committee's specific topic area. The nature of the

problem as to whether it is operational, R & D, lack of data, procedural,

etc. is stated in the committee report. Through committee discussion

the question as to how soon the problem can reasonably be solved and

what impact on aviation is likely to occur if the problem is not addressed
has been queried. In turn, each problem area has been assessed as to

the cost benefit of its solution, and as to whether the knowledge is in

h_nd or whether a new effort is required to effect the solution. Finally,

the committee has recommended which organization(s) (government and/or
industries) should be involved in the problem solution and what their

: respective role should be.

A summarization of the committees' findings relative to the five

topic areas of severe storms, turbulence, icing, visibility and lightning

is given below.

• !
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Severe Storms

The Severe Storms Committee's topic area logically includes turbu-

lence, icing, and lightning. However, in summarizing discussions relative

to severe storms, emphasis is placed on wind and wind shear hazards.

The committee findings gave equal priority to the problems of

improved detection capabilities for wind shear, hail, turbulence and

lightning and of improved communications of available information to the

pilot. Uith regard to wind shear detection, the wind anemometer array

system is considered to be an interim solution and continued development

of ground based Doppler radar and Doppler lidar should be accelerated to

provide wind data along the glide slope. Also, in the airborne realm,

further methods to indicate wind differences between that at flight

altitude and at touchdown should be pursued, including airborne Doppler.

The committee noted that gust front and low level wind shear occur at

relatively undeveloped airports, in addition to the main metropolitan

airports, and that these situations are of concern to both private and

commercial pilots.

Improved communications are required to rapidly assimilate and
communicate the information which is available on weather hazards to the

pilot. Although the capability to observe some severe storm parameters

is limited, the inability to communicate those that are observed has

been repeatedly demonstrated.

I_ addition to the Severe Storm Committee's discussion in this

regard, a recurring theme throughout _he whole proceedings was the need
tc provide real time or near real time hazardous weather information to

the pilot. The Severe Storms Committee suggested that thought be given

to innovative ways for data presentation to the pilot. Examples sug-

gested are:

I. A UHF TV channel allocated to one-way weather briefing in the
ARTCC.

2. A data llnk from air route traffic control center to aircraft.

3. Development of slm_'_fied oral communication or expansion of

the broadcast capabilities of FSS for reception down to the
minimum en route altitude.

4. Means to ease the flow of weather information to the pilot

during pre-fllght planning.

Many of the floating committees also expressed the need to establish

procedures for putting the great sums of information currently available

to use in both pre-flibht planning and in the cockpit. The human factors

committee summarized information on wind shear needed by the pilot in

order to make the decision of whether to land or to go around as follows:
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I. Provide more information on preceding occurrences of weather.

2. Provide exact information relative to gust intensity.

3. Increasing the speed of the information loop by providing

flight path angle, yround speed, or detecting information in
head-up or tactual mode.

4. Insuring monitoring and takeover procedures.

5. Providing suitable training experience by use of simulation
that _ncludes such items as proper thrust management and
use of available information.

Expanded education and training is also of considerable importance
relative to severe storm aviation hazards. Special traveling courses to

be established and presented to the aviation community at selected
intervals to coincide with the advent of hazard weather seasons are

recommended. Until a simplified method of acquiring weather information

is developed, a checklist should be developed for acquiring various

types of weather information or other flight information during various
stages of flight. Courses should also be planned and developed which

provide information on interpretation of severe weather information and

reports.

Educational programs should not only be directed to the pilot, but

should also be presen*ed to air traffic controllers, national weather
service forecasters, and flight service station staffs before each
season.

The theme of education and disseminatlon of information was con-

sistent throughout all committee reports. The Aircraft Design Committee

reported that increased effort and studies to optimize pilot techniques
for operatiou in previously undetected wind shear should be undertaken,

and the results of these studies widely disseminated throughtout the

industry. The Aircraft Operation Committee noted the areas of severe

storms and turbulence appear to be full of new programs, and the need
for continuing education of pilots and air traffic service personnel is

apparent. This committee noted that the new operational programs that

are being introduced by the FAA an_ the National Weather Service will go

: a long way in improving the severe storm problem; however, the current
major deficiency appears to be a lack of understanding on the part of

pilots and controllers and how the information made available by these

new programs will be utilized. This situation is complicated by the
fact that air to ground communcation is approaching the saturation

point, particularly in the terminal area.

The Weather Service Committee's recommended action included the

development ar,d carrying out of a program to educate users of the
National Aviation Systems _n the availability and use of weather service
information.
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Finally, the Severe Storm Committee addre=sed the problem of

improved forecasts which was an issue stressed by pratically all com-
mittees and speakers throughout the course of the workshop. Increased

accuracy of short term forecast was stressed. In bi_ key note address,

Cenera! Row_ emphasized that significant improvement in 0-2-hour

forecast holds great promise for aviation, and it ks in the si_urtand very

short range time frames that we should collectively concentrate our

efforts. General Rowe commented that, in general, the USAF does s
pretty good job of forecasting the onset of strong, gusty winds at a

terminal but cannot reliably forecast the timing, frequency and strength
of the peak gusts. Moreover, General Rowe noted that winds for flight

planning require better forecasting. This requirement comes about

because of fuel economy which has resulted in computerized flight plans

of high sophistication. The advanced version of these flight plans not
only selects the optimum interim filght path and profile based on forecast

wind and weather conditions, but also the optimum climb out and let down

profiles en route, all aimed at maximum utlization of available fuel.

In his overview paper, Jack Connolly pointed out, in the list of
critical things that need to be done to reduce the hazards of severe

storms, the need to provide more surface weather observations as input

to the 0-2-hour forecast program and to accelerate development of auto-

matic weather stations to provide these observations.

Turbulence

The Turbulence C_mmittee had the following recommendations.

Continued research is needed for understanding and describing

turbulence in wind shear. Wind shear effects in terminal operations

remain one of the most serious problems in aviation meteorology.

Existing data or:t'arbulence and wind shear from aircraft and towers
should be exploited to the fullest.

Design models of turbulence used in evaluation of maximum loads,

fatigue, and control are based primarily on measurements. Although
current models are presently serving the purpose, additional turbulence

data collection programs are warranted. This would lead to more realistic

and comprehensive models of turbulence, especially important for future

generation aircraft. More data on turbulence extremes is needed for an
improved understanding of the marginal conditions or worst cases an

aircraft must be designed to withstand. The effects of spanwlse gradients

or gust velocity should be _tudled. This was expressed as a strong need.

The discrete gust design ap_,roach should not be neglected relative
to continous turbulence spectral denqxty approaches. And the co_nittee
strongly endorses a planned NASA program to reinstate and expand the
earlier VGH program. The design committee interjected that structural
design should be based on the design envelop for critical conditions
approach rather than the mission analysis approach. Roger Moorehouse
stated in his overview paper that a standard model of turbulence and
wind shear is required for flight quality validation and it should include
effects such as visibility, precipitation, etc. Also, a user's manual
is required in addition to the meteorological model of atmospheric
dynamics. He suggested a fruitful area o¢ research relative to
turbulence simulation modeling Is low al_!tude flight measurements
along typical glide slopes as well as at _,nstant altitudes.

4
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It was generally agreed among the committees that present capabilities

and facilities should be used to fill gaps where more experiments are

found to be needed, e.g., t,e NASA MAT program shoul@ continue with

spanwise turbulence measurements includin_ correlations, and emphasis shouJd

be placed on probing low alt|t,de approach in worst case conditions. Severe

turbulence at ]ow altitudes should also be investigated further through

tower based measurements. Improved models for design simulation should
result.

The Design Committee also recommended that workshops between aircraft

engineers and meteorological specialists relative to design and operation

of aircraft in turbulence would greatly aid in directing the research and

development work with needs to continue.

Although the basic approach to handling clear air turbulence (fAT)

Is to avoid it wherever possible, forecasting of CAT is still in the

primitive stages. Even more serious is that although commercial and

military aircraft receive CAT forecasts, general _viation pilots do not

get such specialized forecasts of turbulence for their flights and

aiLcraft types. Priority therefore should be given to the development of

satisfactory on-board sensors for detection and warning prior to clear air

turbulence encounters. General Barry Rowe reported that the problem with

identification and location of clear air turbulence still exists. He

noted that the evaluation of airborne detection systems with the optimum

goal of identifying and quantifylnB these turbulent regiovs well i_

advance of their penetration are now being assessed. Jack Conolly, in

turn, listed research concentrating on the detection and forecastin_ of
clear air turbulence as a critical item.

Reports of CAT encounters by airline pilots are proving to be very

effective in allowing other aircraft to avoid ercounters. The reports,

however, vary from aircraft to aircraft and pilot to pilot. The Turbulence

Committee therefore expressed a need for a standard terminology in report-

ing clear air turbulence. This must include the development of a simple

(indices), consistently understandable (quantitative) description of

turbulence which accounts for or can be used with aircraft response
characteristic information.

A basis question relating to the usefulness of remote sensing

instrumentation for detecting and avoiding CAT was how reliable the

system would be. It was noted that if a CAT detection device were

used, a pilot could tolerate some false warnings, but nonforecast

encounters would have to be very llght for the pilot to retain confidence.

A pulse Doppler lidar detector for CAT is presently undergoing development

and feasibility testing (NASA/Marshall) for use from aircraft over a range
from 600 m to about 15 km. An infrared radiometer CAT detector (NOAA)

has also been developed and is being evaluated.

Use should algo be made of en rout= information from airlines on winds

and turbulence and related to satellite and other meteorological Infor-

matlon, leading to reporting, mapping, dissemination, and use in aircraft

operations of these data. Similarly, with terminal area winds and

5
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turbulence data collectod from airlines on landing, correlations to

synoptic conditions and local variables available should be studied ap!

related to operational needs. There is a need for methodology to

quickly get turbulence information to pllnrs to m_ke judgements. It _hould

permit the pilot to judge the expected impact. Opportunities presented

by meteorologists being placed in ARTC centers should bc pursued in

connection with turbulence evaluation (beth CAT and low level). The

turbulence Investigation should thoroughly study ond establish relation-

ships to surface and satelliLe based meteorologlcal data.

The Turbulence Corm_ittee along with marly other committees records,ended

educational programs. These programs should Incoz "*)rate tralnln_ on

turbulence description and its effect on aircraft cesponse, a_d slmllar

programs to those currently available to airline and military pilots

should be developed and made available to the general aviation pilots.

The program should be directed to describing where turbulence may be

found and expected, as well as recognition of clue_ indicating probable

encounters. Education is of funaamental importa:nce because such back-

ground is needed in flight planning. Infllght familiarity with visual

clues is needed to identify areas of turbulence during VFR operations

while knowledge of th_ availability and training in the use of weather

zadar or lightning displays are essential during IFR operations.

There is also a need for providing training and experience in the

physical aspects of severe turbulence in anticipation of the rare

encotmter. Such a procedure requires adequate simulation facilities, and

to date such turbulence can be provided o_LIy by a few research systems.

It was also pointed out that turbulence modeling for simulators needs

Improvin_ and that these i_provements should be possible with the
current state of the art.

The Air Force is currently assessing the question of whether to

include wind shear in Cainlng slmulators. It is suggested that airline

pilots could equally well benefit from simulation tralnlng in the effects

of turbulenc_ wind shear, etc. The use of _Imulation may be especially

beneficial for terminal operations.

Finally, there was frequently Indicated a need for increased

dialogue in aviation meteorology. It Is necessary to have face-to-face

fnteractLon between gropps of scientists, engineers, and operation

personnel with different backgrounds. More conferences and workshops

are needed to match specific needs with research goals and products.

The Icing Committee identified the following lls= of problem areas:

i. Instrumentation

2. Facilities

3. Forec_ting

4. Design critella
5. Data
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Other problem areas identified by the floating committees are pitot

static system icing problems, carburetor icing problems, antenna icing

effects upon radio static, and ground frost formation and _nethods of

removal. The committee concluded that although the range sf icing

parameters had been thoroughly researched in the 1950's, the advent of

the helicopter and other low speed, low altitude aircraft such as the

U.S. Air Force A-IO and cruise missile requirements, and large numbers

of low altitude fixed-wing aircraft, have genr_ted other problems that

require additional R & _ effort and reexamination nf the meteorological

design criteria.

Instrumentation: Instrumentation capable of measuring various icing

cloud parameters is necessary for icing research, certification flight

tests and operational usage. The primary parameters requiring

accurate measurement include cloud liquid water content, droplet size,

and outside air temperature. In addition, because of the unknown

influence of cloud ice crystal content and the conditions produced by a

combination of supercooled liquid water and ice crystals (mixed icing

conditions), the need for instrumentation to measure ice crystal content

has recently been identified as a research need. This need to develop

instrumentatio_L capable of quantifying ice crystal content simultaneously

with supercooled liquid droplet characterization is immediate.

Facilities: Recent helicopter icing R & D efforts have once again

led to the conclusion that reliance upon natural icing testing for

certificatio_ purposes is very costly, time-consuming, and uncertain.

The upper limits of meteorological design criteria are rarely encounterd

requiriag extrapolation of test data for certification purposes.

A large number of military and civilian helicopters and possibly

light fixed-wing aircraf_ are expected to be designed for flight in

icing conditions during the next few decades. Without adequate simu-

lation facilities, certification of these aircraft for flight in icing

conditiols will be a difficult and costly task. The recommended solution

to this problem is the improvement of existing simulation facilities and

development of new simulation facilities, all for use in _ing research,

and in development and certification procedures to reduce the reliance
_ upon natural icing testing. Several facilities currently exist, but

each has limitations that must be overcome. The proper mix of facility

: types is not known at this time, and the committee recommends that the

_: first step in the solution of the problem is for NASA, FAA, and the

,' military services to jointly participate in a facility study effort to

determine the proper mix of simulation faci]ities and to aevelop a

program to obtain a commonly agreed-upon goal. Use of modeling tech-

niques to supplement or reduce faciltiy requirements should be considered

in this study. Facility improvements, developments, and operation are

considered a NASA responsibility.

Forecasting of icing conditions: The weather service committee

recommended action relative to an urgent need to improve the capability

to forecast icing conditions and suggested additional effort be devoted

7
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to the use of model application. The Icing Committee, in turn, reported

that ice forecasting is judged to be accurate _proximately 50% of the

time, resulting in the military helicopter fleet being grounded in

certain areas approximately 30,% of the time during winter months because

of forecast icing conditio1_s. In turn, numerous inadvertent icing

encounters have been reported when no icing forecasts existed. It _s

expected that unprotected general aviation aircraft would have similar

encoutners with unforecast icing, but this was not confirmed during the

j committee meeting. An FAA study is recommended to resolve this issue.

More accurate forecasts are nececcary to allow availability of

unprotected military and civilian aircraft (helicopter and fixed-wing)

to be improved; forecasts need to be improved to th,, ,_xtent that the

icing severity level can be stated. It was the consensus of the committee

that the icing severity level should be stated in quantitative rather than

subjective terms such as trace, light, moderate, etc. A concurrent theme

was also expressed by many of the floating committees. It was also

belic,ed by the icing committee that installation of icing severity

indication systems, similar to those planned by the Army, on commercial

and other ice protected aircraft would benefit the National and the

Air Force Weather Service in acquiring needed data for improvement

of icing forecasts.

Design criteria: It is recommended that a joint government agency

reassessment of meteorological design criteria contained in the F_ and

MIL-SPECS be undertaken with respect to the various aircraft categories

to recommend necessary or appropriate revisions. It is recommended that

i NASA lead this effort. Work performed in the development of Army heli-

copeter meteorological criLeria could be used as the basis. The aircraft

design committee noted, in the area of testing and certification, that

there is the strong need for a thorough study to determine the most

effective tools for completing certification testing. It appears that

considerable expenditures may be involved in developing the required

facility improvements, but the cost effectiveness of using the various

test facilities should be thoroughly examined.

Meteorological data: The meteorological data base is considered

inadequate for accurate forecasting, both in real time and for flight

planning purposes for determination of the frequency of occurrence of

icing conditions and severity levels below 1500 feet, and for forecast

modeling purposes. The resolution of this lack of meteorological data

can only be achieved by the acquisition of more data. It was concluded

that more observations, either more frequently or more closely spaced,

should be considered in combination with remote sensing of liquid water

content and quantified pilot reports. The Icing Committee could not

establish the proper mix of data acquisition methods that would cost

_! effectively resolve the meteorological data base problem. They recom-

mended that this problem be addressed by NOAA and the Air Weather Service

to determine the most cost effective method of filling the data needs

and implementing the necessary programs.
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The Human Factors Committee addressed some other areas of concern

relative to icing. From a human factors point of view, continuing
education and training are and will be continually necessary with respect
to icing problems on aircraft. These problems deal with misinterpretation

of pitot st_r'ic icing indications, d_gradatlon effects of structural ice

on communicd._on and navigational signals and lack of standard procedures

relative to aircraft carburetor icing. Thus, the committee on human

factors concluded there remains a continuing need for information and
training regarding the recognition and appreciation of the effects of

icing. The FAA would seem to be the organization to seek some standardi-

zation cf procedures, e.g., in the application of carburetor heat as

well as the use of fuel additives to prevent carburetor icing. Required

research for ice detection and warning should be primarily NASA's
responsibility, with the requirement for FAA's support and for other

government support of R&D efforts.

Visibility

The Visibility Committee expressed a major concern relative to the

impact of automatic weather stations versus the traditional human manned
station. Questions of particular concern were:

i. Will sensors provide prevailing visibility?

2. Can or will instruments give the needed data for

forecas ting purposes ?

3. Is there a justifiable requirement for prevailing visibility?

It was agreed that a definite need for prevailing visibility or a

suitable substitute was required. In particular, general aviation

has a continuing and critical need for prevailing visibility data. The

projected closing of flight service stations (FSS), coupled with the

shift towards systems automation, establishes a clear requirement for

a sensor system to provide this information reliably and automatically.
The data acquisition and utilization committee felt that there was also

a need for an instrument system with scanning capability to measure

visibility in the direction of the glide path, a day/night capability

to determine slant range visibility, and a low cost day/night ceilometer.

Low cost automatic weather stations using such sensors are needed at

over 1,000 general aviation airports which have published IFR approaches
but which currently have little or no weather observation data.

The Visibility Committee also were of the general consensus that
there is a valid requirement for a system to determine slant range

capability. Funds to continue the program of research and development

of a system to measure sla_,trange visibility were recommended. The
committee did, however, feel that some policy decision must be made

concerning the future use of slant range. Questions relative to this

decision are whether slan_ range will become of regulatory value used

L |'
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for minimums and replace RVR or will it be used in an advisory fashion?
The Weather Service Committee in turn reported thac the measurement of

slant range visibility is a _erious problem which needs additional

emphasis. The Human Factors Committee a]so rccommeuded continued research

and development efforts relative to the ability to supply slant range

visibility measurement, particularly as an instantaneously available
readout to the pilot. They felt primary responsibility in these areas

rests with NASA, NOAA, NWS, or other Government research agencies with

a user input to the evaluation of such advanced techniques and displays.

The Visibility Committee expressed concern over the fact that with

12 major airports planning to go to Category IIIB operations there is

lack of weather data to determine the frequency of Category III weather.
Charlie Douglas, in his overview paper, questioned whether the lower

limit of Category IIIB, 150 feet, is realistic. He felt points to be

considered in operational Category IIIB are:

(a) the visual aids currently specified by ICAO are designed

for operation down to an RVR of 300 ft;

(b) cost benefits associated with design for visual operations
down to 150 ft RVR.

The Visibility Committee concluded, however, that efforts should be con-
tinued to develop systems to report visibilities in Category IIIB approach

conditions. Improvement will also be needed in visibility measuring

equipment to provide RVR measurement below 600 ft and of less than the

present 200 ft intervals. Also, they noted as Category III operations

are it_lemented a need for landing runway guidance once on the ground
becomes necessary.

Like all committees, the Visibility Committee reported that a most

fruitful area for improvement deals with education and training. In the

area of training the new flight simulators offer great potential. Modern
simulators can provide realistic reduced visibility training.

Inflight visibility is of particular interest to general aviation,

and the pilot report is the most accurate and helpful to others flying

in the same area. Improvements are being made and FAA's en route flight
advisory service (EFAS) and meteorologists in the air route traffic

control centers (ARTCC) offer significant opportunities to provide the

aviator with better, near real-time weather information. However, the
pilot must be educated to their use and how to make useful PIREPS. The

human factors committee considered reduced visibility as one of the most

important areas discussed by the comittee. They pointed out that one

must be careful in relying upon training in place of other solutions

related to hardware improvement and other aids, however. They summarized
that the experience gained through realistic simulation exercises involv-

ing transition from IMC to VMC, or VMC to IMC, and the use of available

information and cues is difficult to obtain. Responsibility for this

training is at present spotty and rests primarily with the operator

and independent training organizations.

10
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The l_ghtning and static electricity co_nittee concluded the following:

i. An adequate lightning protection technology base and personncl

with sufficient experience to apply it exists within the

design organizations for most military and transport-category
aircraft presently being built. Adequate formal, comprehen-

sive standards and specifications, however, do not exist.

_ An adequate understanding of lightning protection technology
does not generally exist among designers of genera] aviation

aircraft. Whereas lightning has not been considered a serious
q_zard to these aircraft in the past, greater use under IFR

conditions has increased their susceptibility and the number

of reported lightning strike instances is increasing.

3. Trends towards use of nonmetallic structural materials,

adhesive bonding techniques, and reliance upon sensitive

electronics to perform flight-critical functions pose

potential hazards for all categories of future aircraft

unless new protection technology is developed, documented
and made available to designers.

4. Pilots of all aircraft need a better understanding of the

conditions under which lightning strikes can occur and the
effects it may have upon their aircraft. A better under-

standing will improve avoidance procedures, equip pilots to
react knowledgably when a strike occurs, and enable better

information to be achieved from pilot reports of inflight
strike incidents.

Eighu areas of .tehnical needs were defined. The nature of each
problem, timeliness and impact of solution, degree of effort required

and the role_ of government and industry in achieving solutions were

discussed within the committee. A priority of relative importance was

assigned and these factors are documented in the committee's report.
The eight areas of technical need are:

I. The,need for inflight data on lightning electrical parameters.
The.need ia fJr a better understanding of the electrical

parameters _L natural lightning and of relationships existing

between +hese parameters and effects that occur upon aircraft

expos,, to direct or nearby strikes. The committee gave

strong endorsement to current NASA and USAF efforts at plan-
ning and implementing flight research programs in the 1978-81

=ime frame to gather direct and nearby lightning strlke data.

Technology base and guidelines for protection of advanced

systems structures, present lightning protec-
and The need for

| tion is _ost critical in the area of general aviation aircraft,
which _e being operated increasingly under IFR conditions

i
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However, the near future need applies to all aircraft making

use of advanced technology systems and materia]s and will be

imperative. The committee noted that few documents exist

to alert the manufacturers of aircraft to possible pitfalls

or to guide them in lightning protection design. Federal

air worthiness regulations and military standards pertaining

to lightning protection contain requirements as to what

pro_ection must be provided but do not offer any clues as

to _aere the prcblem areas are likely to occur or what protec-

tion approaches should be considered.

The committee recognized the impracticality of expecting to avoid

all lightning strikes, and noted that safety from this environment is

obtained primarily by designing the aircraft to safely tolerate the

strike it receives, rather than by reliance upon avoidance procedures.

The need for an adequate protection technology data base and practical

design guidelines based upon these data were therefore considered the
central need.

3. Improved laboratory test techniques. Improvements are needed

in tests to evaluate lightning problems due to both induced

voltages and blast effects. Fulfillment of this need will

best be achieved by parallel efforts at industry and govern-

ment research laboratories, with correlation of results and

definition of standardized tests accomplished in government/

industry forums such as the Society of Automotive Engineers

(SAE) Committee AE4L on lightning test techniques.

4. Analysis techniques for predicting induced voltage effects.

The committee noted the desirability of having analytical

tools with which to predict the level of lightning induced

voltage in aircraft's electrical circuits before hardware is

built and available for tests. However, measurements of

actual strike data are important to clarify and improve

analytical techniques.

5. Lightning strike incident data from general aviation. The

committee acknowledged the large store of lightning strike

incident data already being collected from airlines and the

military, but as yet practically no such data has been accumu-

lated for smaller, general aviation aircraft. The possibility

of organizations such as the Aircraft Owner and Pilots Associ-

ation distributing questionnaires to its members for the use

in recording lightning strikes was recommended.

6. Lightning detection systems. Lightning detection systems are

important as a means of alerting pilots to the presence of

thunderstorm activity, and on the ground, as a means of

alerting ground crews to approaching thunderstorms.

t2
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7. Obtain pilot reports of lightning strikes. For pilot reporting

to be successful, terminology to describe gradation of flash

intensity and frequency of occurrence, etc. would have to be

established and pilots would have to be educated in it_ use,
The value of such reports would be improved avoidance of

lightning strikes in thunderstorm areas.

8. Better training in lightning awareness. Pilots need a better

understanding of the conditions under which lightning may

occur, what lightning is, and how it may affect their aircraft,

in order to better react to a strike when it occurs. Ways

that such training might be provided is to include it in

pilot refresher courses and training manuals. It was sug-
gested that the first few chapters of NASA RPI008 "Lightning

Protection of Aircraft" might be adequate for this purpose.

Data Acquisition and Utilization

The Data Acquisition and Utiil-ation Committee reported that in

terms of data acquisition, one of the ironies that has been highlighted

in this workshop, as well as in the past by many user organizations, is
the abundance of real-time weather information that is always available

somewhere in the national air system--either the cockpit, en route

ARTCC's, in terminals, or in Flight Service Stations. However, the
means on the part of servers and users to assess this information

is totally inadequate.

The problem stems from both the absence of organization to m_ximlze
the distribution of this information in today's environment and the

constraint imposed by the lack of modern digital communication systems,

automated data retrieval and display systems.

The committee outlined several FAA programs which are under way

that address both aspects of this problem. These are:

i. The FAA has recently implemented an improved service in

Flight Service Stations (FSS) called en route advisory

_, service (EFAS). This program, however, calls for providing
_X

weather radar information, satellite photo information, and
_ other aids to EFAS specialists, and currently most EFAS sites

have not yet been equipped wlth the required equipment. Con-

' tinued emphasis is needed to assure that this supporting

: equipment is provided.

2. The FAA is acquiring a new modern digital communication system,
identified as the National Digltal Communication Network

: (NADIN), which will replace the current Service B network and

: eventually most, if not all, of Service A.

3. Flight service station automation programs will provide modern
digital (alpha-numerlc and graphic) data retrieval and display

13
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capabilities to the level 3 (43 busiest) FSS's. This system

will be implemented beginning in approximately three years.

4. The F_A and NWS are currently (April 1.978) employing meteoro-

logists in the ARTCC's for the purpose of providing short-

term forecasts and information on hazardous weather.*

The Data Acquisition and Utilization Committee felt that in three

to six years, capability will exist to rapidly acquire, process, com-

municate, retrieve and display real-time weather in alpha-numeric and

graphic forms. This they felt will eliminate the major problem in

making the abundance of information available in the system today more
accessible.

The committee also noted the proposed Discrete Address Beacon System

(DABS) which will establish a digital ]ink between airborne aircraft and

the ground, and the Aircraf_ to Satellite Data Relay (ASDAR), a communica-

tion system developed by NASA (Lewis Research Center) to provide PIREPS

from commercial aircraft in near real-time, which has been developed on

a fully automated basis.

General Comments

It was a general consensus of all reported results and discussion

througho '+ the workshop that dissemination and education relative to the

current information available on aviation weather is the most pressing

need. This appears to be procedural in nature. The aircraft operations

committee summarized this consensus by stating that there is an urgent

requirement for a joint government/industry discussion on how to best

use the information available today through existing and soon-to-be

implemented weather programs. These discussions must rank the order

of priority as to the urgent and not-so-urgent information that is

required for use by pilots and ground service personnel recognizing

the many varying constraints. The aircraft operations committee also

noted that the need for education of pilots and ground service personnel

is never-endlng and remains extremely high on the priority list of weather

needs. Lack of reminders of old programs Js among the most pressing needs

to improve the effectiveness of weather programs. The _.ommittee also

felt that there is a need for revalidating old forecasting techniques

on today's airframes, utilizing modern tools with the ultimate goal of

improving the users' confidence in forecasting.

Finally, there was the continuous theme throughout the workshop

discussions and reported results that the FAA and NOAA must establish

an integrated weather system for the National Airspace System.

_dditor's note: At the time of the conference, the FAA was internally

coordinating an agency plan titled "FAAAviation Weather System Preliminary

Program Plan" which delineate4 many projects directed at alleviating many

of the deficiencies identlfied during this workshop. Also, the .N_YSAuto-

matlon of Field Operations and Services (AFOS) program provides a new high

speed communications and display capability for the NWS offices.
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Opening Remarks

John H. Enders

Aviation Safety Technology Branch

NASA Headquarters

Good morning. On behalf of the sponsoring agencies, NOAA, l
FAA, and NASA, welcome to the Second Annual Workshop on Meteorological

Inputs to Aviation Systems. The title of this year's Workshop reflects
the positive response of last year's participants, who enthusiastically

recommended a continuation of this type of conference.

In order to ensure a useful investment of valuable time, the

content of successive workshops must be varied to avoid total

repetition of the previous meeting. In addition, total participation
must be limited to the extent of ensuring the maximum interaction

between individuals as they participate in the group discussions.

We invited representatives from those organizations, both in and out

of government, which have key interests and roles in the various
aspects of aviation weather. Some of you here today did not partici-

pate in last year's Workshop, but likely a colleague of yours

represented your organization previously This cotation of exposure

to the Workshop should benefit the aviation community because it will
perhaps stimulate in-house discussions which might not otherwise

take place.

Last year we set out to document meteorological shortcomings in

aeronautics. Inputs from meteorologists, pilots, airlines, general
aviation operators, manufacturing industry, researchers, forecasters,

engineers, instrument specialists, and military users are reflected

in the proceedings of last year's Workshop. This year, our aim is

to use these recognized needs and deficiencies as a basis for dis-
cussion of possible solutions and means of prioritizing and imple-

menting these solutions. To aid in structuring the group discussions,
the program will lead off today with overview papers that summarize

current understanding of severe storms, icing, turbulence, visibility,

and lightning. "Fixed" committees on these topics will interact with

"floating" committees made up of experts in the areas of aircraft
operations, human factors, aircraft design, weather services, and

data acquisition. Each committee will provide a summary report of
its deliberations and conclusions which will, along with the overview

papers, be included in the proceedings. Dr. Frost will describe
the Workshop format more precisely.

Again, on behalf of the sponsoring agencies, we wish you a produc-

tive two and a half days, with results which will prove helpful in

informing each of us of ongoi:,g effort and thinking and in planning on

_ individual programs in a non-duplicative, yet synergistic, way.
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DESCRIPTION OF WORKSItOP

Walter Frost

University of Tennessee Space Institute

Dennis Camp

NASA/Marshall Space Flight Center

In keeping with the format of the first Annual Workshop on

Meteorological and Environmental Inputs to Aviation Systems, this
wozkshop is again designed to devote a major portion of its time

to committee meetings where the maximum exchange of information is

achieved through direct communication between people from a number

of disciplines in the aviation community. The fixed committees

this year are assigned specific topic areas pertaining to weather
phenomena, that is, the fixed committees are entitled "Severe Storms,"

'Turbulence," '_isibility," "Icing," and "Lightning." The floating
committ_ =s in turn are entitled "Aircraft Design," "Human Factors,"

"Data Acquisition and Utilization," "Aircraft Operations," and
'Weather Services."

The committees are made up of personnel from many fields related

to aviation weather. In attendance are meteorologists, pilots

(general avlation, commercial and military), scientists,
researchers, planners, and educators working in the various areas of

aviation systems and meteorology for government agencies, industries

and unlversities. A list of the agencies from which people are in

attendance is given in Table I.

The major objectives of the workshop are to satisfy such needs

of the sponsoring agencies as the expansion of our understanding and

knowledge of the interacts of the _tmosphere with aviation systems,
as the better definition and implementation of services to operators,

and as the collection and interpretation of data for establishing

operational criteria, relating the total meteorological inputs from
the atmospheric sciences to the needs of aviation communities.

Five overview papers have been invited for this morning session.

These invited presentations will be in the form of assertive, informa-
tive type papers giving overviews of the areas selected for round

table discussions. The papers will acknowledge past work or state

of the art, assess past work in view of today's needs, identify

needs not satisfied by our current data base, and suggest general
options which should be explored but are not specifically product-
oriented. Round table discussions will take place following the
invited presentations where the five fixed committees will meet
separately and sequentially with fJ_e floating committees. The
make-up and organization of the committee is described below.

?
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Conm_tttees cot_sisting of a chairman and tile membership, shown

in Table 2, have b_.en assembled to cover specific topics under the

general categories. As mentioned earlier, the fixed committees are

(i) severe storms, (2) turbulence, (3) icing, (4) visibility, and (5)

lightning. The floating committees will be r_de up of members from

the fields of (I) aircraft operations, (2) human factors, (3) aircraft

design, (4) weather services, and (5) data acquisition and utilization.

The interaction of the committees will be to address problems per-
taining to their topic areas and to recommend actions necessary to effect

solutions of these problems. Working sessions where the floating

committees meet individually with each of the fixed committees

will be conducted and the outcome and conclusion of the meeting

recorded. The committee chairman will then be responsible for

writing a final committee report for documentation of the workshop,

in a proceeding which will be published. These write-ups will assess

the problems as to range, scope and information transferal. For

example, the results of the round table discussionq should answer

such questions as (i) needs, (2) present knowledge, (3) current

methods, and (4) what information exchange between agencies is

possible. The third day will be a plenary session consisting mainly

of the chairmen presenting an overview of their committees' discus-

sions and an outline of their intended write-ups. General comments

and recommendations from the entire group will be called for during
this final session.
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TABI,I: 2. COMbIIT'I'EES

Fixed Commit te_

_everc Stotm_ Turbulence

Jaan T. Lee, Chairman Charles E. glderkin, Chairman
National Sev_rt " Storma Lab Battelle P._c[[ic Northwest Labs

1313 llalley Circle Box 999

Norman, OK 7_069 Rtchldod, WA 99352
405-231-4q16 FTS 736-491.6 509-946-2335

i**ernand_,, ('a: acena L..I. Ehernberger

Dept. o[ Co.morse NASA/Dryden Flight Resea,ch Cir.
NOAA-NRL-APCL Box 273

Boulder, CO 80302 Edwards, C_ 93423

303-499-I000 x6_69 805-2568-3311 x340/447

Norman L. Crabill David j. Moorhouse

MS 247 Chief/Flying Qualities

NASA/Langley Research Center AFFDL/FGC

Hampton, VA 23665 Wright-Patterson AFB, Oil 45133
804-827- ]274 513-255-5676

.John McCarthy Harold N. Murrow

University of Oklahoma NASA/Langley Research Center
School of ble_eorology H/S 243

Norman, OK 73069 tlampton, VA 23665
405-325- 3242 804-827- 3451

WiMiam W. Melvin Edwin A. Weaver

Air Line Pt|ots Association Optical Engineer
1101 W. Morton NASA/Marshall Space Flight Ctr.

Denison, TX 75020 Huntsville, AL 35812
214-463-12_6 205-453-1597

Rance W. Skidmore Guy G. Williamson

IIQ Air Weather Sel'vtce MIAP

AWS/SNP Box 229

Scota AFB, IL 62225 Princeton, NJ 09540
618-256-4741 F_S 25i-4741 609-452-2950
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t TABLE 2. cont'd.

Fixed Committees

/

Icin_ Visibility

Richard I. Adams, ChaiL_an Robert L. Gardner, Chairman

U.S. Army Flight Safety Officer
DAVDL-EU-SYA AFISC/SEFB

Ft. Eustis, VA 23604 Norton AFB, CA 92409
804-878-2306 714-382-3416

Garry C. Jackson Larry S. Christensen

Meteorologist FWG Associates

AFFDL/WE RR 3, Box 331

Wright-Patterson AFB, OH 45433 Tullahoma, TN 37388

513-255-6626 615-455-1982

Robert L. Klapprott Charles A. Douglas

FAA Consultant/NBS

Rm. 220, Mid-Continent Airport 7315 Delfield St.

Wichita, KS 67709 C_ovy Chase, MD 20015
316-942-4281 30_-656-7875

James Luers Arthur llilsenrod

: University of Dayton FAA/DOT ARD-_51

College Park Drive 2100 Second St. SW

Dayton, OH 45469 Washington, D.C. 22101
; 513-229-3921 202-426-8427

Dennis W. Newton Ronald H. Kohl

Cessna Aircraft Co. University of Tennessee

_RC Divisi_ , Box 150 Space Institute

Boonton, NJ 07005 Tullahoma, TN 37388

201-347-5117 615-455-0631 x234

Porter J. Perkins

NASA/Lewis Research Center

MS-77-2

Cleveland, OH 44135

216-433-4000 x6684

&
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TABLE 2. cont'd.

Fixed Committees

Lightning

J. Anderson Plumer, Chairman

Lightning Technologies, Inc.
560 Hubbard Avenue

Pittsfield, _ 0i201

413-499-2135 ,

M.P. Amason

Section Manager

Lightning Protection

Douglas Aircraft Co.

Long Beach, CA

John A. Birken

DOD

NAVAIR, AIR52026B

Washington, D.C. 20361
202-692-3935

Phiilip B. Corn

Equipment/Advanced Development Lab
AFFDL/FEA

Wright-Patterson AFB, OH 45433
513-255-5066

Joseph W. Stickle

Asst. Chief, Flight Services Div.

NASA/Langley Research Center

Hampton, VA 23665
804-827-2037
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tABLE 2. cont'd.

Floati_g Committees

Aircraft Operations Human Factors

Robert T. Warner, Chairnmn George E. Cooper, Chairman
AOPA NASA/Ames Research Center

Box 5800 M/S 239-3

Washington, D.C. 20014 Moffett Field, CA 94035
301-951-3923 408-867-3335

Thomas P. Incrocci Richard D. Cilson

HQS Air Weather Service, USAF Ohio State University
&WS/SNPA Box 3022

Scott AFB, iL 62225 Columbus, OH 43210

618-256-4741 _S 255-4741 614-422-8730

_ Ernest E. Schlatter A. Charley McTee
FAA-NAFEC Bunker Ramo

ANA-4 i0 Box 21B

Atlantic City, NJ 09405 Randolph AFB, TX 78].48

_: 609-641-8200 x2759 512-658-5493

Arthur Varnado _[aurice A. Wright

FAA AFS-h University of Tennessee

800 Independence Ave. SW Space Institute

Washington, D.C. 20591 Tullahoma, TN 37388

i 804-827-2037 615-455-0631 x216

William W. Vaughan Andy D. Yates, Jr.

NASA/Marshall Space Flight Ctr. Air Line Pilots Association
Code ES-81 7413 Park Terrace Drive

Huntsville, AL 35812 Alexandria, VA 22307

205-453-3100 703-765-7423
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"I'ABI,I_ 2. cont ' d.

Floating Committees

Aircraft Des_ig_n Weather Services
i

John T. Rogers, Chairman Loren J. Spencer, Chairman
Boeing Commercial Airplane Co. FAA, ASF-30

Box 3707 800 Independence Ave. SW

Seattle, WA 98124 Washington, D.C. 20591
206-237-1453 202-426-2604

Edward F. Blick Robert Bell, AAT-300

School of Aerospace FAA

University of Oklahoma 800 Independence Ave. SW

Norman, OK 73071 Washington, D.C. 20591
405-325-5011 202-426-8802

Nigel Gregory Edward H. Gross

British Defense Staff/UK DRDS National Weather Service

3100 Massachusetts Ave. NW 8060 13th Street

Washington, D.C. 20008 Silver Spring, HD 20910
202-462-1340 x2569 301-427-7726

John C. Houbolt Ernest A. Neil

MS 116 Chief/Meteorology Program Office

NASA/Langley Research Center NASA/Goddard Space Flight Center

Hampton, VA 23665 Greenbelt, HD 20771
804-229-5434 301-942-3038

Richard L. Kurkowski Charles H. Sprinkle

Flight Systems Research Div. National Weather Service

NASA/Ames Research Center 8060 13th Street

Moffett Field, CA 94035 Silver Spring, _Q3 20910
415-965-6219 301-427-7726

: J_hn A. Lasley, Jr.

Chief/Staff Meteorology
: ASD/WE

Wright-Patterson AFB, OH 45433
513-255-2207
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'FABLE 2. cont'd.

Floating Committees

Data Acquisition

Mikhail A. Alaka, Chairman
National Weather Service

W424

Silver Spring, MD 20910
301-427-7772

: Bruce L. Gary _54-3198
Jet Propulsion Lab
&800 Oak Grove Drive

Pasadena, CA 91103
!13-354-3198 I_rS 792-3198

Loyd C. Parker

NASA/Wallops Flight Center

Wallops Island, VA 23337
804-824-3411 x640

FTS 928-5640

Frances C. Parmenter

National Environmental Satellite Ser.

World Weather Bldg., Room 601

Washington, D.C. 20233
301-763-8282 FTS 763-8282

Robert J. Roche

FAA ARD-404

t 2100 Second St. SW

; Washington, D.C. 22101
202-426-2804

_ Robert Steinberg
NASA

Lewis Research Center

Cleveland, OH 44135

216-433-4000 x6677
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Welcome Remarks

Charles A. Lundquist

Space Sciences I,aboratory
NASA/Marshall Space Flight Center

Meteorologica] !.,ctors influencing aircraft safety recently
acquired a very personal significance to those of us at the Marshall
Space Flight Center. The loss of a commercial airline flight out of
Huntsville took with it close associates of ours. Meteorological cir-
cumstances contributed to this tragedy. Therefore, this Workshop
seems to us manifestly important.

On a less tragic note, as I reflected on the contents of this
conference, I was impressed with the convergence of several disciplines,
Many common meteorological factors influence both aircraft and rocket
flight through the atmosphere. This fact is an historical basis for
Marshall's involvement in the aircraft aspect of the topic, inasmuch as
our attention to the rocket aspect is mandatory. The development of

: tile space shuttle, a craft that launches as a rocket and lands as an
aircraft, makes the ties even closer. Just a few days ago, the shuttle
Enterprise landed on its 747 carrier in Huntsville.

The second Orbital Flight Test (OFT 2) of Lhe shuttle, its
first fligtlt to carry scientific investigations, will carry an experi-
ment to measure the occurrence of lightning in thunderstorms. On one
hand, this measurement is pertinent to the issues of this Workshop.
On the other hand, some authorities believe that atmospheric electri-
fication in thunderstorms is a key link in the process by which the
Sun influences weather and climate. The OFT 2 experiment will also
be pertinent to the investigation of this hypothesis.

Still later in the shuttle era, an Atmospheric Cloud

Physics Laboratory will be carried within the Spacelab. In the micro-
acceleration environment of free flight, this laboratory will study

the physical processes of cloud formation. Again, the implications for

environmental inputs to aviation are obvious.

These are but a few examples of the natural convergence of

several disciplines. I hope they will underline the significance which

the Marshall Center attaches to this Workshop.
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Welcome

Charles H. Weaver

Dean

The University of Tennessee Space Institute

The University of Tennessee and the University of Tennessee

Space Institute welcome you to this Second Annual Workshop on
Meteorological and Environmental Inputs to Aviation Systems. We

are pleased that NASA, NOAA and FAA found last year's conference

to be so beneficial that you are beginning another workshop on our

campus. Be assured that we consider it a privilege to make your

stay here pleasant and informative as you consider multidisciplinary

matters vital to progress in aviation.

Your scope of activities is completely consistent with the
concept Dr. Frost has for the Atmospheric Science Division and, in

a more general sense, is quite in agreement with the multidisciplinary
approach we have adopted for our diverse engineering and sc'entific

efforts. We thank Dr. Frost and his colleagues for their efforts in

arranging for this second workshop. It is our wish that you from

industry, government and universities will have a mutually beneficial

informational exchange experience.
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Brigadier General Berry W. Rowe

Commander, Air Weather Service, USAF

Ladies and Gentlemen, I want to say at the onset that I

sincerely appreciate the opportunity to speak to you this evening.

It's not very often that I get to speak to an audience that is

deeply interested in the subject that, for the most part, pays my
bills-- the support to aviation systems.

I want you to consider my talk as an assessment of the present

state of aviation meteorology, and what I think is the prognosis for
the future. Yod may find some of my remarks controversial, but I

think they need to be stated, if for no other reason than to stimulate

some thinking.

Let's consider three categories of meteorological support to

aviation systems: terminal weather, the winds for flight planning,
and en route flight hdzards.

There are several meteorological elements which can impact the

safety of fl_ght operations in the terminal area, low ceilings/

visibility, low level wind shear, wake turbulence, icing, thunder-

storms, and strong or gusty surface winds. For my purpose, the
terminal area is defined as the airspace b_tween tilesurface and
2000 ft and a radius of five nautical miles of the airfield. There

are many ongoing programs to facilitate the hand]ing of terminal area
problems.

Low ceiling and visibility continues to be a perplexing problem,

both from the viewpoint of tilemeteorologist and the flight scheduler.

Simply stated, we have difficulty forecasting tle onset, duration, and
extent of low ceilings and visibilities. For example, in 1977 we

verified two hundred feet/one-half mile conditions 26 percent of the

time; at one thousand feet/two miles we did some better, 41 percent.

The aviation community has chosen to pursue fog dispersal systems and

cloud seeding techniques to help resolve this problem. Even though

+ some of these techniques use brute force and req'.ire optimum meteoro-
logical conditions before being effective, they are at least as reliable
as the forecasts.

Low level wind shear in the terminal has sprung to the forefront

in the last couple of years, primarily because of accidents directly
attributable to the phenomenon. Needless to say, many of you could

provide me great insight into the low level wind shear problem.
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The main thrust in this area is to pursue the development of ground

based systems. The Air Force is awaiting the outcome of FAA and NOAA
efforts before committing hard cash to a deployable ground based low

level wind shear system. We have made some strides in our ability
to advise aircrews of the oDset of low level wind shear based on

forecast meteorological events. The advisory techniques used by thc
1 11 •weather services co_o probably be classed as grassroots but it is a

beginning. As we gain operat_¢nal experience in forecasting low level
wind shear, our reliability and confidence will surely improve.

Increased pressures to minimize longitudinal separation distances

between aircraft has been brought about by rapid growth in air trans-

portation. Wake vortices are extremely critical in the terminal area
when aircraft are in the take-off and landing phases of their flight

and where over-crowded conditions exist at many of our natlon's

airports. The development of a vortex advisory system now under-

going testing at Chicago's O'Hare is ;.giant step forward in addressing

this problem. Operational vortex advi3ory systems at the nation's
busiest airports may increase their utilization as much as 30% or more.

The wake vortex problem, while important within the Air Force, is

subdued by a decrease in flight operations at many of our airfields,

and no stringent requirement to stack our aircraft as tight as

possible for rake-offs and landlngs. However, the importance of the
phenomL on does Lncrease during simulated or actual national emer-

gency situations.

Aircraft icing is somewhat unique when compared to other terminal

area problems. Although the problem has existed since the advent of

aviation, its impact on aviation systems was not prevalent for many

years due to the proliferation of onboard deicing or antl-lclng

equipment. I attribute the recent interest in aircraft icing problems

to two developments: the significant increase in the number of rotary-

wing aircraft and the decrease in on-board anti-icing or deicing

equipment in modern day jet aircraft. This is especially true when

describing new or future military aviation systems. This state of

affairs has been brought about by increased monetary constraints, with
little or no decrease in the requirement to modernize our aircraft

systems. What are we doing to deal with the icing problem? Quite

frankly, not much. We've relied too heavily on the engineers to

effectively deal with the problem with onboard systems and have

neglected efforts to reliably forecast the phenomenon. Therefore,

we are currently behind the eight ball and find ourselves in a catch-

up mode. The military services, through their various research arms,
are now starting to addres_ the problem. There is a pressing need
to improve our aircraft icing forecast capabilities within the termi-

nal area, both from the viewpoint of reliability and mission

tailoring. NASA is doing likewise for the civil aviation community.

We look forward to cooperative efforts in this area to arrive &t the
optimum solution.
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it would be interesting to note how many times we have heard or

read something to the effect, "Don't take off or land in thunderstorms."

Still we hear year after year where some brave soul has decided to

neglect this warning and gets blown off the runway or slammed into

the ground. Why does this happen? is it just human nature to

challenge the elements or is it our i[,ability to provide adequate

warning on an approaching thunderstorm? It's probably a combination
of both. We have ground-based radar coverage of all terminal areas

to pinpoint the location, direction of movement and intensity of

approaching convective cells. But does that cell have an associated

gust front or lightning? These two problems are being challenged by

the development of surface based systems for detecting approaching
gust fronts and lightning discharges. I feel quite confident that

our progress in the devlopment of Doppler radar systems holds the key
for a better understanding of internal thunderstorm mechanics which

will ultimately lead t_ increased warning of surface based phenomena

associated with a particular storm. I applaud the joint development

efforts now underway in this area.

I want to say just a few words about the last of the terminal

area problems, strong or gusty surface winds. This is a difficult

problem, needless to say. Wind sensors tell us when the lhenomena

is occurring, not when it's about to occur. Computer models have

been developed to simulate or predict peak wind gusts, but unfortu-

nately, our inability to accurately portray the true state of the
atmosphere limits the usefulness or accuracy of such models. In

general, we can do a pretty good job of forecasting the onset of

strong or gusty winds at a terminal, but what we can't do reliably

is forecast the timing, frequency, and strength of the peak gusts.

Can we do better? Quite seriously, I'm not sure, but I hope so.

The second category of meteorological support to aviation
systems that I want to consider is winds for flight planning.

The Air Force has expended considerable effort in this area over

the past 5-8 years. Has it been to simply provide computerized

flight plans tailored to specific missions, or has it been to choose
the optimur_ flight path between point A at_dB so as to arrive at

point B in the shortest possible time? It has been a combination of

many things, but the driving factor in the last few years has probably

been fuel economy. Our computerized flight plans are becoming quite

sophisticated. The advanced version not only selects the optimum
en route flight path and profile baseJ on forecast wind and weather

conditions, but also the optimum climbout and let dow_ profiles and

routes, all aimed at maximizing utilization of available fuel.

Some of the airlines have chosen the computerized flight plans as their

way of beating spiraling fuel costs. I only wish we could provide

better winds to produce our flight plans. Once again, this points out

our inability to accurately portray the true state of the atmosphere.
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Tile last category of meteorological support to aviation systems

ks en ro.te flight hazards, llistory has shown us that rmmt major

aviation accidents occur in the terminal area during take-off or

landing phases of flight. Occasionally accidents, such as tile

qm,tbern Airlines crash in Georgia last year or our o_ C-141 crash

in England in August 7b, bring the total picture into focus once

again. Could these accidents have been avoided? Maybe they could

have been. Thunderstorms, turbulence, icing and lightning or electro-

static discharges are the major producers of en r,ute aviation accidents

or incidents, The monies dedicated to research in these specific

areas reflect their potential impact on aviation systems. The

thunderstorm, being the most dramatic, has received considerable

attention over the years; still, we lack much of the information

necessary to accurately depict and define thunderstor dynamics.

Therefore, we are pursuing the development and deployment of advanced

airborne radar systems to assist aircrews in the identification

and location of severe weather. Airborne Doppler radar may well hold

the key for guiding aircrews safety through the penetrations of

thunderstorm cells. Advanced radar display capabilities have taken

much of the guesswork out of radar scope interpretation. I hope we

can now get the cost down to the point where general aviation and,

I might add, the military can afford them.

The second and most critical en route hazard affecting aviation

is that of turbulence, both mountain wave and CAT. Techniques for

forecasting mountain wave turbulence are well known throughout the

meteorological coxmmunity and have achieved a high degree of reliability.

Unfortunately, not all mountain _ave activity occurs in text book

fashion which leaves some doubt in the mind of the beholder. Cap

clouds or roll clouds are n_t always prevalent as a visual cue to

warn approaching aircrews, leaving doubt as to the existence of

wave activity. This same ,coblem occurs with the identification

and location of clear air turbulence areas--no visible cues are

present in most cases. Researchers are now evaluating airborne

detection systems with _he optimum goal of identifying and quantifying

these turbulence regions well in advance of their penetration. The

Air Force will become more and more Interested in airborne systems

as our air frames age or become more sophisticated and expensive.

Another significant en route flight hazard is aircraft icing.

My earlier comments concerning icing problems in the terminal area

also apply here. The reluctance to get too concerned about icing

problems is further impacted by the fact that en route modern day let

aircraft fly at altitudes above the icing region. Those aircraft

operating within the icing region have previously been equipped to

deal with its occurrence, should it arise. Rotary wing operations and

the decrease in onboard deicing systems will essentially force

advancements in icing forecast capability.
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TiI_, fin._] u'n __,,it_, t-]i,qht h,lz.lrd th,zt I want t-_ addr_'-_ is li_,,ht-

: ning or electro .tatic dischar.ges. Tile interest in this phenomenon is
es,_entially unique to the military, princlpal[y, the Air Force. Our
use of naphtha-based fuel, our increasing reltance on sophisticated
electronics for flying our aircraft and the shift to more and more
composite aircraf_ structures has elevated tim tm[mrtnnce r,f this
hazard to us blue-suiters. Our interest is somewhat different than

that of the airtines, who for tile most part take a lightning or
electrostatic discharge as a matter-of-fact and press on with littte
or no effect, except for qtructural pitting. General aviation, of
course, has a somewhat dilferent viewpoint than tile air]ines. One
thing of interest to me is that a few years back the Air Force
geophysic_ Lab proposed and built a prototype airborne lightning
detector and we,t to our major air coTm_ands looking for customers.
Thev found very little interest at that time, but the situation
would probabty be quite different today. Also, there is some
pressure within the Air Force for us to develop a caFability to
issue mission-tailored lightning discharge probability forecasts.
Quite frankly, I hope this does not become a firm forecast require-
ment. in this case, I firmly believe that an airborne system is the
path ta [ollow.

A few weeks ago some information crossed my desk which scated
that the weather associated aircraft accident rate within the Air

Force had declined for 1977. My immediate reaction was that our

aviation w,,ather suppurt was responsible for this decrease.

UnforLunately this turned out to be a figment of my imagination, in

reality, the decrease in 1977 was a result of a decrease in the
frequency of one of the major producers of aircraft accidents, the

thunderstorm. The fore-ast reliability had not changed from the
two previous years.

Why do we find ourselves in a state where our forecast

reliabil_ty from year to yrar increa,Jes every so slightly or not at
all? I think there arm definite reasons for this state of affairs,

and l'm sure many of the rea.-;onsare well known, if not already well
documented. Over the past 20 to 25 years, there has been a technology

surge beyond anyone's wildest imagination. We have come to a state
where automation is taking over many of the functions once held in

high esteem by the human. Centralization has developed to the point

where a person can actually control the operation of a machine from

a distance half way around the glebe. In the Air Weather Service, we
routinely pro%_de analysis and forecast information to our units in
the Faclfic and Europe from the Global Weather Central at Offutt AFB,

Nebraska. This centralization of the forecasting functions is in

most cases driving the forecast accuracy down when compared to a

mix of centrally prepared and locally prepared forecasts. This is

especially true for local forecasts of short-term duration.
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Centralization also leaves us with no backup. If we find that

umbilical cord severed, we may find ourselves as helpless as a new

born babe. Technology is marvelous when put in the proper perspective.

In the past, our dollars devoted to meteorology R&D has brought
forth some improvements. We've deveioped and put into operation

bigger and better analysis and forecast models. We have in operation

various versions of a computerized flight plan model. We have devel-

oped and put into operation a communication network for collecting

and disseminating weather information which is ten times better than
previous versions. We have doubled, tripled, or quadrupled our

data processing capability. As a vivid example, at the Air Force
Global Weather Central, we have six computer systems, four of which

are running at nearly full capacity approximately J0% of the time.

We process some 125,000 surface observations daily, plus carloads
of other data including satellite information, soundings, pilot

reports, etc., and we still want more--we need more to do our job
better. What I'm really trying to say is that our R&D monies in

meteorology have bought us many engineering improvements and very

few improvements in our basic knowledge and understanding of the

atmosphere. I dare say that the imbalance is on the order of 90%

engineering improvement and 10% basic knowledge improvement. Thl_;

can be highlighted by the fact that we still don't know the total
structure of a thunderstorm or the true state of the atmosphere,

even on a small scale.

This brings me to that part of my talk where I want to provide

you a prognosis for the future. Being the Commander of Air Weather

Service, I should be an expert at forecasting the future, but
we'll have to see how it goes. I hope my verification rate is

better than climatology.

I see satellites as opening additional doors in the realm of

atmospheric observations. Multichannel imagery and advanced

atmospheric sounders will complement surface based observing networks
to aid in the determination of the true state of the atmosphere.

Continued participation by the nations involved in che World

Meteorology Organization activities will hopefully result in further

improvements in the worldwide data base.

I see considerable value in the emphasis being placed on the

oceans. The effects of these huge bodies of water and the interface
between their surfaces and the atmosphere are still not well

accounted for in our analyses and forecasts.

The Aircraft to Satellite Data Relay (ASDAR) system will have

a definite positive impact on a worldwide observing network. This
near real-time data will provide data for a continual updating of

the state of the atmosphere.
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The dollar investment for meteorological services (including
aviation) is on the rise within the Air Force. I don't know if

this holds true for FAA and NOAA, but I do expect that we may see a

similar trend in their budgets in the not too distance future.

What this all means is, yes, there are programs upcoming that

will provide us with ever increasing amounts of data to portray the

true state of the atmosphere and provide better support to aviation

systems. The question that remains in my mind is will we know how

to effectively use or apply that data? I doubt very seriously that
we will unless we see some progress in R&D efforts aimed at advance-

ments in the science of meteorology.

I offer you these concluding comments before surrendering the

podium and departing.

Weather impacts on aviation systems are real and substantial.

I can't state emphatically that the impacts are growing or decreasing,
but I can say that the emphasis is shifting in many cases. The

increased sophistication of our aviation systems doesn't necessarily

eliminate the atmospheric impacts; old problems just assize new

proportions.

Within the atmospheric sciences, technological advances have

outstripped advances in underlying knowledge. This gap will
continue to widen unless existing trends can be reversed. More R&D

efforts addressing the many scientific deficiencies will be

required. Our scientific deficiencies are being camouflaged by

technological advances.

We must attempt to focus R&D monies on projects which address
these scientific deficienceis. With no increase in our investment in

basic scientific knowledge, the future is much in doubt in my mind.
With this in mind, we have identified a number of research objectives

that we hope AF HQ will find money to pursue.

Ladies and gentlemen, it has been my pleasure to spend this time
with you this evening and offer you these comments. I look forward

: to seeing many of you in the future. I'm sure your workshop will be

a smashing success. Thank you for your invitation.
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Severe Storms

John W. Connoliy

U.S. Department of Commerce/NOAA

I am happy to see that my presentation comes under the heading of

overview papers. As I look around this room and realize that a fair

sampling of the severe storm experts in the country are sitting out

there I will not presume to present anything more than an overview.

At best, I can set the scene for the discussions that will follow.

The Glossary of Meteorology for 1959 in defining a severe storm

says that it is "In general any destructive storm; but usually

applied to severe local storms in particular, i.e., intense thunderstorms,

hail storms and turbulence." I think I should like to broaden that

definition slightly; however, I do agree that the thunderstorm may well

be the principle villain among the severe storms that affect aviation.

I would like to start by outlining the severe storms that I

believe pose some hazard or even significant inc, nvenience to

aviation. Then I would like to look briefly at what is being done to
overcome these undesirable characteristics of severe weather and

finally perhaps leave a few thoughts that might be useful in the

discussions of these two days.

Table 1 tabulates my list of severe storms and their impact on

• aviation. I'm sure it's not exhaustive and we could discuss it

• exhaustively. Let's not do that. Let's save that analysis for later on.

I have placed the thunderstorms and tornado at the bottom of my

list not as indication of priority but because I will have more to s_y
about them than the other storms.

:' So let's briefly mention hurricanes. Obviously, they have an

on aviation. But these storms are usually pretty well identified

over the oceans long before they make landfall. Their publicity value

is such that their presence and track is well known even after landfall.

Primarily, I put them in the category of severe storms that create

a significant inconvenience to aviation. Of course, they are a

hazardous storm that aviation should steer clear of. However, they do

not figure prominently in National Transportation Safety Board (NTSB)
; accident statistics.

.... .;;_7-OIEGPAGE ....i..,...., ,_;,;;;"FILM."-O
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TABLE i

SEVERE STORMS

IMPACTING AV [ATION

• Hurricane

- Wind Damage

- Coastal Flooding

- Traffic Disruption

• Severe Winter Storm

- Heavy Snow

- Airport Closings

- Traffic Disruption

• Severe Local Storm

- Thunderstorm

• Turbulence
• Hail

• Wind Shear

- Tornado
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Forecasts and warnings for these severe storms emanate primarily
from three hurricane forecasts centers, the National Weather Service

(NWS), National llurricane Center (NHC) in Miami, Florida, the Eastern

Pacific Hurricane Center, San Francisco, and the Central Pacific

Hurricane Center, Honolulu. NHC in Miami delegates part of its

warning responsibility to three Hurricane Warning Offices, Boston,

Massachusetts, Washington, D.C., and San Juan, Puerto Rico. The

basic products of these offices are tropical storm and hurricane

advisories which are distributed to the general public, mass media,

public officials, etc. These products are issued routinely every

six hours as long as the storm is a threat.

When winter storms approach, meteorologists in Weather Service

Forecast Offices (WSFOs) issue warnings of the expected hazardous
weather for their areas of forecast responsibility. WSFOs coordinate
with other WSFOs in their area and issue Storm Summaries to the news

media. Local offices distribute warnings to the press, radio, TV,

State Police, Defense Civil Preparedness Agency, etc.

Severe winter storms are not only a hazard, but a significant

and sometimes catastrophic inconvenience. Two blizzards spaced a

week apart combined forces in January of this year to virtually

paralyze the eastern half of the nation, closing most airports for at

least several hours and affecting the cancellation, diversion or delay
of 5,000 commercial flights plus an untold number of other flights.

The first storm on January 20, primarily affected the East. All

three New York airports were closed for 30 hours disrupting 1800-2000

operations. The second, more severe blizzard of January 26-27 hit

the midwest. O'Hare Airport shut down for more than 22 hours on

-_ January 26. About 3,000 O'Hare flights were affected because high
winds prevented snow removal. During the same two days Cleveland
had a total of 28 arrivals and departures compared _ith the normal

200 per day.

United Airlines estimates that their loss alone will be in the

millions of dollars in terms of snow removal, overtime, lost crew time

and lost revenue. United was the biggest loser because of its high

number of operations, the predominance of east-west routing and its
reliance on Chicago and Cleveland as its two main hubs.

According to the Federal Coordinator for Meteorological Services

and Supporting Research in his 1978 National Severe Local Storms

Operations Plan, severe local storms are "Dangerous storms that

usually cover relatively small geographical areas or move in narrow
paths and are of sufficient intensity to threaten life and property.

For the purpose of this plan, a severe local storm is a tornado,
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funnel cloud, waterspout, or a thunderstorm with winds of 50 knots or

greater and/or hail 3/4-inch in diameter or greater at the surface.

Wind damage may be used to infer the occurrence/existence of a severe
loca! storm. '_

The Federal Coordinator adds tornadoes, funnel clouds and water-

spouts to the 1959 definition.

So i guess this is what we come down to, the severe storms that

cause the greatest hazard to aviation are categorized as severe local

storms. The remainder of what I am going to say then will relate to

a large degree to thunderstorms and tornadoes.

The Severe Local Storms (SELS) Unit of the National Severe Storms

Forecast Center (NSSFC) is responsible for issuing Tornado and Severe
Thunderstorm Watches. SELS also issues Severe Weather Outlooks which

indicates areas of greatest severe storm potential for periods up to
24 hours in advance.

Local NWS offices issue Tornado and Severe Thunderstorm Warnings

based on radar indications and actual storm reports, and work closely

with local officials in establishing and training storm spotter networks.
Local offices issue statements to keep the public informed on weather

developments.

Watch and warning information is relayed to the public by mass
news disseminators and by the National Oceanic and Atmospheric

Administration (NOAA) Weather Radio. The NOAA Weather Wire Service

is the primary link between NWS and the news media. The Service A,

Service C, and Radar Reporting and Warning Coordination (RAWARC)

: teletypewriter networks are other dissemination channels. Effective
use is also made of the Defense Civil Preparedness Agency (DCPA),

National Warning System (NAWAS) in the dissemination of warnings.

That's a broad overview of the NWS program for severe storms as

they affect the general public. For aviation the Aviation Weather
Services program provides aviation forecasts and warnings based in part

on products from the National Hurricane Center and the National Severe

Storms Forecast Center. In-Flight Advisories warn pilots of potentially

hazardous weather. SIGMETs describe weather severe enough to concern
all aircraft while AIRMETs describe weather of lesser severity

affecting mainly small aircraft but possibly of concern to all aircraft.

The Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) through the Air Route Traffic

Control Centers (ARTCCs) but particularly through the Flight Service

Stations (FSSs) is the prime disseminators of hazardous weather warnings

to aircraft. Since no other industry is as interested in and affected

by weather as aviation, it is essential that we gear our efforts in
the severe storms area to aviation needs.
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For the Air Force, the Air Weather Service provides both facsimile

and teletype products, from its Air Force Global Weather Center,

: (AFGWC) on a world-wide basis to provide forecasts and warnings of
severe weather which might affect Air Force operations.

Military Weather Advisories are issued by AFGWC in graphic

teletype format and as a facsimile chart four times daily to provide
guidance to field forecasters on tornadoes and thunderstorms.

Now, I would like to turn to what is going on in the area of

severe local storms to be more responsive to the needs of the public

but particularly to the needs of aviation.

Many of yuu know of the Joint Doppler Operations Program (JDOP)

that is going on at the National Severe Storms Laboratory (NSSL)

sponsored jointly by the NWS, AWS, NASA, FAA and the NOAA Environmental
Research Laboratories (Table 2). Recognizing that the typical weather

radar now in operation in the National Weather Radar Network measures

only reflectivity, it has been realized that a_curate and dePendable

diagnosis of damaging winds and tornadoes is not possible. Many

investigators have long believed that Doppler radar will provide
important new measurements needed to improve tornado and severe

thunderstorm warnings.

The first operational experiment of this joint doppler project
took place at NSSL in the Spring of 1977; its objective, real-time

severe thunderstorm identification using Doppler radar. Obviously,

the results of one test season are not conclusive. However, several

preliminary conclusions were reached including the fact that severe
weather probability of detection i_ higher with Doppler than with the

_ conventional radar in the present warning system.

The project continues in 1978 with joint operations scheduled from
April 15-June 15, 1978. The focus of the 1978 operational tests will

be on improved detection and warning of tornadoes and damaging winds

_ (Table 3). Particular attention will be given to evaluating Doppler
data for improved warnings of hazards to aircraft in flight.

The Severe Storm Laboratory conducts a data gathering project each
t

spring to meet certain research requirements in a broad program to

: further our knowledge of severe storms. The next major effort of this

kind is scheduled for 1979, which leaves this spring, 1978, substantially
free for the joint doppler tests. This allow_ for provision of

significant aircraft operations in support of the tests.
F
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TABLE 2

JOINT DOPPLER OPERATION PROJECT (JDOP)

Sponsored bx:

o National Weather Service

o Federal Aviation Administration

o National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration

For :

o Real-time severe thunderstorm identification

o Improved tornado detection and warning

o Improved warning of hazards to aircraft

o Doppler radar

TABLE 3

FY 1978 Jr_OP OBJECTIVES - AVIATION

I. Correlate areas of lightning and turbulence.

2. Investigate shear-turbulent zones with VAD Doppler
radar scans while aircraft measure turbulence and
wind.

3. Describe gust fronts with Doppler radar, particu-
larly under optically clear air conditions.

4. Determine the potential of Doppler radar for

turbulence avoidance by using spectrum width

real-time display for aircraft vectoring in
thunderstorm areas.
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Project "Rough Rider" is the ongolng project among the Air Force,
NASA, FAA, and NSSL NOAA. Objectives of the 1978 program are:

i) Determine the potential of Doppler radar for turbulence avoidance

in an operational system by using spectra with real-time display for

aircraft vectoring in thunderstorm areas. This "real-time" simulation

requires thunderstorm penetrations at altitudes similar to that in
use by en route aircraft, 2) Investigate shear-turbulent zones with

Doppler radar scans while aircraft measure turbulence and wind,

3) Correlate areas of lightning and storm hazards, and 4) Investigate

gust front turbulence and wind structure by aircraft and Doppler

radar particularly under optically "clear" air conditions.

In conjunction with this and in cooperation with several groups,

NSSL is investigating thunderstorm gust front structure and the wind

shears associated with convective activity. Specifically, in addition

to completing the "en route" type of thunderstorm turbulence program,

NSSL will be conducting gust front penetrations to determine horizontal
and vertical winds and will run simulated approaches to Tinker AFB
or other airfields within 200 km wlth suitable airfield facilities

during gust front passages. Data from a 450 m instrumented tower and

observations of gust fronts with Doppler radar will supplement the
aircraft observations. Chaff will be used at times to enhance radar

data from regions without precipitation.

The FAA has the major interest in the low level wind shear
associated with severe storms. We are all aware that severe wind

shear conditions occurring at low altitudes in the terminal area are

hazacdous to aircraft operations during takeoff, approach and landing,

as indicated in a number of accidents in the past several years.

The overall objective of the Low-Level Wind Shear P_ogram is to
examine the hazards associated with wind shear in the terminal area,

characterize the wind shear problem, establish required work needed to

arrive at solutions; and implement and integrate st,oh solutions into

the National Airspace System (NAS).

The Wind Shear Program is designed to investigate solutions to
terminal area wind shear hazards in three general categories: (i)

through the use of ground-based equipment, (2) through the use of
airborne equipment, and (3) by improving the accuracy of terminal area

wind shear forecasting techniques. The program has been structured to

provide near-term and interim products for operational a_pllc_tion,

when such products can provide a safety increase. Lor_er term program

tasks will be integrated with the near term outputs as they become
available.
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For most major air terminals, tlm hazardous shear can seriously

disrupt air operations on a scale from i0 minutes to several hours.

Fortunately, strong shears occur relatively infrequently. The major

terminals may experience strong wind shears in and around tileapproach

and departure corridors up to about 50 hot,rs per year. The reason
that stronger wind shears are not more cow,non is that the meteoro-

logical conditions that eausc them are rare. These cc:'._Ltions,in

their order of severity are:

Gust Fronts - Gust fronts are normally formed from mature, severe
thunderstorms and when l.ocated in tile vicinit3 of airports can be
extremely hazardous to air traffic. A zone of ma×imum hazard precedes
_he radar echo and is not identified by current airport surveillance
radars or adequately detected by tulay's airport weather sensors.
Only on very rare occasions has it been located and tracked by weather
radar (Figure l).

Frontal Zones- The second mechanism capable of causing strong wind
:_ears are frontal zones, These zones are routinely identified by

conventional meteorologicdl analysis but identification of the shear
associated with them is much more difficult. Todays wind measuring

system does not provide accurate measurement of the types of winds
that cause hazardous shear for the altitudes at which aircraft

operations are most seriously affected.

Low-Level Temperature Inversion- The last general meteorological

condition that creates wind shear haz,_rds, and perhaps the rarest of

all, is tllecondition where a low-level temperature inversion forms
near the surface with a warmer, low-level wind of considerable

magnitude, immediateJy on top of /he inversion. This situation

typically occurs after midnight.

To suramarize, ha:'ardous low-level wind shear can be generally

characterized as a rare event that is not easily identified or

tracked. It occurs year round, and when it is detected it is normally

after the fact, by past event analys_s or through the pilot reporting

system.

One of the nearer term solutions being investigated by the FAA

is the Lcw-Level Wind Shear Alert System (LLWAS) (Figure 2). Arrays

of anemometers are being installed at six airports throughout the U.S.
to collect data on the effectiveness of this system concept in

detecting the passage of thunderstorm gust fronts.

In this system, the outputs from each anemometer are compared with

centerfield sensor. When a significant difference is pored between

th_ ceI,terfleld and any other anemometer ar alert is sounded in the
tower cab.
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Data collected at these six airports during the _pring/Su_er

of 1977 are being used in ccnjun_tion with experimental test results
from tlleNational Aviation Facilities Experimental Center (NAFEC)

to determine the thleshold levels required for declaration of a

hazardous horizontal wind shear and to verify the number and locations
of anemometers required for reliable detection of a thunderstorm

gust front. The basic design of the tower cab test display and the

needed information for operational imlguage tests have been determined.

The test site at NAFEC is configured to permit evaluations of various
types of anemometers and determine numbers and locations of

anemometers required at an airport.

The airports selected for the test program are:

i. Tampa International, Florida

2. William B. Hartsfield Internatienal, Atlanta, Georgia
3. Houston Intercontinental, Texas

4. Stapleton International, Den_'tL, Colorado
5. Will Rogers World, Oklahoma City, Oklahoma

, 6. John F. Kennedy International, New York

7. NAFEC, Atlantic City, New Jersey

Implementation of anemometer arrays at a larger number of air-

ports will be predicated on the success achieved during the test program.

One of the major research efforts in the NWS Techniques Development

i Laboratory (TDL) is to develop automated techniques for forecasting
severe local convective weather, notably thunderstorms and their

manifestations !_ke hail, strong wind gasts, and tornadoes. The

i forecasts cover three time ranges: 12-48 hr (medium range), 2-6 hr

(short _ange), and 0-2 hr (very short range). These areas are dealt
with in three distinct tasks.

In the area of medium-range forecasting, TDL has developed new

multiple regression equations to predict the probability of both
general and qevere thunderstorms for the March 16 to SeptemLer 15

convective season. In the case of severe thunderstorms, different

: equations were developed for the spring (March 16 to June 15) and

: summer (June 16-September 15) seasons. The predictand for the

severe storm equations was based on authenticated reports for tornadoes,

: large hail, or damaging winds obtained from the National Severe Storms
Forecast Center (NSSFC). The thunderstorm predictant consisted of

manually digitized radar (MDR) data which weze collected from hourly
teletypewriter reports and archived on magnetic tape. MDR data are

coded for blocks 40-45 n mi (75-80 km) on a side, located in the East

and Midwest; they provide a significant increase in resolution and a
i

much larger data sample than were available for previous studies.

Boon the echo intensity and roverage within each block are digitized.
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Thunderstorm and severe storm probabi!itie +-are forecast for each

block in the MDR grid array. Probability forecasts are valid for the

]2-36 hr interval following 0000 GMT initial time. in addition,

thunderstorm probabilities are also forecast for the 12-24, 24-36,

and 36-48 hr projections following initial data time. The forecasts

are transmitted by facsimile and KCRT to field offices of NWS,

including NSSFC in Kansas City.

In the 2-6 hr prediction effort, TDL has developed and implemented

improved prediction equations for thunderstcrms and severe local storm

probabilities. In addition, the area over which the probabilities are

issued has been enlarged. Otherwise, this season's operational system

is un.i,anged from that of the 1977 season. Four 2-6 hr forecasts are

issued daily for the periods 1700-2100, 2000-0000, 2300-0300, _nd

0200-0600 GMT. Individual probabilities are valid for square areas

40-45 n mi (~75-80 km) on a side, in the case of thunderstorms, and

about 85 n mi (~160 km) on a side in the case of severe storms.

Forecasts are transmitted to NSSFC and NWS forecast offices by teletype
bulletin.

Figure 3 is a sample thunderstorm probability forecast. The

solid ]ine_ are isopleths of thunderstorm, probability for 10% ihtervals.

Actual occurrences of thunderstorms during the valid period are

indicated by T's. Radar data, used to define thunde_ aorm events,

were missing within the area delineated by dotted lines.

Effort in the very short range (0-2 hr) relies on the capability

of weather radar to identify and trace the development of severe local

storms. The problem is: (i) to identify echo characteristics mnd

parameters related to severe westher events, (2) to develop automated

methods of forecasting the movement and develop.,ent of these echoes,

(3) to develop statements on the probability of convecti_ _ weather in

selected areas within predetermined time intervals, and (4) to imple-

ment results obtained into the operational environment of NWS. Products

from these studies should prove extremely useful in providing timely

warnings to the general public and to special users, such as the

aviation industry.

I believe that it is in the short and very short range time framesI

that we should collectively concentrate our efforts. Significant

improvements in the 0-2 hour forecasts hold great promise for aviation.

+_ Operationally there are two major efforts underway within the NWS

and FAA to provide more nearly real-time hazardous weather information

to the pilot. The first involved assignment of meteorologists to the

FAA ARTCCs and the second is the centralized convective SIGMET program.
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On April 3, 1978, meteorologists will report for duty in 13

ARTCCs (Figure 4). OilApril 17, they will begin two shift per day
operation. This will be the culmination of many months of effort on

the part of the FAA and NWS. ARTCCs involved are Atlanta, Houston,

Chicago, Indianapolis, Cleveland, Washington, Boston, Fort Worth,

Jacksonvi]]e, Memphis, New York, Kansas City and Miami. We expect
that meteorologists will be assigned to the remaining seven conti-

nental ARTCCs during FY-79 depending upon resource availability.

These "Center Weather Service Units" (CWSUs), as they are

called, will be staffed with three meteorologists.

The CWSU meteorologists will monitor aviation weather conditions

within the area of responsibility of the ARTCC to which each unit
is assigned and will keep the weather coordinator and flow controller

appraised of changing weather conditions. Particular emphasis will
be applied to those situations which would be hazardous to aviation

safety and impede the flow of air traffic in the National Airspace

System (NAS).

The meteorologists will provide consultation and advice to senior

level air traffic controllers concerning forecast or actual adverse

weather conditions which affect air traffic operations or aircraft

safety over any portion of the ARTCC area, including terminals. They
will provide detailed briefings of current and forecast weather

several times a day with particular emphasis on hazardous weather
associated with severe storms.

To assist in this responsibility, the CWSU will be equipped
with remote fascimile readouts of NWS radars, satellite pictures,

weather teletype, facsimile weather charts and a Plan View Display
(PVD) similar to the scope used by the controller. The PVD provides

a unique capability to request pilot reports (P!REPs) from specific
aircraft to confirm the existence of forecast weather conditions.

The second program, to be instituted on May 2, 1978, is the
convective SIGMET program. In an attempt to provide the pilot more

timely information on hazardous weather the NWS will consolidate all
convective SIGMETs at the National Severe Storms Forecast Center (NSSFC)

at Kansas City. Based on NWS radar observations, NSSFC will issue
hourly and special convective SlGMETs for the conterminous

United States. Each SIGMET will cover approximately 1/3 of the United

States (Table 4). They will be issued in two parts. Part A will be

a plain language SIGMET relating the convective phenomena to en route

VORs. It will be suitable for direct broadcast by air traffic
controllers.

5O
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TABLE 4

CONVECTIVE SIGMET REPORTS

MKCC WST 221835

CONVECTIVE SIGMET 19

KS OK

FROM 30E GCK TO 20E GAG.

LN BKN TSTMS 25 WIDE _iOVG 2515 WITH AN INTS-LVL5 CELL.
TOPS TO 450...HALL TO I IN...WIND GUSTS TO 55.

LN BKN TSTMS 25 WIDE DFW 340300 DFW 335250

MOVG 2515 TOPS 450

CELL LVL5 DIAM i0 DF_J 330280 MOVG 2120

CONVECTIVE SIGMET 20

ND SD

FROM RAP TO 90W MOT TO PMB TO 40N MHE.

AREA SLD TSTMS WITH FEW EMBDD CELLS MOVC FROM 2530

WITH A FEW INTS-LVL5 AND EXTRM-LVL6 CELLS.

TORNADO RPTD 1820Z VCNTY GFK. MAX TOPS TO
450.. ,HAIL TO ] IN...WIND GUSTS TO 55.

AREA BKN TSTMS FSD 290240 FSD 310400

FSD 350270 FSD 310080 MOVG 2530 TOPS 450

CELL LVL6 DIAM 20 FSD 300210 MOVG 2515 TOPS 420
CELL LVL5 DIAM i0 FSD 330200 MOVG 2515 TOPS 420
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Pa_t B will provide an additional level of detail and will require

a special plotting chart primarily for use in the cockpit. The
convective phenomena will be related in azimuth and distance from six

plotting roints spaced throughout the United States. It is intended

to provide the pilot a means of updating the weather along his route

of flight and to provide him sufficient advance information to allow

for early route deviation if necessary. S_veral aviatioi_ group_ will

evaluate the plotting chart beginning May 2.

We expect that these two new programs, the ARTCC Weather Service

Unit and the centralized convective SIGMET program will make a very

significant improvement in the availability of aviation weather infor-

mation in the National Airspace System. Thus, I believe that the

potential for providing near real-time information to the pilot on

hazardous weather associated with severe storms has ne_-erbeen greater.

This paper is not intended to be a comprehensive compendium of all

the activity going on in this important area of meteorology and
aviation safety. Obviously, it is not. Significant research is

going on in several agencies concerning many aspects of severe storm
impacts on aviation.

For example, I have hardly mentioned the lightning hazard work
of NASA, or the radar scope interpretation for severe thunderstorms

and tornadoes by the Air Force, or the FAA work in remoting NWS

weather radars in the Atlanta Center, or the many other severe storm
activities at NSSL.

NOAA's Wave Propagation Laboratory is working with FAA to design

a network of pressure jump sensors to detect thunderstorm gust fronts.
A test network is currently installed at Dulles and tests have been
conducted at O'Hare.

NASA is doing work on numerical modelling to obtain information

on the structure and mechanism of the gust front phenomena.

There are many other programs underway within the civil and

military agencies which will make a contribution.

But, if I were to list some of the critical things that need to

be done, so that the hazards of severe storms might impact the airspace
system less than they do now, I would include:

I. Provide real time or near real-time hazardous weather

information to the pilot.
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, 2_ _rovi_e"re_-flime weather radar information to the controller.

3. Significantly improve the 0-2 hr aviation weather forecast.

4. Provide more surface weather observations as input to the

(0-2 hr) forecast program.

5. Accelerate development of automatic weather stations to

provide these observations.

6. Challenge aviation meteorologists to predict the occurrence,

intensity and position of gust fronts.

7. Concentrate on the detection and forecasting of Clear Air
Turbulence (CAT).

But above all, demand that the FAA and NOAA establish an

integrated Aviation Weather System for the National Airspace System.

This concludes my overview on severe storms. I hope that not only

b} what it includes but by what it omits as well, it may serve as a

stimulus for discussions during the next two days.
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Atmospheric Disturbance Modelling Requirements

For Flying Qualities Applications

David J. Moorhouse

Air Force Flight Dynamics Laboratory

ORIGIHAt PAGE IS
e7 P""._ QUALITY

Introduction

Reference I contains several papers that discuss different require-

ments for meteorological information for use in different aspects of

aircraft design and operation. It was mentioned many times that the

requirements are dependent on the application. This papez will

discuss yet another application-flying qualities.

First, flying qualities and the influences of atmospheric

disturbances will be discussed. Aircraft flying qualities are a

compromise between requirements for stability on one hand and for

maneuverability on the other hand. Although this trade-off is not

simple it is a far more complex problem to insure good flying

qualities in atmospheric disturbances- turbulence, gusts and wind shear.

In reality, the range of atmospheric disturbance possibilities is

infinite. For flying qualities applications, therefore, the major

concern is to represent the characteristics which have a primary effect

on aircraft response and pilot control. The best engineering model is

the si_lest one that satisfies this goal. U.S. Military aircraft

flying qualities requirements are contained in MIL-F-8785B "Military

Specification-Flying Qualities of Piloted Airplanes," (Reference 2).

An atmospheric disturbance model in this document forms the main

connection between flying qualities and atmospheric disturbances. An

extenxive revision effort is currently being finalized and next,

therefore, tbe current revisions to the atmospheric disturbance section

of MIL-F-8785B will be reviewed. Finally the state of the art will be

briefly discussed with the author's opinions on remaining deficiencies
and areas for future research.
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_l_ Qualities

It is appropriate first to detine what is meant by flying

qualities, in order to keep the whole discussion in perspective.

A definition from Reference 3 is "those airplane characteristics which

govern the ease or precision with which the pilot ran accomplish t;_u

mis=ion." Flying qualities are "measured" by subjective pilot

opinion according to a rating scale (Reference 3) which is presented

in Figure i for illustration, but will not be discussed further here.

Note, however, that flying qualities are tied to accomplishing a

specific task and must include consideration of environi_icntal conditions.

An airplane can have characteristics that make the task of landing

relatively easy in calm air. The same task becomes very demanding or

even impossible in a violent thunderstorm, even though the airplane

characteristics may not have changed. A consideration of atmospheric

disturbances is implicit in any analysis of flying qualities.

It is of interest to note that the firot report issued by the

National Advisory Committee on Aeronautics (Reference 4) was concerned

with airplane response to gusts. We also know that the Wright Brothers

designed their first flying machine to be marginally stable or unstable

to minimize the response to gusts. The Wright Flyer only flew with

continuous pilot inputs, for which sufficient control was provided.

Previous experimenters had been plagued by insufficient control to

correct the large responses of a very stable configuration. The

problem under consideration is therefore as old as flying.

For the purposes of the flying qualities specification an

engineering model of atmospheric disturbances is required. Thi_

engineering model may be considered as the simplest or minimum

acceptable model which correctly identifies the primary parameters

of particular interest. It is then hoped that secondary parameters

do not alter the results, and tertiary parameters are not recognized.

This is in contrast to the objectives of basic research into meteoro-

logical phenomena or the physics of atmospheric dynamics. It is

also noted that terminology has different connotations depending on

an individual's background or field of endeavor. To prevent any

confusion, certain terms are defined for use in interpreting the

current revision to MIL-F-8785B, Reference 5.

Mean Wind

This is the steady wind or the reference value on which pertur-

bations are superimposed. The mean wind could vary with time and spatial

coordinates, but it is considered to be horizontal and only a function

of altitude. Since for engineering purposes the mean wind is constant

with time, the meteorological concept of "averaging time" does not apply.

............. & , _
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There is no requirement for the "mean wind" to actually be a mean over

any particular time period. A mean wind has an effect on flying

qualities only at low speeds, primarily in landing. The trim condition,

power setting and angle of attack to maintain a given glideslope

; in a headwind or tailwind, and bank angle or sideslip for a crosswJnd,

are functions of tile wind speed. The effect on flying qualities

may or may not be significant, but will depend on the specific

configuration.

Wind Shear

This is the rate of change of the magnitude of the mean wind

with altitude, a restricted interpretation for this particular

application. The influences of wind shear have been shown by many

i investigators (e.g. References 6,7, and 8). The analysis of the

total effect of wind shear on pilot control or flying qualities is

very complex. As an example, Reference 9 reports results of a

piloted, ground-based simulation of landing in wind shear. Two

runs of one configuration in the same wind shear profile produced

completely opposite results. On one run the pilot landing without

difficulty, on the other run the result was a "crash." Thus even in

a controlled experiment the problem of recognition, perhaps pilot

distraction by a side task, is apparent.

It is a common, unusually valid assumption to consider that the

longitudinal dynamics of a conventional aircraft have two normal modes,

a short period and a phugoid. The short period is a well-damped

oscillation of angle of attack, _, and pitch attitude, C ; the phugoid

is a much slower, lightly-damped oscillation of 8 and airspeed, u.

Now, if we consider a "simple shear" there is a perturbation if the

flight path is not horizontal, the response is as shown in Figure 2.

An increase in headwind (decrease in tailwind) produces an increase

in airspeed and an immediate increase in lift. The initial response

is a rise abo' e the glideslope and _La indicated increase in airspeed.

The "natural" control action is to pitch down and reduce power.

Without any control input, the longer-term response is to stabilize

to the original airspeed mld acquire a steeper flight path. The

long-term effect requires an increase in power, i.e., opposite to the

initial transient. Thus in a continually changing wind, constant

shear, a pilot may be correcting the initial transient until, if the

shear ends, the airplane is grossly off the required steady-state

conditions. If the shear due to a reducing tail wind ends close to

the ground, then a short landing could result (Reference la). This

problem is even worse if a coupled approach is made with pl_nned transi-

tion to manual control in dynamic conditions (Reference I0). This

reference also discusses the implications of pilot control of the initial

transient. The pitching response to elevator input, governed by the
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short-period dynamics, is typically an order of magnitude quicker than

airspeed response. Tight control of pitch attitude is equivalent to

supressing 0 in the phugoid; this gives an aperiodic response (e.g., see

Reference ii). When this aperiodic response is compared with the

uncontrolled phugoid, as illustrated in Figuce 3, it is seen that

there will be an apparen, loss in airspeed stability to the pilot.

This analysis is supported by results of a computer slm, latlon of

the DC-IO sho_ in Figure 4, taken from Reference 12.

Whereas in the uncontrolled case the airspeed oscillates around

the nominal value, pilot control of the glideslope causes the airspeed

to diverge much more and, mcre important, the divergence subsides

very gradually. The implication is that tight control of pitch

attitude to correct flight path perturbations due to wind shear may

lead to over-control of the airspeed perturhatlons. MIL-F-8785B does

contain requirements for the uncontrolled phugoid. We now see that

the effect of atmospheric disturbances and the resulting pilot actions

can produce a completely different response.

Vec:or Shear:

This is the rate of change of the direction of the mean wind

with altitude. Statistically this phenomenon has a low probability

of occurrence, al_hough it can be produced by certain topographical

featu es. Flight tests at Wright-Patterson AFB, for instance,

frequently show vector shear. It is proposed as a useful device for

simulation purposes to disturb all the degrees of freedom of airplane
motion.

Tu. bulence

This term is u_ed to denote the continuous, random fluctuations

in wind velocity which must be described statistically. Turbulence

is commonly assumed to be random with a zero mean and a normal, or

Gaussian, distribution. Actual measurements of atmocpheric turbulence

have shown it to be non-Gausslan, containing more small and large

disturbances than a Gaussian distribution. The most significant

point to be made here is that the atmospheric disturbance model to

be used, for instance in a piloted ground-based simulation, should be

¢onslstent with the objectives of the simulation and the fidelity

of the total system representation. Thus turbulence is generally

included in a simulation only to add to the piloting task. The pilot

is evaluating the task of flying the alr_lane and the fine detail of

the turbulence is unimportant, within reason. The influence of

turbulence, however, is dependent on the task the pilot is trying to

perform. In normal cruise, the alrplave can be allowed to Just fly

through light turbulence, whereas In landing approach tighter control

of the flight path is obviously required.
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In piloted simulntions where Gaussian turbulence is the only

disturbance, the normal complaint is that Gaussian disturbances are too

regular. A disturbance in one direction is followed by one in the

other directlon, alleviating the need for pilot control. Part of the

solution may be to instruct the pilot to perfoLm the task as aggressively

as possible, and part of the so]ution may be an improved disturbance

model. Non-Gaussian turbulence is not necessarily the answer, the

author of Reference 13 expresses the opinion that if three items

are handled more realistically, then non-stationarit, aspects may not

be important. The three items are (i) the use of excessive inte,sity

values, (li) the use of excessive (i.e. high altitude) integral

scale values and (iii) the use of inappropriate forcing inputs due to

the gusts. (All are covered by the proposed revisions detailed in

the next section). Non-Gaussian turbulence model_ have been developcJ,

however their use in simulations ha_ yielded mixed results. For the

study reported in Reference 14 the pilot choce a non-Gausslan

turbulence for an evaluation of the landing approach task of STOL

aircraft. Reference 15 showed no conclusive results in an attempt to

develop the same non-Gaussian model. There are also a variety of

approaches to developing a non-Gausslan representation, as discussed

in Reference 5. It can safety be stated, therefore, that there is no

unanimous opinion with respect to any departure from a Gaussian

distribution of disturbances. In fact, the atmosphere itself does not

have a uniquely non-Gausslan characteristic. Using the fourth-order
moment as a moasure of non-Gaussianess Reference 16 indicates a wide

range of values about Gaussian.

Gust

This term is used to dt,,lote a discrete or deterministic change in

the wind ve]ocity. In application gusts may be used independently or

superimposed on a mean wind and/or turbulence to represent large

disturbances. Used appropriately a gust can actually represent a

discrete wind shear such as can occur ac a temperature inversion;

vertical air movements such as downdrafts or thermals; the large

(]_or 4G ) fluctuations that occur in actual turbu]ence but which

are not represented in the assumed Gaussian form of turbulence: the

fluctuations due to the wake of man-made or topological featu_e_; or

an independent discrete phenomenon such as the wing tip vortex of

anot,er aircraft. The gust Is used to ensure sufficient control to

recover from [arge distucbances- an essential part of flying qualities.

The above definitions depart from meteorological practice in order

to allow some flexibility in defining models of atmospheric disturbances

that are tractable for engineering anlayses. Although the desirability

of tractability should be ob:ious, the requlremen_ for flexibility

is considered to be equally desirable. During the course of an air-

craft development a variety of analyses, computer simulations,
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piloted simulations, etc. are performed with different objectives

and different r'_quirements for atmospheric disturbance inputs. The

definitions given earlier attempt to "Jentify and separate che

primary parameters in atmospheric disturbances which relate to aircraft

control and flying qualities. The synergistic effects of any or all

of these parameters can and should be obtained.

A final comment is required in this section. The definition of

flying qualities givea earlier addresses only open-loop (i.e., no

control inputb) airplane characteristics and this is essentially the

content of MIL-F-8785B. Hopefully the preceding discussion indicates

that, in reality, flying qualities is a much broader problem than

just a consideration of airplane characteristics, in the Flight

Dynamics Laboratory's Flying Qualities Group, we are moving towards

what may be called "handling qualities- those characteristics of the

total system that govern the ease or precision with which the pilot

can accomplish the mission." Characteristics of the total system

include airplane characteristics, which may be modified or augmented

by the flight control system, pilot interaction with the flight

control system and the display, operational procedures and the

influences of environmental conditions that are being discussed at

this workshop.

Rationale for the Current Revision of MIL-F-8785B

MIL-F-8785B states that the atmospheric disturbance models shall
be used to assess:

a. The effect of turbulence on the flying qualities of the

airplane;

b. The ability of = _il t to recover from the effects of discrete

gusts.

• There were no criteria, however, to judge the acceptability of

any effects of turbulence on flying qualities. Remembering Figure i,

there are three levels of flying qualities which could depend on the

stability and control/response characteristics of the airplane and

the operation or failures of the flight control system. Although

there is no exact correspondence between the different levels of

flying qualities as affected by aircraft characteristics and the effects

of turbulence, chere is a similarity in principle. It is now proposed

to define three intensitier of atmospheric disturbance and to recognize

the degradation of pilot rating that occurs with increasing turbulence.

The different atmospheric disturbance values are denoted "light"
(probability I0-), "moderate" (probability 10-3) and "severe"

(probabllity I0-_). The proposed revision paragraph is:

6O
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1.5 Levels of flyin_ qualities

Where possible, the requirements of section 3 have been stated

in terms of three values o[ the stability or control parameter being

specified. Each value is a minimum condition to meet one of three

]evels of acceptability related to the ability to complete the

operational mission for which the airplane is designed. _he levels are:

ATMOSPHERIC DISTURBANCES

LIGHT MODERATE SEVERE

Level I Flying qualities Flying qualities such

Flying qualities adequate to accomplish that the airplane can

adequate for the the mission Flight be controlled safely,

mission Flight Phase Phase, but some but pilot workload is

increase in pilot excessive or mission

workload or degra- effectiveness is

dation in mission inadequate, or both.

effectiveness, or both, Category A Flight
exists Phase can be termi-

nated safely, and

Category B and C Flight

Phases can be completed.

Level 2

Flying qualities Flying qualities such Flying qualities such

adequate to that the airplane that control may be

accomplish the can be controlled maintained long

mission Flight safely, but enough to fly out

Phase, but some pilot workload is of the disturbancL.
increases in excessive or mission

pilot workload effectiveness is

or degradation in inadequate or both.

mission effective- fategory A Flight

hess or both, Phases can be

exists terminated safely,

and Category B and C

Flight Phases can

be completed.
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LIGHT MODERATE SEVERE

Level 3

Fly_ng qualities such Flying qualities No requirement

that the airplane can such that control

be controlled safely, can be maintained

but pilot workload long enough to
is excessive or fly out of the
mission effective- disturbance.

ness is inadequate

or both, Category
A Flight Phase can
be terminated

safely, and Category

B, and C Flight Phases

can be completed.

Note: Category A are non-terminal Flight Phases requiring rapid

maneuvering or precision tracking, such as air-to-air combat. Category
B are non-terminal Flight Phases using gradual maneuvers and with

precise tracking, such as climb. Category C are terminal maneuvers,

such as takeoff and landing.

Thus, the light disturbances should not increase pilot workload

significantly and therefore should not degrade the pilot opinion

relative to calm air. "Pilot opinion" here is considered in the

total sense of performing a given task with a particular aircraft

system in a certain atmospheric enviornment. The atmospheric distur-
bances are a part of the task and increasing the intensity of the

atmospheric disturbances increases the pilot workload, or alternatively

decreases pilot performance, in carrying out the task. Pilot opinion,

whether the result of flight test, piloted simulation or analytical

prediction, is affected by aircraft characteristics and by the
intensity of atmospheric disturbances. The pilot opinion, workload

or performance corresponding to basic (i.e., calm air) characteristics

of Level i, 2 or 3 should not degrade out of that Level in light

disturbances. Successive degradation will be al3owed in moderate and
severe disturbances. For the normal aircraft state (no failures-

Level I flying qualities) it is proposed that moderate and severe

disturbances may cause degradations equivalent to Level 2 and 3 flying

qualities. There is currently insufficient data to define the progres-
sive degradations of increasing disturbances and inadequate basic

characteristics. It is now necessary to recognize characteristics worse

than the "Level 3" currently defined in MIL-F-8785B. With a degraded

aircraft state in severe distuzbances, which correspond to typical

thunderstorm activity, the minimum requirement would be that control of
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the aircraft can be maintained, for instance landings could not

necessarily be completed whereas a wave-off could. The effect of

this proposal is to replace an implicit dependence with an explicit
definition of the effects of atmospheric disturbances.

Turbulence becomes less and less continuous in the statlstical

sense as the intensity increases, but can be expected t_ occur more in

patches. The severe disturbance can therefore be used to show that
contro_ is sufficient "to fly out of a p_tLh". Information on the

lengths of patches of turbulence is lacking, however, it should be
noted that the conditions favoring the development of turbulence

normally extend o er area_ measured on a s_noptic scale and that as a

consequence turbulence patches cluster both in time and in space.
This makes it difficolt for instance to estimate the distance that has

to be covered on the average before turbulence of a given reference

intensity will be met, but it defines the proportion of all air

mileage, or of all time, containing turbulence of a given reference

intensity. The probabilities tentatively chosen for the light,
moderate and severe atmospheric disturbances are i0-1, 10-3 and 10-5 ,

respectively. As pointed out, however, the numerical values are

necessarily global average and bear no relationship to any

particular flight. When considering terminal operations, for example,
the probable winds vary from airfield to airfield. The atmospheric

disturbance model is at best an imprecise average, justifying some

engineering approximations as discussed in the preceding section.

One critical atmospheric phenomenon that was omitted from
MIL-F-8785B was wind and associated shears. A wind shear at

altitude can be adequately represented by a discrete gust, however it
was felt that some more fundamental representation was required to

cover operation in the earth's boundary layer. For the specification

two altitude regions are considered-a low altitude region from the

ground to about 2000 ft and a medium/high altitude region about or above 2000

ft. The boundary between the two regions is not rigid but is more

a function of the flight phase being considered. For the low altitude

i region a logarithmic wind profile with altitude is specified and the
revision to MIL-F-8785B also directs the consideration of wind vector

shear, i.e. changes in wind direction with altitude.

Atmcspherie stability has significant influence on the wind anu
turbulence characteristics (as detailed in Reference lb). The

logarithmic wind profile specified herein is applicable to a netural
or slightly unstable atmosphere. The data presented in Figure 5 indicates
that this is consistent with surface wind speeds greater than approxi-
mately 10 kts. Higher wind speeds enhance the atmospheric mixing and
support the near neutral stability. Figure 5 also shows the near
neutral stability (i.e., defined as categories C & D in the figure)
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and hence, by implication, the wind profile proposed for the revision

to MIL-F-8785B occurs with apprc,-_imately 55% probability. The

mathematically inclined readers .ill immediately realize from the

preceding discussion that the proposed revision apparently neglects

atmospheric conditions with a total probability of occurrence of about

45%. What is especia!ly unfortunate is that these less probable

atmospheric conditions probably cause more than their fair share of

aircraft accidents and should not be neglected.

Unstable conditions caused by the onset of strong surface heating

are normally associated with light wind speeds. These conditions often

cause significant fluctuations in wind d_rection and produce thermals,

depending on the terrain. Changes in wind direction with altitude

are believed to be of sufficient importance that they are suggested

in the proposed revision, even though the probability of occurrence

is less in neutral stability. Phenomena such as thermals can be

adequately represented as discrete gusts.

Stable atmospheric conditions are often associated with strong

temperature inversions. A strong inversion has the ability to make

conditions above and below it independent of each other. There is

the possibility of significant changes in wind speed and/or direction

across the inversion. Again this type of disturbance can conveniently

be represented by discrete gusts.

Thus the simplifications to produce the proposed disturbance model

were done without neglecting any flying qualities implications of

stable or unstable conditions, etc. The model is not necessarily

self-consistent but, to reiterate, is intended to show the influences

of a range of disturbance features on airplane flying qualities. The

proposed medium/nigh altitude model is essentially the same as

MIL-F-8785B, with either the Dryden or the yon Karman frequency

spectrum for isotropic turbulence to be used. The three levels of

turbulence intensity are given in Figure 6 as simplified functions of

altitude. The "l-cosine discrete gust" is retained although half the

cycle is specified, i.e.

vlLj|

_' d distance
m
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Now the reLurn half of the gust does not have to follow immediately after

the original perturbation, nor do the two halves necessarily have to

be equal. The same procedure is used for calculating the gusts viz.
several values of d are chosen to correspond to the natural modes of the

airframe and flightmcontrol system (not the structural modes) and the

magnitudes are obtained from Figure 7 using the appropriate turbul_nce

intensity.

A separate mo4el is proposed for low altitudes, representing the

major change to MIL-F-8785B. A mean wind profile as a function of height

above ground level is defined by

In (h/zo)
Uw= U20

in (20/Zo)

where u = mean wind speedw

h = height above ground

Z = surface roughness heighto

= 0.15 for terminal Flight Phases

= 2.0 for other Flight Phases, such as terrain following

The wind speed at 20 ft. above the ground, UgO, is given in Figure 8
as a function of probability of occurrence. -The values to be used

for the different levels of atmospheric disturbance are indicated.

Different orientations of the mean wind relative to the runway for

terminal Flight Phases or he aircraft flight path for other Flight

_ Phases are to be considered. In addition, changes in direction of the
mean wind speed with altitude are to be considered as given in Table i,

using the most critica] altitude and wind orientation.

Table i. Vector Shear

intensity A_w _h
degs feet

;

: LIGHT 0 --

MODERATE 90 600

SEVERE 90 300
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The maximum values of crosswind and tailwind components at 20 ft above

the runway are given so that this requirement is consistent with
operational considerations.

The low altitude turbulence intensities to be used are _ = 0.i

U_^, with O and O given by Figure 9 as functions of altitude. The
LU U . V

appropriate scale lengths are given in Figure I0 as functions of altitude.

(Both these last two figures are from Reference ib). The same procedure

is to be used for calculating the low-altitude discrete gusts, with the

exception that the specification will direct the use of both single
and double ramps. A single ramp in the appropriate axis would appear

as a scalar wind shear. Of particular note is that the proposed

revisions will require that the turbulence velocity components shall be

along axes aligned with the mean wind. Thus, u is the longitudinal

velocity perturbation in the direction of the m§an wind, with v and

w$ being the transverse components. For application in analysesgor
p11oted simulation the specified turbulence intensities require

transformation to aircraft body axes.

The logarithmic wind profile is suggested rather than a specific
shear value as being more representative of real-world winds. In

addition, Reference 17 presents simulation results that show landing
touchdown point to be more sensitive to logarithmic shear than to

linear shear. Figure Ii (taken from Reference 17) shows ahe effects

of a given initial wind at 500 ft shearing to zero at the runway.
Although the study was done for an automatic landing system, the

results are taken to be indicative of piloting difficulty.

It should be emphasized that the proposals contained in this

section are currently going through a government/industry review

cycle. In this process, comments are solicited from potential users
before the specification is formally amended. Chalk of Calspan

recommends an alternate method for considering the influences of

turbulence on flying qualities (Refer'- _ !8). The low-altitude

portion of the proposed model _a_ 'Jet_ a in a Flight Dynamics

Laboratory simulation of the YC-15, ,_q_.u__shed, The comments by

the pilots were favorable; but the task was to evaluate the airplane
not the disturbance model, per se.

State of the Art

As already stated_ atmospheric distrubances have been studied

since flying began. A great deal of work has been done in the mean-

time; as an example, Reference 13 lists a further 269 references.
A consideration of the state of the art will necessarily be brief in

this paper, concentrating on the flying qualities aspects. The

Flight Dynamics Laboratory has sponsored turbulence research in the
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past, the most notable of which is probably the series of Critical

Atmospheric Turbulence (CAT) Programs (References 20 through 25).

These programs measured atmospheric turbulence characteristics in

various altitude ranges. An interim model and requirements for the
TOLCAT program were defined in Reference 26.

More specifically directed towards the piloting problems, two
contracts with Northrop Corporation investigated "Flying Qualities in
Turbulence" (References 27 and 28). A follow-on contract with Rockwell

Corporation investigated the interaction of structural modes with pilot
control of response to turbulence (Reference 29). These efforts

developed a pilot model for control of the perturbations due to con-

tinuous turbulence. Although this research contributed to our under-

standing of pilot control, no attempt was made to develop the
turbulence model.

Support was provided for initial development of the non-stationary

turbulence model of Reeves (Reference 30). In simple terms, it

proposed multiplying two uncorrelated Gauss,an white noise processes
and using an appropriate filter to tailor the frequency spectrum.

This version of the model was tested in Reference 14, with encouraging
results. The model was further developed in a form to allow control of

the fourth-ordeL moment as a measure of the patchiness but yielded
inconclusive results (Reference 15).

The University of Toronto conducted a wind tunnel study of

turbulence characteristics on a landing glideslope (Reference 31).
In a specially modified wind tunnel, approximately 1,000 ft of atmospheric

boundary layer can be simulated with independent control of velocity

profile and turbulence intensity. A large number of correlation

measurements of the turbulent velocity components were completed with

hotwire probes in the scaled atmospheric boundary layer. The majority

of these measurements were confined to a mean ve!ncity power law
variation with the index, n = 0.16 and a glide-slope angle of 15°.

ri Limited data were also taken with glideslopes of 45° and 90° and some
with n = 0.35. With two probes at different points on the glideslope,
all the terms in the correlation matrix were obtained for different

ratios of wind speed to approach speed. The scatter in the state vector

elements due to turbulence was predicted for the landing approach of
a typical STOL aircraft.

Reference ic discussed the requirement for a standardized turbulence

model and pointed to MIL-F-8785B as a starting point. In a sense, the

distrubance section of MIL-F-8785B is presented as a minimum acceptable
model with which to validate the flying qualities of a particular aircraft

configuration. It is recognized that more sophisticated models exist and,

of course, would be more than acceptable. As such, it is suggested

that Reference ib forms a better starting point for winds and turbulence,

?
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and may be considered state of the art. Since this model is well

documented it will not be discussed here, except to say that it contains

a "classical" representation of turbulence. An alternate approach,

which must be considered in any assessment of the state of the art, is due

to Jones of RAE (see e.g. References 32-34).

The essence of Jones' proposals is provided by a direct quote from

Reference 32: "...the proposals made here concentrate on reproducing

the probability distributions of the transition functions, or two-

point velocity differences .... ". The two-point velocity differences

are discrete values and the proposed model consists of a spectrum of

discrete ramp gusts having a wide range of gradient distances, and

intensities proportional to the cube root of the gradient distance.

By means of appropriate filtering the power spectrum is adjusted to

be consistent with the yon Karman spectrum, except at low frequencies .

This model can therefore be considered as a link between tile use of

simple discrete gusts and power spectral methods.

The family of discrete gusts is obtained by defining N. dH as the

number of discrete ramp gusts per unit distance, in the leng_ range

(H,H + dH) and having intensity greater than w. Then

kI - w

Nh, w H2 exp HI/3
k 3

defines a family of discrete gusts with a wide range of lengths. In

practice, for a part'_ular aircraft mode the gusts of significance to

the aircraft response have lengths within a limited range-centered on

the 'tuned gust length' of that mode. This model seeks to define

those gusts which contribute to the peaks in aircraft response. It

is ideally suited to the single axis analysis of an aircraft flying

under some constraint, such as discussed earlier and illustrated in

Reference 34. New aircraft with advanced flight control systems may

have multiple modes of response. A generalized turbulence model

requires a wide spectrum of discrete gusts. A multiple-axis

representation with the correct cross-correlations is still being

developed and evaluated, but does offer the potential of unifying

continuous turbulence and discrete gust analyses. This model is

proposed for revision of the British flying qualities specification,
as detailed in Reference 19.

Although this paper has emphasized simplification and identification

of primary effects, this is not to suggest that further research is not
needed. It is believed that a standard model is required and should be

as complete as possible. It should include other effects such as

visibility, precipitation, etc. An essential part of the documentation
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for such a standard model would be a back-up report such as Reference

35 for M!L-F-8785B. in addition to substantiating data, this report should

also include the degree of confidence in particular requirements,

guidance for application or simplification of the model, alternate

approaches, consideration of different applications, etc. That is, a
"user's manual" is required in addition to the meteorological model

of atmospheric dynamics. The model would form a common reference which
could be tailored to specific applications.

Some additional research would be required to support such a
standardized universal distrubance model. More information is needed

on the patchiness of turbulence. Figure 6 shows the RMS turbulence

intensity decreasing with increasing altitude at the higher altitudes.
This trend may be driven more by the probability of encountering turbul-

ence, rather than the intensity _ ice turbulence is encountered. More
information is needed on how turbulence patches cluster in both time

and space, especially for non-storm conditions. A weak point iz_ the
current turbulence model of MIL-F-8785B is the aircraft rotational

disturbances. The pitching, rolling and yawing disturbances are

derived from the linear gradients of turbulent velocities at a point

and are accurate only at low frequepcies. In a flying qualities

simulation, it is quite common to increase or decrease parameters
such as the rotational disturbances until the pilot accepts them as

being "reasonable." Even if the mathematical model is accurate the
_ simulator motion drive or visual system m_y produce extraneous effects
_ which need to be tuned out. If we are to achieve a universal model,

however, we must obtain the information to define the spatial variation
of turbulent velocities. A fruitful area of research could be low-

altitude flight measurements along typical glideslopes as well as at
constant altitude. Ideally, measurements should be taken at more

than one point along the flight path and at a number of transverse

points. Assuming that the measurements are accurate enough to permit
resolution into the correct axes, these results could be used to validate

measurements taken in wind tunnels (e.g. Reference 31).

The basis for some of the simplifications in the proposed model is

to identify typical aircraft responses. A discrete gust was assumed to

be equivalent to the effeets of certain atmospheric phenomena, such as

inversions, gust fronts, wind shear, etc. The application of these

effects in the design process is on a probability basis. More research
is required to define the probability of occurrance of these unusual

atmospheric phenomena. Also a better definition of the phenomena

themselves, such as the potential wind difference across a temperature

inversion, would lend additional credibility to the model. Again,
the disturbance model in MIL-F-8785B is intended for use in aircraft

design and development to minimize sensitivity to disturbances, ensure
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adequate control, etc. A major factor in accidents has been pilot

recognition of the severity of disturbances. One approach to

alleviating this problem is pilot training in a varity of simulated
distrubance conditions. A requirement does exist to obtain models for

specific phenomena, to incorporate in the recommended universal atmos-

pheric model.

A recommendation to develop a national, reference environmental
model is easy to make, but it is recognized to be a monumental and

probably thankless task. This can be illustrated by some results of

a recent survey of users of the flying qualities specification,
MIL-F-8785B (Reference 36). The document was evaluated as a firm

specification (48% yes vs 52% no); a design guide (91% yes vs 9% no);
and as test and evaluation criteria (87% yes vs 13% no). In addition,

it is too restrictive (56% yes vs 44% no) and too lenient (32% yes

vs 68% no). With respect to a universal environmental model, the

optimum product will be achieved when nobody likes it but everybody
uses it.

Conclusions and Recommendations

This paper has reviewed some atmospheric disturbance modelling

requirements for aircraft flying qualities applications. It is

concluded that some simplifications are justified in identifying the

primary influences on aircraft responses and pilot control. Because of
these simplifications the disturbance model in MIL-F-8785B, '_ilitary

Speclfication-Flying Qualities of Piloted Airplanes" does not represent
the state of the art. It is recommended that a "universal" environ-

mental model be developed, which could form the reference for different

application_. This reference model should include the latest information

on winds, turbulence, gusts, visibility, icing, precipitation.

A significant number of models exist for pruLably all the required
components. The first step would be to collect these models and choose

"the best". The chosen model would be kept by a national agency and

updated regularly by feedback from users. As already discussed, a
user's manual is believed to be an essential part of such a universal
model.
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Figure 2 Sketch of Response to Wind Shear

Aperiodic Mode
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Figure 8 Probability of Exceeding Mean Wind Speed at 20 Feet
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N79-!.7418

Aircralt l_.iu_ t

Porter .l. Perkir. _,

NASA I+ewis Research Center

Solutions to the problems of aircraft icing have been _nvesti-

gated through research and development in the following areaq:

A. Meteoro_ ogy
B. Test Faci] ities

C. Ice Protection Systems
D. Effect_ of Ice on Performance

Since icing is a meteorological phenomenon, it is certainly

appropriate to address the problem at this workshop on environmental

inputs to aviation systems. I _ill therefore, concentrate Gn the

meteorology of icing ant' its measurementq and bring _n the other

areas only as they relate to the meteorological aspects of th+_

problem.

Measurements

The basic meteorological parameters of concern to icing are

Liquid Water Content (LWC), temperature, droplet size, and extent

of the icing conditions. The ranges of these parameters are generally

known. Ability to forecast discrete values from synoptic data may

still need improvement. This is important sin e the severity (,"

icing for a particular aircraft component is a function of these

values. Past work, (Ref. I) has provided the following ranges of

these paremeters.

LWC- up to 1.5 gms/m3_

(less than 0.6 gms/m _ fer

90% of the icing cloud3)

Temperature - down to -35°C

(above -20°C for 90% of the iing cloud3)

Droplet elze- 5 to 50 microns (volume _:edian

around 15 microns)

Extent of icing- up to 200 mile_ {urde:" 50 miles

for 90% of icing encovnters.
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Figure i shows measured values of LWC as a cumulative fcequency

distra' ion. A frequency ,_istribut_on of icing cloud temperatures

is give. in Figure 2. Distance flown in icing during a given icing

encoL,nter is plotted as a frequency distribution ILl Figure 3. These

icing-cloud statistics are an aid in forecasting and aircraft

operations. The above data were gathered over a period of about 5

years during which 3200 icing encounters were measured. Airline

and Air Force aircraft collected the da_a usin_ instrumentation

supplied by NASA. Areas covered included .h_ United States,

Atlantic, Pacific, and Arctic Oceans. The data is, therefore,

representative of Icing clouds mostly below 20,000 ft encountered

during routine aircraft operations.

The probability cf experiencing high liquid-water contents is of

primary interest in evaluating the --.ng problem. Water concentrations

that are . direct result of the physical process of cloud formations

were calculated by conslderin[ _he amount of water vapor condensed by

adiabatic rising air. On this ,asls, wate_" contents increase with

height above the cloud base and ,_it|.temperature at the ._oud base.

A prubabillty distribution of liquid-water content wos obtained from

these relations using the measured frequency distribut.ons of icing

cloud depth (Figure 4) and temperatures (rigure 2). The calculated

: probability of liquid-water content is shown as a dashed line in

Figure I. Note the measured poil.ts are about two-thirJs of the
calculated values. The actual water concentrations in the clouds

would be expected to be less than the full adiabatic amount because

of precipitation forming and falling out of the clouds _'nd also

because of the entrainment and mixing of dry air from ou, side the
clouds.

However, the opposite has been measured. Figure 5 shows an

unusual occurrence of mea.;uxed LgC exceeding both the calculated

moist adiabatic temperature, lapse rate and a [apse rate rxceed[ng the

moist adiabatic based on a measured cloud _op temperature. The

existence of water contents significantly exceeding possible

theoretical values was explained in this case by considering cloud

droplets falling from cloud layers above the leve' of this icing

cloud layer.

Instrumentation

The standard method for measuring LWC and droplet size over 30

years ago was the rotating mult!cyc tnder technique (Ref, 2). This

measurement principle applies calculated water droplet trajectory data

wlth respect to cylinders ,_o determine LWC and droplet size from the

ice catch on cylinders o_ _arlous sizes. The number of supercooled

droplets that strike and freeze on the cylindersls a function of
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the cylinder size and of the flight and atmospheric conditions, as well

as the inertial properties of the droplets. The LWC and droplet size

distribution are determined by a comparison of the measured weight of

ice collected on each of the cylinders with the amount of droplet
impingement obtained from the calculated water-droplet trajectories

for cylinders of the same size and for the same flight and atmospheric

conditions. Figure 6 is a photo of a set of multicylinders extending
from an aircraft fuselage.

This was a tedious method with limited accuracy because each

cylinder's ice catch had to be weighted, usually on return to the

ground. With todays technoloBy, the same principle could be used

but with on-line sensing of the weight of ice catch on each size

cylinder.

For the measurement of LWC only, a single size of cylinder of

collection surface of high collection efficiency can be used. Two

versions of this approach were used to provide the measurements

presented earlier. The rate of ice accretion was the primary measure-

ment. This was calibrated against the multicylinder method to obtain
LWC.

One type of ice rate meter employed a rotating disk. A photo

of the face of this unit is shown in Figure 7. Ice thickness was
measured by a feeler along with the rotational speed. A more simpli-

fied ice rate meter utilized the loss of dynamic pressure picked up

by small holes when plugged with ice. Cyclic de-lcing of the plugged

holes provided a continuous measurement of rate of ice accretion since
the thickness of ice required to plug the holes was a known constant.

A sketch of this operating principle is shown in Figure 8. Installation

airline a_rcraft is shown in Figures 9 and I0. This operating principle
has also been used for an ice detector.

This instrument was also used for certification testing of ice

protection systems on commercial airliners. In fact, it is still
being used. This past winter (1977-78) Boeing borrowed an ice

rate meter from NASA for icing intensity-measurements during tests

in natural icing conditions of engine inlet antl-iclng modifications
to the B-727. They wanted the same instrument as was previously
used.

Test Facilities

Ground based icing test facilities have centered on icing wind
tunnels and static test stands using sprays or natual icing conditions.

In-fliBht tests have utilized spray rigs since natural icing conditions
are both infrequent (best only, in certain areas) and difficult to use

for specific tests. Spray rigs are convenient, but are difficult to
I follow and stay in the cloud and to provide uniform test conditions.

The icing research tunnel at NASA-Lewis Research Center in Cleveland

I is presently active.

3
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Both wind tunnel and in-flight spray rigs require simulation
of icing conditions and their measurement. Instrumentation described

above was used to control and assure proper simulation of natural

icing conditions. Quick response improved instrumentation is still
needed to deilne test conditions in flight spray rigs.

Ice Protection Systems

Development of ice protection concepts (mechanical, thermal or
liquid) is usually performed in test facilities. The final product,

however, is evaluated and certified in natural icing conditions.

Icing cloud forecasts with its associated meteorology are important

here, not for avoidance, but for minimum flight time in seeking the

desired icing conditions. Boeing, in the icing tests mentioned above,

has spent three months looking for icing conditions to satisfy the
certification requirements. This problem _s the same vo in the past.

Effects of Ice on Performance

Tolerance of aircraft components to various icing conditions

is quite variable in terms of the effect on performance. A classic

example is airfoil icing where large accretions of rilne Ice on the

leading edge has no adverse effect, whereas a thin layer of frost
over the wing surface can cause a large reduction in maxlmum lift

coefficient. Thus, the effect of various icing conditions on new

designs must be assessed. The need here is to categorize the icing

conditions such as type of ice accretion, intensity (ice accretion
rate), and the meteorological parameters which determine these
conditions.

Concludin_ Remarks

Obviously, considerable progress on the problems of aircraft

icing has been made since work started about 40 years ago. The

range of icing parameter_ has been well documented. Foreca_tlng

of icing is also well in hand although the severity of the icing may

not be precisely predicted. Considerable work has been done on

providing proper test facilities and from this has come adequate ice
protection systems.

The advent of high altitude Jet aircraft with their associated

rapid climb and descent through cloud layers minimized the overall
icing problem. Thus, the level of R&D effort has been reclined over
the past 20 years. Despite this lack of recent development effort,
much of the past work will apply to todays needs.

An area which needs fu:ther development would appear to be

icing Inatrumentatlon. Today's technology should be applied to im-
proved measurement techniques perhaps baaed on previously
developed principles. On-llne, fast response instruments would help
in flight testing particularly in slmtlated spray cloud testing
behind a tanker.

J
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_ Visibility in Aviation

Charles A. Douglas

Introduction

The distance at which one can see and recognize objects and

lights has been a very important factor in determining the safety and

regularity of travel since ancient times, and it becomes especially
important with the advent of air travel. Reports of prevailing

I visibility and of ceiling have been made by the Weather Services since
the early days of cross-country flight. At that time, these reports

were based upon the observations of human observers. Even today many

of these reports are still based upon visual observations, although from
the beginning there has been a desire to replace these subjective
observations with quantitative measurements•

The purpose of this paper is to present an overview of the develop-

ment of instrumental methods of making cloud height and visibility
measurements and to discuss the limitations of these measurements.

Measurements of Cloud Height

Knowledge of the height of the cloud cover is essential for air-

craft operations conducted under visual flight rules (VFR) anJ is one of

the parameters determining whether VFR operations are legally permissible.

Until recently a specific minimum celing was included with a specified

minimum visibility in the minimums used to determine whether an approach
to an airport was permissible under instrument flight rules. Ceiling is

no longer used in determining minimums for instrument approaches.

Instead, a decision height (DH) is specified for instrument approaches

made with the aid of an electronic glide slope and a minimum descent
altitude (MDA) is specified for instrument approaches made without an

electronic glide slope. Today ceiling measurements are used as advisory
information indicating to the pilot the probability of his being in
visual contact with the airport at the DH or MDA.

Until the early 1940's, ceiling observations at night were made

visually using a ceiling projector to produce a spot on the base of

a cloud directly above it, and triangulation using a visual measurement
of the angle of el_ation of the spot from the observers position to

determine the height of the spot. Daytime measurements were much more

difficult requiring the use of such techniques as pilot balloons, .

visual estimates based upon cloud types, and pilot reports.

!
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To remedy these difficulties the Weather Bureau requested the

National Bureau of Standards to develop a photoelectric method of

determining cloud height in the late 1930's. The fixed-beam ceilometer
was developed by Laufer and Foskett in response to this request

(i) and was put into service in 1943. Experience with this instrument

in service and at the Landing Aids Experiment Station indicated that

in fog the frequency of measurements of this instrument (two indications

every 12 minutes) was too slow. To meet the need for more frequent

indications, the rotating-beam ceilometer was developed to provide an
indication every 24 seconds, (2). This instrument includes numerous

improvements in electronic design and in the projector as well.

Extensive testq were conducted by the Weather Bureau to determine

the effects of the differences in the geometry of the scanning methods
of the two instruments, (3). These differences are illustrated in

Figure i, and the results of the comparison are illustrated in
Figure 2. The rotating beam ceilometer was put into service following

these tests. Over the years it has been improved, particularly in

the method of readout. Originally, the observer viewed a cathode
ra) tube and determined the cloud height visually from the positien

of the maximum return signal. Now a digital readout has been

developed making possible the input of ceilometer measurements into

!: automatic weather stations.

iI It should be noted that neither ceilometers determine the
ceiling as ceiling is defined. Instead, they measure only the height

_ of the clouds above a fixed point. The input of an observer is

required to determine if this measurement is representative of the

ceiling.

To overcome this difficulty, the National Weather Service is

experimenting with a network of three ceilometers located seven mile_

from each other on the legs of an equilateral triangle coupled into
an automatic weather station.

;

For many years studies of the possibility of replacing the

rotating beam ceilometer with a pulsed-laser cloud height detector

have been conducted by the National Weather Service and the Air Force

Cambridge Research Laboratories (4,5) in order to obtain a more

accurate presentation of cloud structure. These studies indicate
that these new instruments provide operationally useful measurements

of cloud height. Studies are continuing but hardware problems are

still a limiting factor.

i01
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Assessment of "Prevailing" Visibility

By Visual Observations

From the beginning, the visibility prevailing around an airport

has been assessed by an observer the maximum distance that objects or

lights could be seen and, in theory, determining the distance equalled
or exceeded over t least one-half of the horizon circle. In practice

the limited number of objects and lights suitable for use in different

directions has often severely limited the technique to assessing

the prevailing visibility on the basis of a single object or light.
Even with this restriction, marks are usually not available at many
of the desired distances and estimates must be made on the basis of a

few marks. There is also the problem of individual differences in

observer characteristics and in the criteria they use to determine
if a mark is "visible".

Instrumental Methods

Development of the Transmissometer

Recognizing the problems encountered with visual observations of

prevailing visibility, the Civil Aeronautics Administration, in 1940,
requested the National Bureau of Standards to develop an instrument

to determine the (prevailing) visibility at airports.

The first model of the transmissometer was constructed. Then,
as now, the transmissometer consisted of three units: an unmodulated

light source operating at a fixed intensity; a receiver with an output

in the form of pulses with the pulse frequency proportional to the

illuminance on the receiver; and an indicator consisting of a counting
rate meter. It was field tested on Nantucket Island, Massachusetts,

during the summer of 1941. During these tests numerous observations
were made correlating the visual range of black objects by day and of

lights by night with the transmissometer readings, (6).

Daytime Transmissometer Calibration

The observation points used in the daytime calibration are shown
in Figure 3. The following conclusions were drawn from these observations.

a. Koschmieder's law is applicable in correlating the visual

range of black objects by day with transmissometer measurements.

Koschmieder's law, as applied to black objects with a sky background,
may be written as

TDe = (i)o
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where

e is the constant threshold of the observer

T is the atmospheric transmittance per unit distance,

and,

D is the visual range of the object.

When plotted using a log scale for D and a log-log scale for T, as

was done in Figure 3, Equation i yields a straight line with a slope

of l, with _ as a parameter.

b. The value of the constant threshold applicable to weather

observers should be 0.055 instead of the value of 0.02, accepted
at that time. Thus, Equation i becomes

D
0.055 = T (la)

which may be written as

D/D
0.055 = tb (Ib)

where t. is the transmittance measured by a transmissometer with a

baselln_ of length b. Equation (ib) is the daytime transmlssometer

calibcation equation.

The value of 0.055 for the contrast tPreshold was confirmed in

studies conducted at the Landing Aids Experiment Station in the
late 1940's and at Washington National Airport in the early 1950's,

(3). This value has been used in the U.S. for obtaining the visual
range of objects from transmissometer measurements since the introduction

of the transmissometer and is being used today.

The World Meteorological Organization has agreed upon a value of
0.05 (7). Use of this value will yield a visual range about 3% gruater

than that obtained using a value of 0.055.

Consideration should be given to changing U.S. practice to the useL

of 0.05 at an opportune time.

3.2.1.2 Nighttime Transmissometer Calibration

In obtaining the nighttime calibration, lights having an intensity

of 25 candelas were used as marks. This intensity was selected as being

representative of the intensities of lights, then used by a wer.ther

105
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observer and by a pilot in approachlng an airport. At the time of

this calibration there was a strong move by meteorologists to select

the intensities of the lights to be used by the weather observer so

that the visual range obtained would be identical to that of a

black object observed by day through the same atmosphere. This

principle was rejected because the intensities requried for low visl-
_ility conditions would be unrealistically low.

However, the practice of using a system which would yield a

common scale for day and night visibilities was used in Europe for

many years even though the nighttime values are not consistent with

what a pilot would see. A renowned British lighting expert stated

that the pilot's reaction on learning of this practice was, "one of
incredulity mixed with resentment." The World Meteorological Organi-

zation has adopted the U.S. practice of using lights of low or moderate

intensity as nighttime visibility marks (7). However, this practice

has not been adopted by the International Civil Aviation Organization,
nor by the maritime services.

The observations used in developing the nighttime transmissometer

calibration are shown in Figure 4. Note that the calibration curve
does not follow Allard's law, which may be written as

E = ITD/D 2 (2)

where

E is the illuminance threshold,

I is the intensity of the source being observed,
and

T and D are defined as before.

Instead, the calibration curve is represented by the relation

S = ITD/D2 (3)

where S is a constant.

It should not be inferred from this statement that the illuminance

produced by a point source is not given by Allard's law, but rather that
the minimum perceptible illuminance is not a constant and is such a
function of T and D such that Equation (3) is a satisfactory representation.

,i
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2.value f_r S of 0.052 was determined for the nighttime
calibration curve when D is in kilometers and of 0.084 when D is in

miles. Thus, Equation (3) becomes

0.084 = 25T v/V, (4a)

or

(v/b)/V
0.084 = 25tb (4b)

where D is in miles. Equation (4b) is the nighttime transmlssometer
calibration equation.

The nighttime transmlssometer calibration was also confirmed

by the Weather Bureau studies at Washington National Airport (3) and
is used by U.S. weather services for obtaining runway visibility at
night.

Application of the Transmissometer

The observations at Nantucket indicated that because of the spatial

and temporal variations in fog density, shown in Figures 3 and 4,

use of - single instrument at an airport to determine the prevailing
vislbi]_ty was not feasible except under exceptional conditions such

as the absence of trained observers or suitable marks. In addition,

because of the effects of instrument errors, an instrument with

a single baseline could not cover the entire range of visibilities.

However, its use to provide indications of visilibity in an area

remote from an observer, such as an approach appeared to be feasible.

As a consequence of these findings, no further efforts to use

instruments to measure prevailing visibility were made for many years.

Sensoc Equivalent Visib_lic_

The advent of automatic weather stations and the continuing
problems with the subjective estimates of visibility by observers have

led in recent years to a renewed interest in replacing the observer.
The concept of measuring atmospheric clarity with an instrument and
expressing the results of the measurements as the visual range that an
object or light would have in a uniform atmosphere if the measured
clarity has been designated as "sensor equivalent visibillty_" (8).
Studies of the use of sensors for this purpose are being conducted
both by the National Weather Service and the Air Force Cambridge
Research Laboratories using back-scatter and forward-scatter meters,
respectively (8,9). Transmissometers are not being considered
because of the need for dual-, or even triple-baseline instruments.
These studies show a reasonably good correlation between the indications
of these instruments and transmlssometer indications as shown in
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Figure 5. However, others have found that different calibrations

of back-scatter instruments are required for fog, rain, and snow
conditions.

I
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Figure 5 Com_arison of measurements

of Scattering Coefficient
and Transmittance. (From
reference 9)

Although the use of a _ingle sensor may be suitable for most

meteorological applications, it is of questionable value in indicating

visibility conditions applicable for take-offs and landings because
of the possibility of extreme differences in visibility conditions

: over the approach and runway area going undetected.

The use of networks of sensors covering the area of interest is

being studied by the National Weather Service, which has a test network
of three sensors spaced at the vertices of an equilateral triangle
with two-mile legs. Studies of a network of instruments are also
being conducted by the Air Force (I0).

An important consideration in the use of scattering-type meters
is that they are not fail-safe; that is, decreased or zero outputs
produced by instrument failure produce indications of excessively
high or unlimited visibillty, whereas with a transmissometer such
failures yield too low or zero-vislbility indications. Thus,
adequate monitoring is required to avoid potentially hazardous
erroneous indications.
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Development and Appl!c_itign of th_ Runway Visibillt__ Concept

During the period 1946-1950, the Landing Aids Experiment Station

(LAES) was operated at the Arcata, California, Airport, under the

joint sponsorship of the Air Force, Navy, and Civil Aeronautics

Administration to study methods of fog dispersal and approach-light

system configurations. All existing NBS-type transmissometers (six)
were moved to LAES and, except for one, were used on 500-foot baselines

along the instrument runway and in the approach zone to measure fog
density in specific areas during tests. The other transmissometer

was installed on a 3000-foot b=seline to provide a measure of the

prevailing transmissivity.

Although the purpose of the installation of transmissometers at

LAES was not to test their use as visibility meters at airports, during

the flight tests observers on the ground reported the horizontal visual

range of sLlected objects or lights periodically, and pilots reported
their visual contact height and the visual segment of the approach

and runway (edge) lights during an approach an3 touchdown. These data

formed an extensive data base correlating visual observations with
transmissometer measurements.

The blockade of Berlin began in the summer of 1948 and the

renowned airlift was started. The very high flight frequency required

that after a missed approach an aircraft return to its base without

making a second approach. This procedure imposed high demands on the

accuracy of weather observations, and the existing routine procedures

using visual observations were not adequate. Efforts to improve the
situation were initiated immediately.

In November of 1948, Mr. G.H. Stocker, Meteorologist of LAES,

suggested to the Chief of the Air Weather Service, USAF, that
transmissometers located in the touchdown and approach zones of the

instrument runway be used in conjunction with a ceilometer in the

approach zone as a standard operational weather reporting procedure,

stating that: "Observations at L&ES, as well as at other airports,
have indicated that in weather conditions at or below ceilings of

200 feet and visibilities of _ mile, the irregularity and variability

of the respective weather elements requires continuous, automatic,

objective meteorological measurements that are actually representative

of 'pilot's weather' in the instrument approach zone." The arrange-
ment of instruments recommended was a transmissometer and ceilometer

in the approach zone about 3000 feet from the runway threshold and
a second tranamtssometer near the runway touchdown zone.
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The Air Weather Service accepted the LAES recommendation, and

in ]950 NBS was requested to provide the Air Force with 25 instruments.

Concurrently, kits for modlfytng cei]ometers to permit remote [ndicatlon

and to improve thelr response during periods of low visibility were

being procured through other channels.

Following operational suitability tests, the Air Force proceeded
with the Installation of modified cellometers and the transmissometers.

I{owever, by the time installations were started tile Weather Bureau,

on the basis of tests at Washington National Airport, recommended

that the transmlssometer in the outer approach zone be omitted. The

Air FoLce followed their recommendation with two exceptions. The

Navy purcP_sed and Installed instrumentation following the lead of
the Air Force.

The application of transmissometers to civil operational use was,

with two exceptions, ,_ore deliberate than in military aviation. The

systematic study of the proposed visibility meter system was i:.itiated.

Studies were made of the spatial variations in visibility an({ _eili

and tests of the instruments located as proposed by Mr. Stocker were

made at Washington National Airport. A study was also made of the

correlation between observed prevailing visibility and transmissometer

readings. The general conclusion of these studies was that the

transmissometer and rotating-beam ceilometer were suitable f_,L

operational use; that the transmlssometer calibration was satisfactory,

and that the second transmissometer installed in (he approach zone
was not cost effective.

Operational use of the Washington National installation began in

Decemver 1952. Exberience _oon indicated that w_rlations in visibility

occurred so rapidly that they could not be handled by the regular
weather observer and a readout was installed in the control tower.

Conversion from the transmlsscn_eter transmittance measurements to

visibility was done by means of the equations and threshold constants

developed at Nantuck,-t and verified by subsequent testings.

The criterion used to judge the suitability of instrument

program was approach success. Records of missed approaches at

Washington National Airport during inclement weather were examined to

determl_e if the operational use of the transmlssometers and ceilometer

had produced an improvement. Only approaches during perious where

the visibility was less than one mile or the ceiling was below 500

feet were used in the analysis.
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From this analysis it was concluded that the data indicated that

the low-weather instrument approach success had been improved; the

inference being that runway observations are more nearly representative

of conditions experienced by the pilot in landing. Although some

or all of the improvement might have been due to other causes, the

results were encouraging.

Except for the analysis of missed approach data, the Washington

• National A_rport studies were limited to observations from near ground

level. A study at MacArthur Field, conducted by th_ Sperry Gyroscope

Company and monitored by the Weather Bureau, was designed to complete

the program. The objective of this study was to evaluate the

transmissometer-ceilometer system in relation to the operational

requirements of the instrument approach by correlating the measurements

obtained from the instruments with what the pilot saw simultaneously

from the cockpit d"ring ILS approaches.

The pilot or co-pilot reported a) vertical contact, b) approach

light contact, and c) threshold contact. The approach light system

was the earliest system consisting of 14 neon bars each having an

intensity of about I000 candelas.

Because the approach lights at MacArthur Field were low-intensity

lights and the Sperry pilots were very familiar with the field and

surrounding terrain, the flights at MacArthur Field were supplemented

by flights at Idlewild, where a high-intensity approach-light _ystem

was installed. A total of 468 instrument approaches, 409 at

MacArthur and 59 at Idlewild, were made in low ceiling and/or low

-_ visibility conditions.

Conclusions drawn by the Weather Bureau were, ±n pa_, _haL

the transmissometer-ceilometer combination provided a sound method

for remotely measuring weather in the approach zone. The results

of these tests were sufficiently convincing that by the spring of 1954

transmissometer systems were in operational use or scheduled for

installation at 17 civil airports.

_ Note that throughout this period, the transmissometer readings

; were converted to visibility, not runway visual range. These7
visibility readings were designated as runway visibility (RVR) in

order to distinguish them from visibilities obtained by direct

: observation.
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Development of the RVR System

Initial Development

Even as th_ ru_Lwayvisibility systems were being placed into

operational use, plans were hein_ made t_ convert to a system which

indicated runway vi._ual r=llg=_nstead of meteorological visibility.
The request for furthe_ development was motivated by several factors:

a) European practive in _eporting RVR; b) a de_ire gu _eport
visibility conditions _n units which _.,eramorp _pre_entat_ve of whst

the pilot saw during an approach and !anain_; and c) the a_s_re to
take into account the increased visual range obtained with high

intensity approach and runway edge lights and to obtain authority to

land in more dense fogs without lowering the numbers representing the
visibility minimums. (The relative importance of these factors is
uncertain.)

By mid-1955 plans had been made for an RVR installation at Newark,

and the values of the parameters to be used in converting transmissom-
eter readings to RVR had been fixed. Allard's Law was used to compute

runway visual range. }m intensity of i0,000 candelas was chosen as

being representative of the in-_ervice intensity of a high-intensity

runway-edge light in the directions from which it would be v_ewed during

a flare and landing. At this time no consideration was given to the

changes in intensity which result from dimming the lighting systems
in conditions of less dense fogs.

No special tests were made to determine the night ant day illumi-
nance thresholds to be used in the conversion to RVR. The thresholds

were based upon engineering judgments considering past experience and
practices. A value of 2 mile candles (2 lumens per square mile) was

chosen for the nighttime illuminance threshold. In the early days of
aviation, an illuminance threshold of 0.5 mile candle was used. In

the 1940's, an illuminance threshold of 1 mile candle was used by some

engineers both in the United States and in Great Britain. The increase

was made in consideration of the increased losses in sloped, multi-

element, "blrd-proof" windscreens, the increased number of lighted

instruments in the cockpit, and the increased complexity of flying.
A further increase was made to 2 mile candles for use in the RVR

conversion to obtain a value which was conservative in nature.

Although during daylight the illuminance threshold is roughly

proportional to the background luminance, a single daylight illuminance

threshold of 10C0 mile candles was selected. Again, a direct readout

was provided in the tower using a specially calibrated analog meter.
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Devel_ment and Application of the RVR "Com_uter"

Even before the first RVR system with a meter readout was placed

into service, plans were being made for the replacement of the meter

readout with a digital display. A Working Group was established to

review past experience and the continuing studies. Based upon its

study, the Group recommended the following design features:

i) The nighttime and daytime thresholds then in use should not

be changed. After considerable thought, adjustment of the

daytime threshold for changes in background luminance and
for twilight was rejected as not being cost beneficial.

2) An intensity of i0,000 candelas should be used as

representative of the runway edge lights operated at

full intensity but 2000 and 400 candelas should be used

when the lights were operated at intensity steps 3 and 4,
respectively.

3) The use of iO0 foot increments in reporting RVR was not

practical because of the great variability of fog density

with time. Studies of the temporal variation of RVR
computed from NBS transmissometer records indicated that
a 200 foot increment was suitable for RVR's below 4000

feet and 500 foot intervals were suitable fo£ Breater RVR's.

4) An averaging period of 45 to 60 seconds should be used.

5) The minimum RVR to be displayed should be considerably

lower than 2000 feet. To accomplish this, the length of
the transmissometer baseline should be reduced from 750

to 500 feet.

6) Since in daylight, the meteorological range exceeded the
RVR at high transmlttances and the minimum visibility

requirements for the jet aircraft then being introduced

was in this transmittance region (4000 feet RVR or 3/4

mile meteorological visibility), the indicated RVR should
be based upon the visual range of black objects whenever

it exceeded the RVR. Otherwise the fog would be less dense

under minimum conditions at RVR equipped airports than at

airports using RVR or weather station observations.

7) The contrast threshold to be used in computing the visual

range of black objects was to be 0.055, that obtained in
the Nantucket studies.
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By mid-1962, ten computers had been installed and another 160

were being installed or on order.

The relation between transmittance and RVR based upon these

parameters is shown in Figure 6.

Studies of RVR Thresholds

At the request of the airlines, who stated that the thresholds

were unnecessarily high, the choice of thresholds was reconsidered

in 1957 after three years of operational use of the RVR system at
Newark. The results of this experience and flight tests at Newark
and MacArtnur Field were examined. Tileconclusion reached was that

no change in the thresholds was warranted. However, the examining
group reco_ended that the RVR minimum be lowered from 2400 to 2000

feet, a change which accomplished the effect desired by the operators.

Further studies of the RVR thresholds were made by Lefkowitz

and Schlatter of NAFEC (II), who reexamined the flight test data
obtained during the period 1945-1960, and in addition, made direct

observation of the visual range of runway lights by a group of

stationary observers fro_ a position approximating that of a pilot
on _he runw=y, z_e RVR thresholds were found to be conservative _

and no change was recommended.

Present Status of the RVR System

As instrument landing systems, high-intensity approach-light systems

with sequenced flashing lights, and high-intensity runway-edge lights
were installed, there was an increasing demand for RVR systems with

a goal of installing an RVR system on every fully instrumented

runway.

The years following these developments have been evolutionary

with no significant changes in operational principles. The RVR
minimums were lowered as confid_-ce in the RV_ =y_tem increased with

pwpericnc= d,d as improvements were made in the electronic _ids and

lighting systems. The transmissometer baseline was shortened to

250 feet on runways intended for Category III service to permit
measurements of RVR down to 600 feet. The computer was redesigned

.;

to provide for displaying RVR as low as 600 feet and modernized by
i using modern sol,d-state techniques. At some airports, the computers

were replaced with AMOSV (automated meteorological observation station,
Mark V) t:hich could free four computers. The transmissometer itself

is now being modified to use solid-state-techniques. As the RVR

minimum was reduced, better information of visibility conditions along
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the runway beyond the touchdown zone became necessary, and

transmissometers were installed at the midpoint and end of some

runways.

However, the basic transmissometer, the contrast and illumlnance

thresholds, the illuminance level for transition from day to night

scales, and the reporting increments have not been changed since

the first use of the RVR system, nearly 20 years ago.

Current Problems in the Assessment of RVR

Effects of Temporal and Spatial Variations on Fog Density

Note: In this section only variations of fog density in horizontal
directions are considered. The effects of variations in the vertical

direction will be discussed under "Slant Visual Range."

Spatial and temporal variations in fog density are the most

serious limitation to the use of RVR to predict what a pilot will see.

Examples are shown in Figure 7, which are based upon records of

two end-to-end transmissometers at Arcata Airport. In examining these

figures, consider not only the differences between instruments, but
also the changes in RVR which occur within a few minutes, remembering

that the RVR reported to the pilot is at least two minutes old. Note

the sudden drop in RVR occurring at about 10:50 and changes which

occur between 12:38 and 12:40 where the RVR indicated by one
instrument decreases from 1600 to 800 feet and that indicated by the
other increases from 1300 to 1700 feet. What would an instrument on

the other side of the runway have indicated? Changes of this type

raise the question of the validity of the single digital displays

now being used. These changes also indicate a limit beyond which

increases in the accuracy of the instrumentation, accuracy of the
threshold illuminance and intensities used in the conversion to

RVR are not cost effective.

Operatin_ in Catesory IIIB Weather

Operational Category IIIB is defined as operations under conditions
in which the RVR is between 700 and 150 feet (no decision height

being applicable) using visual aids for taxiing. We are now approach-

ing operations in this category. This raises several questions not

only in the measurement of RVR but also in the design of the visual

aids to be used. Among these questions are the following: a) Is
the lower limit of Category IIIB, 150 feet, realistic? Points to be

considered are: The visual aids currently specified by ICAO are

designed for operations down to an RVR of 300 feet. b) Is it cost
beneficial to design for visual operations down to 150 ft. RVR?
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The U.S. has very little data concerning the frequency of very low

RVR's. The data given in Table I are the only detailed data

available. These data were taken at Arcata, reputedly the foggiest

airport in the U.S. Note the very low frequency of RVR below 400

feet, particularly at night. Detailed data of this type for major

airports throughout the U.S. is urgently needed, c) What modifications
should be made in the transmissometer to accommodate operations down

to the lower limit of Category IIIB? The present instrument with a

250-foot-baseline can operate down to an RVR of 500 feet. With

modifications of the circuitry and readout operation down to an RVR

of 400 feet by night and 300 feet by day appears to be feasible.
A shorter baseline will be required for lower RVR's. The choice is

then a single short-baseline instrument or a dual-baseline instrument.

The former sacrifices sample length and accuracy at high RVR's and
the second results in a more complicated instrument.

In evaluating short-baseline instruments consideration should

be given to the effects of the instrument itself upon the fog
sample. The effects of the instrument structure, the effects of

hoods, the heat developed by the instrument, and, in particular,
the effects of the blowers and heaters used to protect the optical

surfaces interfacing with the atmosphere upon the measurement of
transmittance have been largely ignored, both in the U.S. and abroad.

(Some consideration was given to the effects of structure in U.S.

instruments when the source and receiver were separated from their
power supplies and when a skeletonal structure was used to support

this instrument.) The effects of these factors are probably

insignificant for baselines 250 feet and longer, but become increas-

ingly significant as the length of the baseline is reduced.

d) At what height should the transmissometer source and receiver be
mounted? The U.S. instruments are mounted at a height of 15 feet.
Instruments ,,ounted in accord with the ICAO definition of RVR would

have an average height of about 7½ feet, and if the principles of
the ICAO definition were applied to the jumbo Jets, the average

height would be about 15 feet. Some countries use heights as low
as about five feet. e) Thresholds. As stated earlier, the U.S.

has used illuminance thresholds of 2 and I000 mile candles, respec-

tively, since the RVR system was put into service, and operational

use and later studies have not warranted a change. Yet ICAO has
reco...ended a different set of values given in Table 2 and one

country is using a continuous adjustment for background luminance.
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TABLE 1

PERIODS OF LOW RVR AT ARCATA AIRPORT

I[ Night II Day

RVR(ft.) !! 1965` 1966 196!____ Total .... ][ 1965._ 1966 1967 Total

i. Total Hours

700-899 38.4 5.8 20.0 64.2 48.3 33.0 20.1 101.4

500-699 0.2 0 4.5 4.7 16.4 10.9 14.6 41.9

400-499 0 0 0.i 0.i 1.2 3.3 0 4.5

350-399 0 0 0 0 0 0.i 0.3 O.4

300-349 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.5 0.5

2. Number of Occurrences

Below 900 50 16 39 105 48 41 52 141

Below 700 I 0 16 17 27 23 25 75

Below 500 0 0 I i 6 6 3 15

Below 400 0 0 0 0 0 1 3 4

Below 350 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 2

3. Average Duration (minutes)

Weighted Weighted

Average Ave rage

Below 900 46 22 31 37 60 48 23 43

Below 700 I0 0 17 17 36 28 35 34

Below 500 0 0 5 5 12 34 8 20

Below 400 0 0 0 0 0 5 19 15

Below 350 0 0 0 0 0 0 16 16
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TABLE 2

ICAO RVR THRESHOLDS

Pilot contrast threshold - 0.05 (dlmenslonless)

Background
lllumlnance Threshold Luminance

(lux) (Mile Candles) (cd/m2)

-7
Night 8 x I0 2 4-50

-6.1
or i0

fntermedlate Value 10-5 26 51-999

Normal Day 10-4 260 1000-12000
-3

Bight Day i0 2600 more than 12000
(e.g., sunlit fog)

Further consideration should be given to these thresholds and to

the effects of changing the U.S. thresholds. Note that changing a

threshold without changing the minimums changes the fog density at
which operations are permitted. Since the minimums were developed

empirically with fog density as the independent variable, such changes

should be approached with caution, f) Measurement of Taxiway

Visual Range. Measurements of slant visual range are of little

significance for all Category III operations, and likewise, measurements
of runway visual range are of little significance for Category IIIB

landings, except to determine whether there is adequate visual

guidance to permit executing a turn from the runway to the taxiway.

However, knowledge of the visual guidance existing along the taxiways

is of significance. With the RVR's characteristic of operations in
Category IlIA and higher RVR's, adequate visual guidance along the

taxiways is seldom an important consideration. However_ during

Category IIIB operations, it may be the limiting factor. Very little
consideration has been given to the problea to date.

Assessment of Slant Visual Range

Ever since the earliest days of the use of instruments to assess
visibility conditions at airports, pilots and operators have expressed

a need for "measurements of the slant visibility" and numerous

instruments and systems have been proposed to measure "slant visibility."

Currently the FAA is studying the use of forward-scatter meters at

heights of I0 and I00 feet in the approach zone, together with the
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touchdown zone transmissometer for this purpose (12), and the Air

Force is studying the application of laser type instruments• The FAA

system is in the process of flight testing (13)•

Surprisingly, even toaav there is no celar-cut agreement as to

the meaning and purpose of slant visual range measurements. The
following are examples of the concepts considered.

a) Measurement of slant visibility as a function of height.

In the broadest sense determination of slant visibility conditions is

based on the assumption that the fog density does not change
horizontally but does vary with height. The fog density is then

determined as a function of height. Slant range can then be computed

as a function of height. However, it is doubtful if a pilot could
make use of a complete description of the slant visibility conditions

as a function oz height. More useful reports would be either tlle

minimum slant visibility or preferably the minimum visual segment
which would be encountered at a height below the decision height or

the lowest height at which the pilot would see a minimum visual
segment (AICH).

b) The distance from the runway threshold at which the almlns
point or threshold lights will be seen form the _llde path.

This is an unsatisfactory criterion for use at airports since in a low
visibility approach the pilot establishes his visual reference with

the approach lights.

c) The distance from the threshold at which the approach lights

are seen. Since the glide slope is about 3f, the glide path is very

nearly parallel to the approach lights. Hence, when the visibility
is so low that the outer lights of the approach light system cannot
be seen, small changes in the height of the aircraft and in the

downward angle of view from the cockpit will produce enough changes
in the distance at which the approach lights are first seen.

d) The height at which the pilot will first see theapproach
llghts. This criterion was tested briefly at the Landing Aids
Experiment Station and was st.dled extensively during the AMB
Newark tests. The criterion is applicable for conditions where the
fog density ineze_ses or does not change with height. Under these
conditions the visual segment increases as the height of the aircraft
decreases. However, some moditlcatlon and extension is required to
make the concept applicable to very shallow fogs or to fogs in which
the fog density decreases rapidly with height.
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In considering the purpose of slant visual range measurements,

it should be noted that the pilot, himself, makes an observation of

the slant visual range when he reaches his decision height from

the correct location and at the correct time for his particular

approach. Thus, under present procedures, the purpose of any other
assessment of slant visual range is to forecast what the pilo= will
see.
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Maj Philip B. Cor_z

Air Force Flight Dynamics Laboratory

I appreciate this chance to talk with you today about lightning
hazards to aircraft. In fact I want to be somewhat more general and

include aircraft static electricity, which can cause effects similar

to those of lightning, and occasionally more insidious. I will

present a brief overview of these "atmospheric electricity hazards"
to aircraft and their systems, with emphasis on electrical and

electronic subsystems. This will include first a look at some of

the characteristics of lightning and static electrification, trends

in weather and lightning-related mishaps, some specific threat mecha-

nisms and susceptible aircraft subsystems, and some of the present

technology gaps. Finally, I'Ii discuss a roadmap that we think shows
how to get from where we ale to where we need to be.

First, I should extend this preface to mention that since 1975 the

Flight Dynamics Laboratory (AFFDL/FES) has been the Air Force's focal

point laboratory for research into atmospheric electricity hazards

protection (AEHP) of aircraft. We work closely with the Aeronautical

Systems Division, the corresponding Air Force Point for AEHP engineer-
ing development. Moreover, in recent years we have found that many of

our specific concerns and AEhP research goals correspond closely with

those of NASA, FAA and NOAA, as I hope will be evident in what follows.

Table I lists some of the characteristics of lightning relevant to

interactions with aircraft. Lightning is an extremely energetic electri-

cal discharge occurring mostly ,Tithin or between clouds, and with some

fraction from cloud to ground. Very high electrical potentials,

currents and energies are projected over long distances. Most of the

energy is concentrated in the kilohertz region of the spectrum,
although storms generating lightning also frequently produce considerable

microwave energy in the processes occurring between the discrete

strokes comprising a lighthing flash. If an aircraft intercepts such

a direct lightning strike, the high peak currents and longer continuing
currents can cause distortion, burning and pitting of metal structures,

penetration of thin skins, destruction of unprotected nonmetallic

components such as fiberglass wingtips or radomes, and possible

conduction of damaging, high currents into the aircraft interior_
Various means ol _otection against these "direct effects" have been
devised and documented [References i-6]. However, there are "indirect

effects" such as voltages induced inside aircraft components and sub-

systems by the rapidly changing skin currents and associated fields which
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TABLE 1 - LIGHTNING CHA. FERJSTICS

ELECTRICAL

" TYPES-Intra/inter-cloud, cloud-ground, positive, negative

• POTENTIAL-30-100 million volts

• CURRENT-20-200 thousand amps

• POWER-1013 watts

• ENERGY- 5 x 108 joules nominal (200 ib TNT equivalent)

• EXTENT-3-30 km/stroke

• SPECTRUM-Peak energy near 10KHz, some above lO_EIz

• DURATION-

STROKE- i00 micro sec

FLASH- 0.2 sec (I-20 strokes)

OCCURRENCE/EFFECTS

• Worldwide phenomenon; i00 flashes/sec average; activity varies
with climate, season, hour, location altitude. Turbulence

correlated with lightning activity.

• Aircraft penetration through high electric field may trigger

lightning strike. Two or more attachment points for each strike.

• Commercial airline data-about one direct strike per aircraft

annually, many nearby strikes.

• Air Force data-fewer strikes shown than commercial due to mission

profiles, avoidance, reporting procedures. Much greater strike

frequency in European Theatre due to greater activity and route
constraints. During 1970-1975 USAF aircraft dollar value losses

averaged $1.2M/year. Upward trend evident.
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are much less well understood. These indirect effects may generate

voltage transients of hundreds or thousands of volts' magnitude and can
constitute a potentially serious threat to aircraft electrical or

electronic systems. An airborne measurement program conducted

jointly by Stanford Research Institute, AFFDL and NASA during the

summer 1976 TRIP-76 research program at Kennedy Space Center _Iso found

similarly that measurable induced effects were produced by _
lightning strikes. Finally, as is well known, static electrification

can produce somewhat similar,though long duration,effects due to
corona discharge. Aircraft charging processes occurring in

precipitation can cause potentials of 50 kilo-volts or more which

initiate _?h discharges from aircraft extremities or installed
dischargers.

Figure i and Table 2 summarize recent Air _urce experience with

weather mishaps and give ascribed causes. A steady trend is evident

amounting to an increase in mishap rate by a factor of three over a
period of six years. I believe the trends in general aviation and

air carrier rates show similar directions. The high rate of implica-

tion and cost for lightning appear significant. Although it's un-

likely that lightning activity has been increasing steadily over

this period, apparently the exposure of sensitive systems to weather

threats and to lightning in particular has been increasing. I am
confident there are many in this audience who can speculate with

some authority on causes for these trends.

Table 3 lists a rather full selection of atmospheric electricity

hazards, causes, and associated criticality. Virtually any of these
hazards can under foreseeable circumstances result in aircraft loss

or loss of life, and probably has.

Fully half of these hazards relate to effects on electrical or
electronic systems. I believe it's worth pointing out, as was done at

last year's workshop, that interruption of a critical, multiple

redundant electronic control system by high level lightning-induced

electrical transients _ould simultaneously defeat all channels of a
system designed to protect against random, single channel failure.

Another point of interest is the possible effect of lightning-
generated acoustic shock; apparently the majority of lightning energy

is transmitted through this mechanism.

Figure 2 illustrates the large number of potentially susceptible

subsystems employed on a modern aircraft. Although the example shown

is a military airframe, and one of the more exhaustively tested at

that, the majority of these subsystems are employed by modern general
! aviation and air transport aircraft. Indeed, most of these subsystems

have sophisticated microelectronic replacements with improved capabil-

ities and greater inherent sensitivity to transients now on the drawing
_ board or breadboard.
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Figure 1 USAF WEATHER RELATED MISHAPS, 1970-75

TABLE 2

CAUSES AND COSTS OF USAF WEATHER MISHAPS, 19--70-75

Causes %* Resources (K)

Lightning 55 7300

Hail 9 200

Icing 8 7800

Turbulence 8 63

Rain 5 20

Other 15

: *69% Enroute

31% Climb/Descent/Landlng
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TABLE 3 - ATMOSPHERIC ELECTRICITY THREATS TO AIRCRAFT

Hazard
Cause Hazard Criticality

Malfunction/failure Low tolerance to elec- Minor to

of electronic con- tricial transients caused ca.astrophic

trol systems by direct/induced lightning
or static electrification

effects. May simulta-

neously affect parallel
"redundant" systems.

Fuel tank Fuel vapor ignition Serious to

explosion/fire caused by static catastrophic

electricity or

lightning effects.

Loss of engine Possible lightning acoustic Serious

shock at engine inlet,
or electrical transient

effects on engine controls.

Prerelease/ignition Premature activation Serious to

of external stores caused by lightning catastrophic
or static electrifi-

cation effects.

Radome, canopy, and Direct lightning strikes; Minor to serious

windshield damage arc discharge caused by

static electricity

buildup.

Instrumentation Transient effects caused Minor to

problems/communi- by static electricity catastrophic

i cations, navigation & buildup & direct & nearby

landing system lightning strikes.
interference

Structural damage Direct lightning attach- Minor to
ment to aircraft serious

Physiological Flash blindness & dis- Minor to

effects on crew tractlng or dlabllng catastrophic
electrical shock caused

: by direct & nearby

lightning strikes.
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In this review of hazards and suscepL1ble systems a recurring

theme of concern for protection of microelectronic circuitry has

sounded. These devices offer very considerable promise of greatly

expanded control flexibility and improved systems performance, safety
and efficiency. However, the low operating voltages and power

handling capabilities of integrated circuitry, particularly large

scale integrated (LSl) circuits, also make them inherently susceptible

to induced transients. Similarly, the introduction of advanced

aircraft structures with their very different and unfamiliar electrical

and radiation shielding properties requires considerable care to assure
enclosed subsystems are fully protected. On the other hand, excessive

protection measures can impose severe cost and weight penalties,

cancelling the original benefits from these new technologies. The

answer is to produce design criteria and guides for optimum protection
of these systems in advanced airframes and structures.

The road between here and there unfortunately has some gaps which

are shown in Table 4. Leading the list is the requirement for accurate,

high resolution, realistic measurements of the lightning environment.
To achieve the necessary confidenceand detail these measurements should

be taken from an airborne platform, with confirming and amplifying

ground measurement, if possible. Incident electromagnetic fields,
skin currents and induced voltages are required for both nearby and

direct strikes, with enough measurement data points to establish

required confidence levels on the measured variations. Enough

: measurements have been taken to establish the feasibility and desir-

ability of such a program, and to define the order of magnitude of
expected effects. In addition, static electrification measurements

are required, and the effectiveness of ground and airborne lightning

avoidance systems should be established. Tested analytical models of

the aircraft interaction with nearby and direct lightning and with

static electrification, and validated qualification testing of various
types are also required. For both of these capabilities, which

now exist in preliminary form, the natural lightning parameters must

be provided at the front _nd. The question therefore returns to

environmental measurements as the first priority. We have proposed
a Joint program with Air Weather Service and NASA/LaRC on a Hurricane

Hunter aircraft and are investigating possible programs with NOAA/
ERL/NSSL to obtain these measurements.

The Technology Roadmap shown in Figure 3 conveys the picture

put together by an interlaboratory working group to chart the

necessary steps and directions to the goal of AEHP design criteria,

guidelines and specifications. The program defined by this map is a
large, multi-year effort of which we now occupy only the beginning

phase. Work is underway in each of the areas identified in the left-

most blocks, and in development of assessment methodology, both via
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TABLE 4

_TMOSPHERIC ELECTRICITY HAZARDS PROTECTION

TECHNOLOGY GAPS

• Environmental Threat Assessment

• Airborne Measurements of Lightning (Nearby
and Direct Attachment)

- ambient EM fields (waveform, peak values,

spectra)
- skin currents (peak values, spectra,

distribution on A/C)

- induced voltage transients in circuitry
- EM fields within A/C

- large enough data base to derive threat
statistics (2-300 samples give 99 percentile

values to 90% confidence)

- confirming ground measurements

• Airborne Measurements of Static Electrification

- skin currents, induced transients

• Effectiveness of Lightning Avoidance Techniques

• Analytic Modelling - Effects on Advanced A/C Systems/
Structures Due to

• Lightning Attachment

• Nearby Lightning

• Static Electrification

• Validated Qualification Testing

• Lightning Attachment, Current Impulse, Nearby

Strike, Direct/Induced Effects

• Static Electrification
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analytical efforts and experimental testing. The analytic efforts,

which are aimed at developing the ability to predict transients on
aircraft circuitry from given or measured aircraft skin current

distributions, and ultimately from more general specifications, have

taken three different approaches. In the first, a model for the

lightning interaction was developed from first principles. In the

second approach, an existing model d_veloped by the Air Fore_
Weapons laboratory for the nuclear electromagnetic pulse (NEMP)

problem, a related interaction, was modified for lightning use.

In the third, undertaken by Naval Air Systems Command, a development

of the Intrasystem Electromagnetic Compatability Analysis Program
(IEMCAP), a large scale EMC model, has been used. At least several of

these appear promising, but none has as yet been validated. Experi-

mental testing development has pursued the direction set by the

Lightning Transient Analysis test several years ago. A laboratory

in-house and contracted effort over several years' time, employing
the original developer of the technique, has refined and extended

this procedure for measuring impulse-induced electrical transients,

and has placed it on a much improved theoretical and practical base.

One original intent of this Roadmap effort was to provide the

means for concerned laboratories and agencies to define their proper

part in an integrated program. I believe insofar as we are all

committed to continued and improved flight safety for the current
and coming generations of aircraft which will encounter the

inevitable natural hazards of atmospheric electricity, we must ask

ourselves what part of this effort may be ours.
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N79- 17421
Helicopter Icing Research

Richard I. Adams

U.S. Army Research and Technology Laboratories

When Dr. Frost invited me to chair the Aircraft Icing Connnittee

during this meeting, I was in Spokane, Washington, participating in

flight test experiments with ice-phobic coatings applied to helicopter

rotor blades. When he learned that the test program was revealing

limited positive results, he requested me to brief the workshop on
results of the program. The purpose of this presentation is to do

just that, but first it seems appropriate to give you an overview of

the Applied Technology Laboratory helicopter icing R&D program.

The objectives of our program are outlined in Table i. Our

objectives have been to establish accurate design and test criteria

for helicopters and to assure that technology wi]] be available to
satisfy requirements. As in any R&D programs, where possible, our

approach is to attain our objectives in a manner that will allow

application of results to current helicopters.

• Table 1

0BJECT IVES

• Primary

• Accurate design and test criteria for each

future generation Army VTOL aircraft

• Assure technology will be available to

satisfy requirements

• Secondary

• Technology spln-off applicable to current
fleet

Before we proceed with technology developments, we wan_ed to
assure ourselves that any technology-related work was aimed at accurate

design criteria. The result of this initial effort is shown in the next

three figures. In Figure i, design criteria were established foc super-
cooled clouds. The upper curve relates to the continuous maximum
condition and the lower curve relates to the intermittent maximum condi-

tion. As you may know, these criteria are very similar to those in

the FAR 25 with the e_.ceptlon of the lower temperature limit that goes
to -22°F in FAR 25, and the upper liquid water content limit that goes

to three grams per cubic meter for the intermittent maximum condition.

The criteria for supercooled clouds that we have developed are not as
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constraining and we feel that, for the Army helicopter, they should

not be as stringent as that for aircraft that nornmlly operate at

higher altitudes. These criteria represent the 99th percentile of

exceedance probability for altitudes up to I0,000 feet, the normal

altitude range of Army helicopters. Along the right side of these

curves you will notice that we have related the subjective terms

"trace," "light," "moderate," and "heavy" to liquid water content

ranges. We are suggesting that the subjective terms be dropped

altogether; however, we have selected this relationship based upon

our best judgment of what these terms should mean. Design criteria

for snowfall and freezing rain, developed under our program, are

shown in Figures 2 and 3.

Once we were confident that we had adequate meteorological design

criteria for helicopter ice protection systems, we set about to

examine the technology. This technology assessment concluded that

technology was basically in hand to satisfy the ice protection require-

ments of all helicopter components except for rotor blades. Our effort

was, therefore, concentrated in that area. Table 2 lists the various

concepts examined for rotor blade ice protection. Results of analyses

of these various concepts concluded that the electrothermal, cyclic

deicing concept showed the most promise of satisfactorily meeting the

needs. We selected the spanwise shedding concept for development and

flight test purposes.

Table 2

Blade Ice Protection Concepts

Electrothermal

• Bleed air

• Heated liquid

• Chemical freezing point depressant

" Mechanical pneumatic (boots)

• Ice-phobic materiels

Electro impulse

• Sonic pulse

Figure 4 shows a photograph of the resulting research helicopter
o hovering in the Ottawa Spray Rig. This _cing research helicopter is

equipped with ice-protected main and tail rotor blades, using the

spanwise shedding concept developed under our program, heated glass

windshields, a modified FM whip antenna, two experimental ice detectors

that provide signals for control of the rotor ice protection system

and for cockpit display of cloud liquid water content, an anti-iced

main rotor stabilizer bar, and a complete instrumentation system. The
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instrumentation system includes a hub-mounted camera for photographic

coverage o£ ice accumulations, shedding and runback, and an integrating

rate unit (IRU) that integrates liquid water content as a function of
time to allow very precise natural icing severity level envelope

expansion.

Figure 5 shows a photograph of the Sikorsky BLACKHAWK under
simulated icing tests behind the USAAEFA Helicopter Icing Spray System

(HISS). This is a CH-47 modified to incorporate a 2,500-gallon water

tank and the retractable spray boom. Our experimental UH-IH used

the HISS for simulated icing tests.

The objectives of our flight test program are outlined in Table 3.

First, to demonstrate the feasibility of the spanwise shedding concept
over the range of design criteria under both simulated and natural

icing conditions; to explore the effects of ice accretion and shedding

on vibration, loads, performance, stability, and control; to explore

the criticality of system control parameters, e.g., energy on-tlme,

power density, and the ice detector function; to explore the effects

of the engine exhaust IR suppressor upon tail rotor heating; to explore
the icing characteristics of unprotected components of the heli-
copter; and to explore the effects of rotor blade ice protection

system failure, incomplete shedding and runback. Further, we wanted

to try to establish a correlation between simulated and natural icing

test techniques and to ultimately develop an icing research test bed
helicopter.

Table 3

UH-IH Simulated & Natural Icing Test

Objectives

• Demonstrate _ Feasibility of Spanwise Shedding Concept

o Over range of design criteria

o Under simulated & natural icing Gonditions

• Explore

• Effects of ice accretion & shedding upon
• vibration, loads

• performance, stability & control

• System control parameter requirements
• on-time, off-time

• power density
• ice detector function

• Effects of IR suppressor

• Icing characteristics of unprotected components

• Effects of system failure, incomplete shed, runback

• Correlate _ Simulated & Natural Icing Test Results

• Develop _ an Icing R&D Test Bed Helicopter
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Table 4 shows a breakdown of the flight test hours accumulated

to date. A total of 63 hours of producti_e flight t_st time during

airworthiness testing conducted in 1975, HISS testing conducted at

Moses Lake, Washington in March 1975, Ottawa Spray Rig testing con-

ducted in 1976, and Natural icing tests combined with additional

Ottawa Spray RiB tests conducted in 1977. This chart does not

reflect the 34 flight test hours accumulated during another test

program just completed in Ottawa yesterday. The test team is now

in the process of packing up and coming home.

Table 4

_ce-Protected UH-IH

Flight Testin_ Summar__r_

Event Hours

Ground Testing 9.9

Airworthiness Flight Testing 10.8

HISS Productive 15.8

HISS In-Cloud 2.7

Ottawa Spray Rig Productive 30.8

Ottawa Spray Rig In-Cloud 10.3

Natural Icing Productive 16.7

Natural Icing In-Cloud 5.3

Total HISS Tests 12

Total Ottawa Spray Rig Tests 21

Total Natural Icing Sorties i0

TOTAL PRODUCTIVE FLIGHT TIME 63.3 Hrs.

Figure 6 shows the various test points we had hit during the

flight test program. This is a cross Flot of the design criteria

presented earlier for supercooled clouds holding droplet-size constant

at 15 microns. For that droplet size, liquid water content is plotted

versus ambient temperature. The black dots indicate the natural

icing test points hit to date. Eleven more points were obtained
this winter.

Some of the basic results of the studies performed earlier in the

program are listed in Table 5. Because of the estimated weight

penalty for existing helicopters, the Army users have been reluctant

to state a solid requirement for ice protection on existing heli-

copters. For example, the estimated weight for equipping the UH-IH
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with complete ice protection, made in 1974, was 165 pounds. This

would mean off-loading one troop from tile troop transport mission.

Because of this, we began looking for oth_r, ]ighter weight concepts

for rotor blade ice protection. A list of the concepts shows promise

for cost effective application, but funding is not currently available

to further pursue them.

Table 5

Estimated Penalties for Helicopter Ice Protection

Exist in_ Future

Empty Weight 2 - 4%EW 1.0 - 1.5%EW

Engine Power (Peak) 40 - 1601LP 40 - 160HP

AFuel Consumpt ion O.25% O. 25%

Reliability as high as basic helicopter

Maintainabi]ity TBD 4M_q/1000FH

Cost - Recurring $28-$82K/ship $25-$45K/ship

- Nonrecurring $2.5-$5.0M $I.0-$i. 5M

We have managed to take another look at ice-phobic coatings, and

this is the progrmn I would like to summarize for you very briefly.

As many of you know, NASA Lewis and FAA-NAFEC cooperated in an

icing tunnel assessment of over a hundred candidate ice-phobic

coatings in the 1960's. A report was published by Don Miller in 1968.

None of the coatings were found suitable for aircraft applications

although many were found to reduce adhesion force of ice to the test

sample. These tests were conducted in the NASA Lewis icing tunnel.

In 1974, we decided that since the time frame of the NASA-FAA test

program, other substances might be available that could reduce adhesion

force sufficiently for application to helicopter rotor blades. We

issued an advertisement in Commerce Business Daily and received about

20 replies. Of the replies received, we selected six substances for

laboratory test. Two of the samples had been tested during the

NASA-FAA program. We selected these because the adhesion force of

these substances was found to be low, and we needed correlation between

our test technique and the NASA-FAA test technique.

The results of testing conducted by the U.S. Army Cold Regions

Research and Engineering Laboratory, Hanover, New Hampshire, are

shown in Figure 7.

This is a plot of average shear force required to dislodge the

ice from the test sample versus successive or repeated tests or

ablation tests. You can see that most of the substances produce very
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erratic results and that tile adhesion force is fairly high. File,

curve on the right side of the chart is the baseline, ,m,-c,,_ted t_',_t

sample. Two coatings, In,wever, showed very low ,_dhesi_m force
repeatedly, as can be seen on the left side of the chart. Tt'is was

true unfit the test samples were subiected to simulated r._in tests.

As you can see, the adl .:sion incrca.';ed to tilt, baseline value. These

results, however, _;ave us hope that in the supercooled cloud environ-
meat, these coatings may have sullicient file to provide rotor blade

protection. This winter, we were able to conduct a very limited

f l[at_t test experiment to obtain data on the fife and application
techniques. These flight tests were conducted for ATL by USAAEFA

from the Sp_)kane International Airport and were completed in mid-
February of this year.

Table O shows the basic resuit.,; of the test program. Two

cuatinga were tested. One was a silicone grease manufactured by the
GE Silicone Products Division, Waterford, New York. The other was

a silicone oil manufactured by tim Do_ Chemical Company. Both
coatings shoued promise, but the life of the Dew substance appeared
better. This chart lists the life under the test conditions of the
Dew substance.

Table 6

Ice-Phobic Fli_:ht Tests

• Two Materials Tested (Jan-Feb '78)

• ItISS/Utt-I|i Tests

• Dow E-2460 bh)st Effective

-5°(i; 0.25 g/m 3 ;'79 minutes

-5°C; 0.50 g/m 3 .'60 mi-mtes

-10_C; 0.25 g/m 3 -,77 minutes

-10°C; O.50 g/m 3 40 minutes (mild shed)

-15°C; 0.25 g/m 3 13 minutes (torque limit)

• Effects of Rain, Snow, and Dust, Etc. Unknown

Tile test procedure was to fly in the IIISS cloud for brief intervals

and then come out of the cloud and take a trim shot where engine torque

changes were noted. From a safety standpoint, an engine torque pressure
increase of flvv psi was assigned as a limit. We would repeat these

cloud immersions and trim shots until torque limit or some other

safety limit was reached.

As you can see from this chart, the Dew coating lasted up to an

hour and seventeen minutes under the test eondltions. For
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. : . 0 "_ _ •, ccraL_arlscm _urpbses, tile Army almost lost a 'JtI-1H du[in;,, te._,t_n_ in

Alaska in t97!,. On that occaqim_ the Ut!-lll had been in the cl_,ud ;it
liquid water content of 0.25 gm/m ° at -10°C for 22 minutes wiwn most

! _' of the ice on one blade shed assymetricallv, causin>, very severe •
vibration and extrem_ difficulty on tile part of the crew to recover
and land the :rtr&r._ft. Sn yotl carl see that the Dow coating,, under e

these test, conditions, is performing as an ice-pt_obic coating. We
did observe a mild assymetrie shed after 40 minutes at -IO°C and
0.5 gm/m 3 and we reached the torque limit in 13 min, tes at -150C.

[ want to emphasize that these tests were of ver> ,limited scope,
but the results to date show that ice-phobics show promise for
application to rotor blades ;rod may provide at least a limited cglp/l-
bility for flight in icLng conditions where tl'e I,WC is lu_s than
0.3 gm/m ] and the ambient temperature is nro,mu -tO °:'. More tcstlag
is needed to determine the effects of rain, snow, dust, and othe"

,actors on coatinl" performance. A program luts been laid out for
development and fielding kits for operational evaluation. I sincerely
hope that we can quickl_ secure the: funding to proceed with this
and other promising concepts.
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N7-2742THE PREDICTION OF LIGHTNING-INDUCED VOLTAGES

ON METALLIC AND COMPOSITE AIRCRAFT

John Birken
/

NAVAIR/DOD

Aircraft must operate in a variety of electromagnetic environments
which can be categorized as those emanating from friend, foe and natural

phenomena. Natural phenomena are divided into the P-static formed by
charge buildup accrued from atmospheric particles through which an airplane

flies and lightning. Lightning is the most severe natural electro-

magnetic hazard commonly encountered by aircraft. During the period of
1965-74 more than 700 lightning-related incidents occurred to USAF

aircraft. Reported lightning strikes to USAF aircraft averaged about 5

per 100,000 flight hours while U.S. commercial airline experiences indicated

approximately 33 reported strikes per i00,000 flight hours. More strikes
occur during climb and descent at altitudes below 12,000 feet. Historically

most reported strikes to aircraft have not resulted in catastrophic damage,

although both commercial and military aircraft have been reported

lost as a result of lightning strikes.

Undesirable electromagnetic effects associated with lightning are

manifested in two general ways: the high current effects due to a direct
strike and the high field effects due to a near miss. Adverse high current

effects are primarily physical damage and burnout of the aircraft

structure. Resultant pitting/puncture points indicate the location of

lightning entry or exit points on the aircraft. Radomes, pitot booms,
canopies, external antennas and unprotected advanced composite structures

are particularly vulnerable to lightning damage of this type. Adverse

high field effects are primarily temporary disruptions and/or permanent
damage to internal avionics. Earlier vacuum tube electronics were

relatively immune to t_ansients induced by lightning or other electro-

magnetic hazards. Recent technological progress from vacuum tube electronics

to discrete solid state electronics and then to integrated ciruuits has

led to increased sensitivity of on-board aviunics to induced transients.
Further trends are towards application of microcircuitry including large

scale integrated circuits and microprocessors which will have increased

sensitivity to induced electromagnetic effects. Lightning pulse wave

form parameters include rise time, peak current, total transferred

charge, peak electric and magnetic fields and the radiated field spectral
distribution.

Various government agencies have put forth an effort to enable the

prediction of what lightning current will do to aircraft avionics systems.
Figure i illustrates ongoing and future e_forts of predicting avionic

voltages and currents caused by electromagnetic fields external to the

aircraft. The Intrasys*em Analysis Program known as IAP conceived by

the Rand Corporation and developed by the Rome Air Development Center (RADC)

has been put to use by the Naval Air Systems Command (NAVAIR) to predict
llghtning-induced voltages on avionic systems.
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As Figure 1 shows, lAP is an existing program. Presently funded programs

are investigating the modification non-metallic composite materials will

cause to the metallic lAP program predictions. Naval Systems Command

(NASC), Rome Development Center, and the Air Force Flight Dynamics Lab

(AFFDL) are the primary groups involved in composite material investiga-

tions. These efforts concern determining the intrinsic properties, con-

ducting permittivity and permeability of composite materials as a func-

tion of frequency. From these intermediate terms of magnetic and

electronic shielding as a function of frequency, it is indicated that

composite materials are more susceptible to lightning. In addition,

presently fundeJ programs are developing data management tools to

better utilizd the lAP program output. Also in development is the EMX

program where X implies any of the many electromagnetic disciplines.

The ED_ program deals with very complex problems such as 50 antennas

located on one mast. The solution of these complex problems requires

sophisticated moment method techniques (MOM) and geometrical theory

of diffraction (GTD) techniques. NAVAIR is concentrating on adapting

the existing metallic programs and modifying them for application to

composite materials.

At present a first generation program exists which indicates that

the avionic system is OK/not OK, the avionic systems interference to

signal ratio and a means of specification generation. The second genera-

tion program will increase cost impact, schedule impact, and weight

impact. These impacts are penalties that are necessitated to counteract

the lower shielding composites will offer. Does compensating for lower

composite material shielding impose a cost impact? Cost impact will

also answer if going forth to composites requires cost in excess of

remaining with aluminum airframes. Likewise, problems can occur from

existing composite data incompleteness while composite aircraft are

being built. How this affects schedule or, more importantly, when,

upon correcting for the characteristics, will the schedule be changed.

Weight impact is a measure of the weight savings composites provide

after shielding such as aluminum flame spray is added. Presently, the

IAP program predicts whether the subsystem is OK/not OK and how OK or

not OK the avionic subsystem is by providing the signal to interference

: ratio which is a measure of the degree of acceptability of the _ -raft
avionics.

The Navy has successfully applied the lAP program to predicting

i antenna-to-antenna interference problems on the S-3 and P-3 antisubmarine

aircraft and F-14 and F-18 fighter aircraft. The Air Force has used lAP
• to predict F-15 aircraft problems. The F-15 data base is complete in

having not Just antenna-to-antenna bases but also wire-to-wire coupling

data and field wire coupling data. The field-to-wlre coupling algorithms

are exercised to predict lightning effects on avionics. To this end,

NAVAIR has put a limited amount of F-14 data as well as certain data

for other aircraft into use which will be discussed later.

Figure 2 depicts an overview of the mechanisms which are required

for the prediction of voltage induced on a wire by lightning. D(jw), the

spectral driving function, is diminished by Tl(jw) , the frequency dependent
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airframe material shielding function. Aircraft material shielding func-

tions calculated for infinite planes can be modified as much as ]6db by

T2(Jw), the geometrical airframe shape function. LiEbtning energy also
reached the internal cables via metal-to-metal or metal-to-_'omposite

joints. Lightning's very lon_ wavelengths are not significantly coupled

through the joints as are the _pery sh_rt wavelengths in the mlcrowave

reglon. T3(Jw) is representative of the frequency dependent joint
transfer function. T_(jw) is the frequency dependent cable transfer

function, while T5(Jw_ in figure 2 represents the avionic sybsystem input
function which can be viewed as input impedence. These five funcLions

can provide the voltage that is produced across the avionic subsystem by

an external environment such as lightning.

Figure 3 depicts the spectral content of lightning, derived by

Cionos and Pierce, which is a compilation of numbers of ground-based

measurements of lightning. What is particularly important to note in

this figure is that lightning peaks at 50 kh, an extremely low frequency

and in all probability the lowest frequency high energy driving function

an airplane will ever have to survive. The constant line in Figure 3

represents the electromagnetic pulse driving function known as NEMP

for nuclear electromagnetic pulse, which may be noted to run at a high

level to approximately I00 EHz while the total energy content of this

driving function is higher than lightning a more potential threat to

composite aircraft.

To calculate the effects of lightniug upon an aircraft with all

composite material, composite and aluminum material and ail aluminum m&terial

the driving function depicted in Figure 4 was analytically attached to the

airplane as shown in Figure 4. In addition, analytical calculations were

performed for these dr_ving functions I00 meters away from the aircraft.

These lighting-created voltage and current calculations assumed an

internal unshielded aircraft wire 11.87 meters in length. Figure 4 poses

the frequency characteristics depicted in Figuce 3.

Figure 5 displays the magnetic shielding, 5H = H /Hexternal internal

of T-300 graphite epoxy. Using a number of data sets, a broad stroke of

+5db strokes was used to connect all the date points. From this evolved

the magnetic field shielding characteristics of Figure 5. It should be

noted that below 200 kilohertz, graphite epoxy is totally transparent to

.: magnetic fields. As we go up in the spectrum the magnetic field _hieldlng

properties of graphite epoxy become markedly improved. By i00 megahertz

they are in the region adequate for aircraft operation for present day

threat environments. By microwaves, graphite epoxy is an outstanding

refelctor and indeed has been used in spaeeborne antennas as the reflecting

material. However, it should also be noticed that at one megahertz only

8db of magnetic shielding is exhibited by graphite epoxy. Since broadcast

stations of 50,000 watts operate in this region a poten'lal problem might

be posed. Further work has to be done to determine the E and I[fields

radiated from the broadcast frequency antennas. Indeed if the primary

energy is in the E field then we will not have a problem. This is so

i; . because graphite epoxy exhibits excellent low frequency electrical E field

_, shielding.
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Unfortunately, this is _]I too often confused with magnetic field

shielding. The curve also depicts the behavior of aluminim (A1)

as a magnetic shleld= As can be seen A1 has substantial magnetic

shielding even at the low lightning frequencies and definitely no
problem at one megahertz. An example of electric field shielding
is given in Figure 5 by the curve commencing horizontally at the left

near 50db. This curve is the measured electric field shieldin_ of a

graphite epoxy door in an A1 airframe. Normally, graphite epoxy
exhibits approximately 80db of electrical shielding for the type of
material measured. It should be noted in this curve that even at the

" base band, the electromagnetic leakage Joints of the door, namely,

the graphite epoxy to A1 interface, lowered the electrical shielding
30db. By the time we are in the low microwave region joint leakage

becomes significant through these Joints and by l0 gigohertz sub-

stantially degrades airframe shielding properties. Indeed, graphite

epoxy may be viewed as a very poor magnetic shield in low frequencies
and a material whose electrical shielding is significantly degraded by

its joint.

Taking these graphite epoxy shielding characteristics into

consideration, voltages induced by lightning in a nearby stroke and

by a direct stroke were calculated. The positioning of the wires used
for these calculations may be noted in Figura 2. The open circuit

voltage v and the short circuit current I on a wing are depicted
OC SC

in Figure 6 for nose-tail lightning attachment, the nearby lightning

strike for nuclear EMP E field parallel to the fuselage, and for a

nuclear EMP driving function with one E field perpendicular to the

fuselage. Examining the upper table Figure 6 we see an all metal,
closed cockpit airplane would allow only lO volts to be induced while

an all composite airplane allows 32,000 volts to be induced in a nose
to tail lightning strike attachment.

The comparison between coupling through an AI to graphite epoxy
Joint versus the coupling through graphite epoxy is also depicted
in Figure 5. We see on a composite tail a direct lightning strike

will produce 23,000 volts due to diffusion while 2100 volts due to

Joints. Indeed, of the total 25,100 volts, lightning diffusing

through the graphite epoxy may be viewed as the key contributor

in this case. In the case of composite material .'
access doors, we see the voltage to be 5,500 volts due to direct

diffusion through the graphite epoxy and 1,400 volts due to the

_, Joint leakage. If the spectral content of lightning were of much

i higher fcequency, namely, in the microwave region, we would bee theJoint contribution to be far higher than that of the diffusion.

what is key to note is that at different different_ain frequencies
phenomena dominate and one cannot say in one simple statement with

I one simple parameter how graphite epoxy forming an airframe behaves.

If the advanced composite material is not graphite epoxy, other composite
materials generally provide much poorer shielding. The geometrical

configuration influence T2(Jw) discussed earlier has been included in
_ - these calculations.
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Peak Transients on Nose/Tail Wire

Note: Values are given for open circuit voltage (Voc) and short-circuit
current (I ) from wire to structural ground.

sc Conf,gurltlon

All metal All metal Composite
Transient (closed (open All Composite te;I accessdoors

Threa_ source cockpit) cockpit) composite Diffusion Joint Diffus,on Joint

Nose/tail Voc, V 10.1 -4500 -32000 -23000 2100 -5500 1400

attachment Isc. A 0.3 -67 .I 100 -750 70 -180 48
LEMP

Nearby Voc, V " -90 250 -54 21 -130 28

strike isc, A " -1.3 8.2 -1.8 U.70 -4.5 0.95

Eli fuselage Voc, V " 2200 102 15 -37 68 -19

NEMP Isc,A * 28 1.5 0.15 -0.37 0.83 -0.22

E.Lfuselage Voc, V " - 36 ....

Isc, A * - 0.47 ....

•Less than 0.I volt (or amp)

Peak Transients on N_e/Wind Tip Wire

Note: Values are given for open circuit voltage (Voc) or short-circuit
current (Ic) from wire to structural ground.sc

ConfiguratiOn

Transient All metal Composite w,ng
Thrut source (closedcockpit) All composite Diffusion Joint

Nose/tail Vie, V -2. ¢, -6500 - -

attachment I_, A -0.1 -220 - -
LEMP .....

Nose/w,ng tip V -5.4 -17000 -11300 2800
attachment V°c'

Isc.A -0.2 -550 ' '-370 95
j ........

Ell fuselage Vo¢. V " 84 - -

NEMP Iw A • 1.3 - -

E _fuselege Voc, V " 76 88 -24
Iw A * 1.1 1.0 ..0.33

•Less than 0.I volt (or amp)

Figure 6
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Figure 6 also notes that nearby lightning located I00 meters away

from the aircraft produces at most 250 volts for a tota] graphite

epoxy platform wh_le .09 volts in an all aluminum closed cockpit

platform. The large current I that travels along the wire which
indicates high impedence circu_s which were not used for these

calculations might have greater voltages than those noted in Figure 6.
Nonetheless, the levels of voltage for nearby strikes can be control]ed

if very low frequency (50 KHz) cable shielding T_(Jw) is adequate.
Adequate would be in the order of 60db. Currently, there are a variety

of feelings if this can he met for an airplane that has flown for one

year. The confusion is that in laboratories very high cable shielding
• can be accomplished while after a year of operation the vibration and

corrosion may reduce the very high shleld_nK nt,mbers that can be

obtained in a laboratory. This open item requires further clarifica-

tion. The 0-i00 MHz nuclear driving function we saw earlier was used

to calculate the NEMI' voltages and currents of Figure 6. The voltages

generated in Figure 6 can generally be compen:,ated for with presently
available 40-60rid cable shielding. Again, a key point here is that the

spectral content of NEMP i_ much higher in frequency than that of

lightning. The higher frequency NEHP spectral content appears to be
adequately shielded by graphite epoxy and currently available 40-60db

cable shielding.

Cable shielding values at 50 megahertz are fairly reliable and cable

shleldings have been shown to peak between 30-50 megahertz in certain

configurations. But cabJe shielding ia tbe 50 K[Iz re_ion can diminish
I0-I00 fold for many cable configurations. Again, the behavior of one

transfer function at a particular frequency cannot be generalized to

be the same _t all frequencies. Unfortunately this assumption is

often made in the hectic organizational environment. We must treat
our functions as frequency dependent and not independent. This is a

i primary contributing factor which |s making lightning difficult to deal
with• Primary lightning penetration exists in the kilohertz region

•i where cable shielding is often much lower than that in the 50-megahertz

! region.

Figure 7 depicts a double staircase and a riveted structural Joint,
respectively, from top to bottom. The double staircase Joint has an

aduLittance Yj of 230 mohs per meter. This Joint admittance is high
enough to prevent significant voltage being created across it by the
high lightning currents. The rivet joint is typical of the _ypes being
used frequently on current composite aircraft. The rivet Joint has a
Joint admittance of 15 mobs per meter which is on the order of becoming
unacceptable. Figure 8 shows voltages tha_ r_sult on the wire from (I)
the penetration through composite material md (2) the penetration for

- different Joint admittances direct attached lightning causes the Jolnt
type Just discussed to have a voltage of 2,100 volts across it. The
same direct attached lightning case produced only 41 vo1_s across a
good admittance of 230 mohs per meter double staircase Joint. This
voltage level is easily tolerable. Unfortunately, the buiidlng of the
double step lap Joint with high conductivity is extremely expensive and
difficult to manufacture. Consequently, the structural co,unity cannot
afford to allow it to be built. Herein lies the problem of where we
must trade off between what we can afford to build structurally and

. what we need electro_gnetically. With some care the riveted Joint
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can probably be made to have adequate admittance to prevent high voltages

from being generated across them with a lightning strike. Analysis done

for the NEMP driving function shows the voltages across joints to be

much lower and tolerable. Figure 8 compares LEMP and NE_ gePerated
joint voltage.

Graphite epoxy to AI joints which will not provide these high

voltage generating capabilities are shown in Figure 9, Figure I0,

and Figure ii. Cost _ist be determined for them to see if they are

economically feasible. How_¢er, joint designs of these types have

{ high admittance and would alleviate the problem discussed above. It

should also be noted that a skirt joint, a joint with a line from the

top dra_._ at 45° to the bottom with graphite epoxy o, one side and

metal on the other, has even lower joint admittance than the two pictured

in Figure 7. The skirt joint has been measured to be 2 mohs per meter,

and is seven times worse than the high kilovolt -umbers wc showed

for the riveted joint. The riveted joint, double step lap joint,

and skirt joint are drawn above their appropriate joint admittances

in Figure 8.

Figure 12 uses the frequency distribution of the tasks which comprise

VSTOL systematic electromagnetic design e_fort currently under way. On

top we see threats broken into natural, friend and foe. The natural

threats are compobed of lightning.which starts as we discussed earlier

at the very low frequencies, precipitation static which slightly higher

and may go as high as the microwave region, through its p_edominan_

range Is usually 1 to 50 megahertz. Lis_ed beneath the natural threats are

friend and foe threats which exist throughout the spectrum. The dotted

lines infers that they are becoming higher and higher in frequency.

To be able to " alyze what each of these threats, or external

driving functions , we referred to them earlier, does to a composite

• material aircraft, tests _re performed on small finite size samples to

determine the transfer functions which are noted as panels on Figure 12.

The NnVAIR VSTOL _-ystematic EM Design program will measure these

t_a_sfer functions from very low frequencies through the microwave

region plus certain d!screte laser frequencies. The same panels will

be replaced with graphite/epoxy aluminum joint panels s_milar to the

ones previously discussed. These are representative of j_Ints on the

F-18 and the AV-8B composite aircraft currently being constructed.

' Test flights for the aircraft will colmmence late in the autumn of 1978.

Knowing the transfer functions of composite material and composite

material joining aluminum will provide the required data to calculate

the inteJaal EM field o: a total structure. Such calculations are being

-_ performed for the AV-SB wing and forward fuselage. The AV-BB wing is

_ almost a totally composite wing with just a leading AI edge and a few,

approximately i' x I', A1 apertures required for changing ¢'_rtain inter--

hal wires. [.[milar internal field calculations will be performed for

the AV-8B forward fuselage _:hich is entirely compos!L¢ material. These

calculations will use the trarsfer functions derived from small composite

: t_t samples to corroborate the validity of using small test samples for
inten_! H.I fields in full size aircraft. The total structure tests

will radiate each of these full aircraft size from I_ khz through 18 khz.

]66
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The test technique line in Figure ]2 is not bein_ actively addressed;

however, various test techniques are evolving in order that we come up

with our capability to do small size test sample transfer functions.

Indeed, it is quite important that we record and further evolve the

test techniques because testing composite materiels is totally

different from testing A1 aircraft sections. Thi, ".as been determined

by a number of different contractors who have been awarded composite

material study contracts. All of them have experienced difficulty

adjusting to electromagnetic composite materia$ testing because of the

different electromagnetic intrinsic parameters, namely, different

permeability, different permittivity, and different conductivity, all of

which vary to some degree with frequency and are entirely different

from A1 intrinsic parameters.

The algorithm and modified algorithm line in Figure 12 indicate

knowledge gained with the samples and full size com_Josite section

measurements will be compared to predictions namely the IAP program.

This has been modified a zeroth order to account for differences between AI

and composite. This will be used to predict the results expected in

the AV-8B wing and fuselage experiments to verify if the transfer

functions derived from the small sizes indeed allow us to predict the

large size. If not, we will possibly use constants as the empirical

data provides. The comparison will reveal how much detail beyond the

zeroth order is required.

The above discussed tasks as indicated in Figure 12 require

i_tegration. This then leads to the publication of guidelines

coLLcerning the EM behavior of composite material guidelines which will

inform industry of the information learned an_ provide them with

presently unavailabi constants.

Composite material electromagnetic problems can be solved with

protection techniques such as fast time reacting diodes, AI flame

spray, or intercolation, a process which increases composite material

conductivity beyond that of copper (a process yet to be shown to be

mechanically feasible). An additional protection technique is to take

the problem that is predicted or empirically determined and use this

as feedback information to redesign the composite material in a manner

that will not provide the problem. Thl_ in itself is a protection

technique which indeed may be the best solution. Unfortunately,

scheduling often forces the use of problem compromising techniques

as opposed to correct designs.

Figure 13 shows how existing metal]it algorithms can be categorized

in a general manner at the top of the figure, namely, a driving func-

tion going inLo computer analysis where platform data is available,

thereby allowing the computer analysis to calculate interference to

signal ratios. Currently, the specification generation, the system

OK/not OK and the degree of acceptability function can be calculated.

The bottom diagram in Figure 13 shows modification that will be made

• to allow application of these algorithms to composite materials.

f

_ Figure 14 lists the overall programs that exist in the Intersystem

Analysis Program (lAP) series and shows various programs that NAVAIR

_ has added to this collection, lAP data base_ presently exist in varying

¢
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II. APPROACH

i. To minimize financial expenditures successfully

_emonstrated metallic EMC programs will be modified f_.r ap-

plicability to composite materials.

2. A systematic approach will be employed. Today the

Naval EMX programs, the Air Force Intra Systems (IAP) program,

and the NASA MAPPS programs exist. Each of these efforts may

be fit into the framework of Figure i.

C Standards )

'Driving °r_ F J _ _ I

Receiving Computer Data ___ I. Spec Generation2 System OK/Not OK

Function Analysis Processing 3 Degreq of--_ --_ " accep_aDlltty

I !rm 4" C°stImpact____]

5. Schedule Impact

6. Weight Impact

Friend or Foe Platf se I
Environment EM Data_Ba

!

Figure a

Composite materials require the following modifications:

] _Degree of

C_npari son [--_ Validity

I qoceiving °r _ C°mp°site Materla! _ C°mputer /'T[_riving

Function Characteristics Analvsis

j1 Test Data
!
!

Figure b

Where the composite material characterist4cs may be subdivid-
ed into :

* Infinite Plans Characteristics

* Finite Plans Characteristics

* Shaped Material Characteristics

* Composite-Metal Joint Con£iguration

* Diffusion and Penetration through Composite Skins

Figure 13
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totalities for the F-14, F-15, F-18, AV-8B, and B-52 aircraft. Figure

15 shows _ program developed by the ENAMA group at Wright Patterson Air

Force Base which allows the computer to draw the airplane and

locate the antennas from an lAP data base. This allows easy pictorial

e,visloning of the airplane bein_ ana]yzed. The very large collection

of results that is generated by the IAP interference to signal

calculations is able to be succinctly stated using a program developed
at NAVAIR.

Figure 16 shows the antenna name, its location in inches along

the butt line, water line, and fuselage station of the airplane shown

in Figure 15, total EMI or interference to signal ratio. When positive,

the interference to signal ratio (I/S) indicates a problem, namely

the interferences is greater than the signal. When (I/S) is negative

the interference is less than the signal. Therefore, by merely

looking down the right-hand column of Figure 16 one can see what

antennas are or are not being overwhelmed by interference. This is the

system ok/not ok discussed earlier. Furthermore, the degree of

acceptability is noted by the amount of db, let us pick one case which

says -50.5db, that case is safe by 50.5db. If any effPrts were made

to achieve this, the extra shielding could be removed _nd recalculated

on the computer. If a favorable I/S remained after shielding removal,

money and weight could be saved for a problem that really did
not exist. On the other hand, when we see a situation as depicted on the

bottom line, the signal lies 59db beneath the noise environment. This

type of problem requires immediate attentlon-indeed the amplitude

shows it to be the priority of the fixes.

In summary, we have algorithms for the various areas depicted at

the top of Figure 17. If the organized approach shown at the bottom

of Figure 17 iJ utilized the disciplines can be woven together

formulating an ordered electromagnetic semb]snce.

i
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Top View F-14 EM Analysis
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In Summary

Today Algorithms Exist for

Specification
| Generation

I DeviceProperties J

Synergizlng

By Tying These Together We Have an Ordered EM Baseline

___ CStandards ) 1
EMC . ,- : _ _ . Spec Generation

EMP c°mputeru" i Data | )2. System OK/Not OF"

EMV 1 IAnalyslsl - Process-F-" 3. Degre,. of7 ing _'> Acceptability

I 4. Cost Impact
5. Schedule Im|_.
6. Weight imp,'

F, iend or Platform
Foe EM Data

Envirc,,ment Base

i

Figure 17
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' , N79 17428SUMMARY REfORT OF _?HE ,D

.
SEVERE STORMS CO_,IITTEE

Jean _. Lee

National Severe Storms Laboratory/NOAA

Members of the .C._vereStorms Committee were:

_ Jean T. L_e, Chairman, NSSL/NOAA

•enlando Caracena, NOAA/ERL/APCL

Norman L. Crabill, NASA/Langley Research Center

John McCarthy, University of Oklahoma

William W. Melvin, Air Lines Pilots Association

Rance W. Skidmore, Air Weather Service, USAF

I In addressing the severe storm aviation hazards, the Committee
philosophy was for the Committee to direct its attention to the smaller
scale severe storri_._(i.e., thunderstorms) with the expectation that

i the larger scale- (i.e., hurricanes) associated weather-hazard-to-air-craft probi_m_ ::ouldbe simultaneously answered. Our discussions with

the designated "floating" con_mittees followed th_s lead.

At the end of this report is an appendix in which we list the top

concerns voiced during each of these meetings. The Severe Storms
Committee discussed these items in detail and _i.efollowing summary

and recommendations were developed.

I. Improve detection capability for hail, turbulence, wind /
shear, and lightning. This need has equal priority with

item 2, below. Both should be addressed simultaneously.

a. For wind shear, it is recommended that the wind anemometer

array system be looked on as an interim system. Con-
tinued development of ground-based Doppler radar and

, Doppler lidar should be accelerated to provide wind data
! along the glide slope. In the airborne realm, further

development of methods to indicate wind differences
between that at flight altitude and at touchdown should

9
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be pursued, including airborne Doppler. Consideration

should be given to the fact that :lust fronts and low

level wind shears occur at relatively undeveloped air-
ports, in addition to the main metropolitan airports,

and that these situations are of concern to both private

and commercial pilots.

b. For detection of turbulence in clear air, infrared

radiometer devices appear to hold promise and research

in this area should be supported; for turbulence detec-

tion in clouds, the Doppler radar is showing interesting
potential.

c. Radar location of hail, as differentiated from heavy

rain, may be possible through the use of dual wavelength

radars, but the Con_ittee questioned the requirement

to differentiate hail from heavy rain. One might argue
that the aircraft should not penetrate a heavy rain

area in any case. Current experience suggests the need
for better calibration of airborne radars.

d. Lightning is becoming more and more a potential hazard
tc safe aircraft operation. Several devices have been

developed to provide airborne lightning detection. These
need further research to define their capabilities;

further development mat be indicated. Currently, they

"_ should not be construed as turbulence or hail avoidance
L systems--only as lightning frequency indicators.

e. Icing -- Icing is more of a problem perhaps in stratified
precipitation than in convective clouds. As aircraft
design of both rotary wing and conventional aircraft

aims toward all-weather operation with the least weight

penalty, increased knowledge of drop size distribution and

liquid water content in icing conditions needs to be

:- acquired. Acceptable quantified definitions for light,

moderate, and severe icing must be formulated.

2. Improve communications. Some items in Section i, above, now J

have limiged surveillance capabilities, but the inability of
the system to rapidly assimilate and communicate the already

avaii_P]e information to a pilot has been repeatedly demon-

"_ strated. The Committee suggests that thought be given to
innovative ways for data presentation to the pilot. Examples
includc a UHF TV channel allocated to one-way weather

briefing, in the ARTCC, or a data uplink from air route
traffic control center to aircraft, perhaps.

:
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; In addition, development of simplified oral communications

should be investigate_ to insure that the most important part t
of a message is not bt_ried amongst less important information

or during times when the pilot workload is high (e.g., weather

updates during ILS approaches, etc.).

The proposed centralized SIGMETS is a step in the right

direction. The consensus of opinion was that the pilot needs

to make the decision while the controller and/or weather

source should provide the advice necessary for a correct

assessment of the hazard involved. This may also involve

some expansion of the broadcast capability of FSS for

reception down to the minlmum en route altitude.

In the preflight situation, means to ease the flow of weather

information to the pilot needs development--the aim should

be to make it possible for a pilot to obtain all necessary

• information(pilot reports, weather briefers or sequences,

forecasts, motions, file clearances, etc.) in one call. At

some locations (e.g., outlying airports near large metro-

politan airports) it is necessary to call more than one

location to perform these functions; this sometimes results

in omission of these calls and an inadequate briefing. While

the Committee recognized that the pilot should be held

responsible, it also recognized the fact that a complicated,

_ unwieldy situation is unacceptable to the public and improved
rnmmunication is mandatory--weather information is perishable.

3 Expand education and training. Information without knowledge

of its use is of little value. It was pointed out in the wind

i shear situation that procedures for flying aircraft in such

_ ! situatxons had been successfully developed some time ago.

Until a series of incidents called attention to the problem,

these procedures went relatively unnoticed, and still are in

_ _ some areas. Aircraft design limits for wind shear should be
.'_ publicized.

i Similarly, as in the case of visual illusions that have been

encountered during low visibility conditions, such as near

a gust front, the airline industry has acquired a large /

amount of information and experience. However, the private

pilots also need to be informed and trained. The Committee

. suggests that special "traveling" courses be established and

presented to the aviation community at selected intervals to

coincide with the advent of a hazard season. For example,

a course on icing hazards or ice or slush on runways would

be presented _n early spring.
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Until a simplified method of acquiring weather information

is developed, a check list should be developed for acquiring

various types of weather information or other flight informa-

tion during various stages of flight (e.g., preflight, en

route). Along with check list, a course should be planned

on interpretation of severe weather information and reports.

These courses should not only be directed to the pilot,

but should also be presented to air traffic controllers,

National Weather Service forecasters, and Flight Service
Station staffs before each season.

4. Improve forecasts by increasing accuracy in the short term.

The Committee felt this was not an easy task to do in light

of present organization structure. A forecast of severe

turbulence whenever convective clouds occur is like a cry of

'_olf" whenever a four-legged animal is seen. Similarly,

a forecast of a gust front for all thunderstorms has little

meaning--although all thunderstorms have gust fronts ("cold"

air outflow on the surface). Only a few of these are of

consequence to a°Jiation and these are the ones that need

to be pinpointed. Similarly, weather hazard forecast arc=s

need to be reduced--probability statements should be developed

to provide pilots with an overview of severe weather areas

with hlgh potential.

These problems require both industry and government attention.

_'_ In some areas, such as training courses and educational

programs, perhaps industry or educational institutions under

government contract may be the most feasible approach method.

r
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APPENDIX

Individual meeting discussions voiced thL following concerns or

areas requiring attention:

i. Meeting with Aircraft Operations Floating Committee

A. Need to increase lead time and decrease warning area for
severe local storms.

B. Need 'o improve communications to pilots of severe local

storm wam_ings.

C. Need to improve detection capability through development of
instrumentation to detect all weather hazards to aircraft

operat ions.

D. Need to develop techniques to be used by pilot and controller

in assessing "weather information's critical potential."

_ E. Need to educate controller, pilots, and forecasters on

_ severe weather factors affecting safe aircraft operations

{

_ 2. Aircraft Design Floating Committee

A. Need to define critical factors for aircraft design in severe
local storm situations.

B. Need review of optimum flight procedures in flyi_ • in wind
shear situations.

C. Need to assess trade-off between radar design and detection

capabilities. -i

D. Need to determine influence of heavy rain on aircraft
performance.

E. Need to determine effectiveness of current marketed instru-

ments for lightning detection.

3. Weather Services Floating Committee

A. Investigate use of "auto-voice" (voice response) for weather

:_ information broadcast from VOR's and other facilities.
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B. Inc_a_e_phasis on education of flying public as to

, K _ ._ _ m_t_d_ for obtaining and for interpreting severe weather
'" "_ information.

C. Develop better and/or additional instruments for gust front,
low ceiling and other severe weather phenomena detection.

D. Need to prepare a "scenario" of events that should be

followed in f.tightplanning.

E. Increase trainJng or retraining of pilots, controllers, and

weather factors to be considered in flight operations.

4. Data Acquisition and Utilization Floating Committee

A. Increase effort to obtain wind information on take-off and

landing by inertial platform-equipped aircraft.

B. Increase coverage of flight service stations en route
weather service systems so that the broadcasts can be

obtained when flying as low as the minimum en route altitude.

C. Increase emphasis on data presentation simplification.

D. Increase development of automated sensors for thunderstormlocation and occurrence at automatic observing stations.

t
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f TURBULENCE COmmITTEE ,_

Charles E. Elderkin

Battelle Pacific Northwest Labs

Members of the Turbulence Committee were:

Charles E. Elderkin, Chairman

• L.J. Ehernberger, NASA/Dryden Research Center

David J. Moorehouse, AFFDL/FGC

Harold N. Murrow, NASA/Langley Research Center

Edwin A. Weaver, NASA/Marshall Space Flight Center

Guy G. Willlamson, ARAP

The effects of atmospheric turbulence must be considered in two

:_ primary areas of aviation. The first is aircraft design and the

1 second is aircraft operations (flight control and response). Descrip-
tions of turbulence in terms of intensity and scale are important to

design considerations and are usually expressed through models. Tur-

bulence models are often used in the form of discrete gusts, spectral

distributions and probability distributions.
t

For input to operations, turbulence information is usually less

quantitative and detailed. Estimates warning of what effect to expect

and when to expect it must consider not only the character of the

turbulence but the response of the aircraft as well. Pilot response
must also be considered here.

jr

Workshop interactive sessions were held where the Turbulence

Co,mmittee met with other committees a_d considered various aspects

of the design and operation problems. Separate sessions dealt directly

with aircraft design and ,_ith aircraft operations. Another session

with the Human Factors Commlttee related primarily to operations,

:i considering pilot interpretation of turbulence events and discussing
simulation and training factors. The session with the Weather Services

Committee also related primarily to operational aspects, dealing with
observations and forecasts of turbulence encountered at altitude and

:_ in terminal (landlng/take-off) operations. The session with the Data

1.85
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Acquisition Committee related to both design and operations, but con-
centrated mostly on the more detailed measurements of turbulence

required to develop models and provide thorough descriptions of

turbulence statistics In connection with design.

Turbulence and Aircraft Design

Turbulence plays an Import;mr ro]e in aircraft design. Sig-

nificant improvements have been introduced in accounting for gusts

and turbulence over the year_ in design studies. Early, shard edge

gust models have been replaced by complex, discrete gust descriptions
and continuous turbulence statistics, i.e., spectral and probability

descriptions.

Design models of turbulence, used in evaluations of maximum loads,
fatigue, and control, are based primarily on measurements. Although

current models are presently serving the purpose, additional turbulence

data collection programs are warranted. This should lead to more

realistic and comprehensive models of turbulence, especially important

for future generation aircraft.

Historically, measurements of turbulence taken during the U.S.

Air Force Clear Air Turbulence program at several levels in the atmo-

sphere provided a data source for desigm purposes. Also in the Jim-

sphere program, balloon data have been taken at Vandenberg _B, Cape

Kennedy, White Sands, Wallops Island and Edwards AFB, which provided
vertical soundings of winds and turbulence. Tower mounted turbulence

sensors have also given three wind component turbulence data from
multiple tower arrays at a number of locations, providing some spatial

and temporal information on turbulence.

More recently, a continuing program of turbulence measurement from

aircraft has been conducted by NASA. Their Vgh program uses measure-

ments of the three variables, speed, vertical acceleration, and altitude,

from several types of aircraft. The data analysis removes effects of
aircraft responses on the data providing comparable wind component
results for data sets from several different aircraft. Also, NASA's

Measurement of Atmospheric Turbulence (MAT) program is collecting

data for input to design models utilizing a system with two vanes j
and a sensitive air speed indicator which gives fast response measure-

ments of the three wind components. Rate gyros with an inertial plat-

form provide necessary aircraft motion information. The system is

operated under all meteorological conditions and over a wide range of
altitudes. Goals are much the same as in the earlier Air Force HiCAT

program, but recent improvements in instrumentation and data collection
and reduction methods permit more definitive and reliable results.

Concurrently with the turbulence measurements, infllght data on wind

and temperature is taken. Also, appropriate nearby routine NNS
Rawlnsonde soundings are obtained.
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More data on turbulence extremes is needed for an improved under-

standin_ of the marginal conditions or worst cases an aircraft must

be designed to wl_hstand. Cost could possiblv be reduced if upper

limits of turbulence intensity could be specifled Tore accurately.

Aircraft designed for different missions might not need to consider

the same limits of turbulence intensity, although it was pointed out

that missions can change after a period of operations in a given

mode and an overall turbulence design criteria might be best.

The requirements for defining the spanwlse variation of turbulence

velocities was expressed as a strong need. The design of future large

cargo and flexible wing aircraft must account for the variations

in gusts occurring over the spatial extent of the aircraft. Little

information exists on this important aspect of turbulence. Currently,
first order estimates of such effects are included in the form of

rotational disturbances, in the disturbance model of the military

flying qualities specification. Such effects could be included in

commercial design or simulation proBrams as well. Current models

are quite crude, and additional measurements and better modeling of

spatial variation of turbulence is recom_ended.

Turbulence and Aircraft OEeratlon____s

Turbulence can present serious inflight hazards to aircraft as

well as increased work loads for pilots. Thus, turbulence as it relates

to aircraft structure and performance and to pllot perception and

fatigue is important to consider. These factors are involved in both

operations enroute at altitude and in terminal operations.

C Methods have been established for h_ndling operations at altitude

in Clear Air Turbulence (CAT). The ba_lc approach is to avoid it
: wherever possible. The military forecasts mountain waves, severe CAT,

etc. and where areas are suspected to be hazardous from CAT, they are

closed to training missions and other routine operations. Commercial

airlines also forecast turbulence and get pilot reports from operating
aircraft. They then reroute flights around affected areas or change

altitudes to avoid turbulence. General aviation pilots do not get

such specialized forecasts of turbulence for their flights and air-

craft types. This may present ome serious potential problems.

The apparent reduction in CAT Incidents/accidents was discussed f

and attributed to two factors. First, pilots are now trained to

control attitude during an encounter and not try to maintain altltude,

which eliminated upsets resultlng from loss of control. Second, the

reports of encounters by alrllne pilots are very effective In allovlng

other aircraft to avoid encounters. The reports wI11 vary from aircraft
to aircraft and pilot to pllot. (It was noted that the airplane's

response is a function of Hath number, alrcraft type, ving loading.)

A need was expressed _r a standard termlnology in reporting encounters.
A pilot senses fluctuations In normal aeceleratlon--nmsbera used were
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±0.i g light chop, ±0.15 g for moderate chop, and ±0.2 g strong chop.

It was stated that pilots infrequently encounter severe turbulence

which can be trat_latic without prior experience. Control inputs by
the pilot in resp_onse to turbulence may ampllfy the motion.

The above led to a discussion of simulation, and some acknowledged

deficiencies of typical simulators were put forward. The effect of

increasing turbulence is to increase the pilot work load in controlling

the airplane, until in severe turbulence the pilot has trouble reading

the instruments and performing the necessary functions of control and
communication. Even with the deficiencies of simulators, if care is

taken to ensure that nothing is grossly unrealistic, then such simula-

tor training can only benefit a pilot.

Remote sensing instrumentation for detecting and avoiding CAT
was also discussed. A basic question relating to how useful such
systems would be was how low a fail rate must it have for a pilot to
trust it and use it. It was noted that if a CAT detection device

were used a pilot could tolerate some false warnings, but non-forecast

encounters would have to be very light for the pilot to retain con-

fidence. An occasional severe encounter following a warning of
moderate CAT would be tolerated. A pulse doppler Lidar detector

for CAT is presently undergoing development and feaslbillty testing
(NASA/Marshall) for use from aircraft over a range from 600 meters

to about 15 km (depending on aerosol concentrations) ahead of the

| aircraft. An infrared radiometer CAT detector (NOAA) has also be_n
developed and is being evaluated.

For handling turbulence and wind shear problems in terminal
operations, it is important that there are adequate real-time observa-

tions of t'lrbulence in the terminal area, and that there is appropriate
co_unication of those turbulence conditions to pilots. Effective
training programs are also important, incorporating realistic simula-
tion of turbulence encountered in take-off and landing operations.
For flight planning it is also useful to have forecasts anticipating
the likelihood and severity of turbulence conditions in the terminal
area.

The measurement of even simple turbulence and wind shear param-
eters for advising pilots on conditions for take-off and landing Is /
difficult at best. Presently used standard wind instrumentation at

airports.does not provide sufficient information. Experimental remote
sensing has been attempted in this application with only limited
success. The observation problem is compounded by the fact that turbu-
lence occurs quite randomly in space and time. Severe gusts, in partlcu-
lar, are infrequent events and detection with conventional equipment
offers very incomplete samplln[. Estimating the turbulence statistics
through relationships with more general and readily observed variables
may or may not be posslble for providing turbulcn©e infor_atlon in
the terminal area• Pcesent state-of-the-art I,, modeling boundary layer
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conditions is not at a point which permits such estimations to be
made with sufficient confidence. Estimates of wind shear and vari-

ability are also being made in a few cases from aircraft navigational

systems (by one airline do_l to i00 feet from the ground) which would

provide useful information for monitoring changing turbulence and
shear conditions around airports. However, data and results are

not immedlate]y available from these systems. It is clear that obser-

vation or turbulence and shear information is not in a satisfactory

state for dealing with aircraft take-off and landing problems.

Similarly, communicating useful and deflnitive information on

turbulence and shear to the pilot is noc being achieved as It sbmld
nor is it clear what form of information is best suited to his ,leeds.

_ile turbulence is defined and investigated in terms of root-mean-

square vahnes, spectra, and length scales, the pilot needs some simple
indices or rat|ngs of turbulence. Such indices and their relation-

ships to more comprehensive descriptions have not been tully developed
and clarified.

It is very difficult to arrive at specific, clearly understood
indices because:

• Different aircraft have different responses to the
same turbulence.

• Pilot perception of turbulence can vary.

b
'- • Pilots are exposed to turbulence only a fraction of the

time (avo_ding it most of the ttme_; what they experience
may not be what is described on a more general basis.

• Ceneral aviation pilots for the most part do not have an
understanding of turbulence and wind shear.

Also, these factors warrant an active training program to famil-
iarize pilots with what they can experience with different aircraft
under various atmospheric conditions. The Air Force is currently
assessing the question of whether to include wind shear in training
simulators. It is suggested that airline pilots could equally well
benefit from simulation training in the effects of turbulence, wind .
shear, etc. The use of simulation may be especially beneficial for
terminal operations in slow, insidious cases of wind shear where the

; pilot gets behind the response and then either never "catches up" or
else overcontrols into a crisis situation.

. Forecasting turbulence is especially difficult. The National
Weather Service (NW$) gives broad, general forecasts, unusually qualita-

tive in nature. The more general foreccsts of CAT conditions by h_S
are often elaborated on by others and specialized forecasts derived
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which are suited to individual needs. For near surface conditions,
boundary layer models may help in the future to forecast for terminal

operations.. Limited resources and a broad r,mge of customers pre- e
cludes NW$ from providing more spectfic forecast products for aviation.
This leaves the final tailoring of turbulence forecasts to specific
needs in the hands of the various users. For general aviation, a
primary customer of the NWS, a serious problem in perceiving turbu-
lence conditions results because of the limited understanding of
turbulence by this segment of the aviation community.

Recommendat ions

1. Continued research is needed for underst,ndtng and describing
turbulence and wind shear. Wlnd shear effects in terminal operations

remains one of the most serious problems in aviation meteorology.

Existing data on turbulence and wind shear from aircraft and towers
should be exploited to the fullest.

2. Present capabilities and facilities should be used to fill

gaps where more experiments are found to be needed, e.g., the NASA

MAT program should cc_ttlnuewlth spanwise t;irbulence measurements
and correlations included _,nthe future and emphasis on probing a_

low altitudes, approaching worst case conditions. Severe turbule,_e

at lowest altitudes could also be investigated further through tower

based measurements. Improved models for design and sJmulatlon should

result,

t 3. Use should be made of en route information from airlines on

winds and _urbulence and related to satellit_ and other meteorological
information, leading to reporting, mapping, dissemination, and use
in aircraft operations of this data. Similarly, with terminal area
winds and turbulence data collected from airlines on landing, correla-
tions to synoptic conditions and local variables available should be
studied and related to operational needs.

4. Development of better instrumentation for detecting and
monitoring wind, wind shear and turbulence should be e_phasized.
Atten_ion should be given by government agencies to doppler radar.
laser and acoustic radar developments and :eating. Less sophisticated,
inexpensive systems should also be considered.

5. There *.s a need for a methodology to quickly get turbulence
information to pilots to make Judgments. This must include the develop-
ment of a simple (Indices), consistently understandable (quantitative),
description of turbu:ence which accounts for or can be used with air-
craft response characteristics information. It should pet_It the
pilot to Judge the expected Impact.

6. Aviation weather hazards occur on a meso- and micro_cnle.

Research in this area applied to aviation has been small and _ coaslstent
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effort is needed. Work is being done but not of sufficient depth

to bring it to use by forecasters. Among other things, this should

lead to meeting the urgent need for wind shear forecast capability.

7. Educational programs, incorporating turbulence descriptions
and effects on aircraft response, similar to current programs for

airline and military pilots, should be developed and made available

to general aviation pilots.

8. Opportunities presented by meteorologists being placed in
ARTC Centers should be pursued in connection with turbulence evalua-

tions (both CAT and Low Level). The turbulence investigations should

have relationships to surface and satellite based meteorological data

_horoughly studied and established.

9. A need exists for increased dialog in avaiation meteorology.

It is necessary to have face-to-face interactions between groups of

scientists, engineers, and operations personnel with different back-

grounds. More conferences and workshops are needed to match specific
needs with research goals and products.

4'
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D_RT OF THE
L

ICING CO_ITTEE

Richard I. Adams

U.S. Army Aviation Research and Development Command

Members of the Aircraft Icing Committee were:

Richard I. Adams, Chairman, Army

\,
Cpt. Garry C. Jackson, USAF Flight Dynamics Laboratory

Robert L. Klapprott, F._, Wichita, Kansas

James Luers, University of Dayton

Dennie W. Newton, Cessna Aircraft Company

; Porter J. Perkins, NASA Lewis Research Center

The bases of reference fo_ discussions among members of the Air-

craft Icing Committee and the various Floating Committees were the

Overview Paper presented by Porter J. Perkins, and a list of
suggested questions. Initial _r,,_ion_ were aimed at developing a

L specific llst of problem areas that exist today. Subsequent discussions
refined the list of problem areas and devel_ped recommended actions •• %

necessary for resolution of problems.

Problem areas identified are listed in general descriptive

categories as follows:

• Instrumentation

• Facilities

• Forecasting

• Design Criteria

-: • Data

Other problem areas were identified during discussions with Floating

_ Committees. Discussions of these other problem areas may be found in

the various Floating Committee Reports. These other problem areas are
listed for reference purposes as follows:
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Carburetor icing problems

Antenna icing effects upon radio static

Ground frost formations and methods of removal

Discussion

• Mr. Porter Perkins, in his overview paper, basically concluded that

NACA research efforts during the 1950 time frame had identified the

range of icing parameters. Mr. Perkins concluded that problem areas
that existed in the late 1950's, when NACA reduced their level of R&D

effort, could possibly remain as problem areas today. NASA reduced

their R&D effort because the range of icing parameters had been well
documented and the advent of the high altitude, jet aircraft minimized

the overall icing problem. The areas referred to by Mr. Perkins that

may require further development were icing instrumentation and more
accurate prediction of icing severity level. Mr. Perkins commented

that "despite the lack of recent development efforts (by NASA), much

of the past work will apply to today's needs."

In his overview paper, Mr. Perkins scoped some of the problems that

exist today. The past NACA work does apply to most of today's needs

_I and formed a basis for the meteorological design criteria contained in
the Federal Air Regulations and Military Specifications today. These

requirements have stood the test of time for many years for high
I altitude, high speed, fixed wing aircraft. With the advent of the

helicopter and other low speed, low altitude aircraft such as the US

Air Force A-IO and Cruise Missile requirements, and larger numbers of

low altitude fixed wing aircraft, other problems have become apparent

that require additional R&D efforts and reexamination of the meteorological

design criteria. These problem areas and recommended resolutions are

discussed in the following paragraphs.

Ins trumentation

_f

Instrumentation capable of measurement of various icing cloud

_ parameters are necessary for icing research and certification flight
testsand for operational usage. The primary parameters requiring

" accurate measurement include cloud liquid water content (LWC), droplet

size (D), and outside air temperature (OAT). In addition, because of
U

the unknown influence of cloud ice crystal content and the conditions

• produced by a combination of supercooled liquid water and ice crystals

(the mixed icing condition), the need for instrumentation to measure

ice crystal content has recently been identified as a research need.
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Outside _ir Temperature (OAT)

The accurate measurement of OAT is essential for research and

certification icing flight testing purposes as well as for operational

usage. Tile onset of aircraft icing can occur in a very narrow band of

OAT requ._ring sensitive and accurate measurement of OAT. Technology

is consi.ered adequate today; however, the recognition of the need for

a hJ_h ,|_gree of accuracy by military and civil operators may n)t be

app _re,_t. To assure that operators are aware of inaccuracies of currently

used OA instrumentation, additional training should be instituted by

mi2itary and civil operators.

L__iRuid Water Content (LWC)

LWC _s the primary parameter that affects the icing severity level

and thus becomes very important for research, development, certification,

and oper. tional purposes. Several devices such as the rotating multi-

cylinder and rotating disc have been used over the years for the purpose

o_ measuring ice accretion r_te which is relatable, by calibration,

to LWC. These devices are considered accurate, however, cumbersome

and difficult to handle during flight testing. These devices cannot

satisfy the need for measurement of LWC for operational usage.

In the past few years, as a result of helicopter icing R&D programs,

several electronic ice detectors have been developed for helicopter

appllc_tlons. These devices are capable of measuring the ice accretion

rate and, by electronic means, provide voltage signals that can be used

for direct determinatlen of cloud LWC by test engineer or pilot station

displa> in digital or analog form. These signals can be recorded,

telemetered, or used by onboard observers as necessary, These devices

(ice de_ectors) are accurat_ to within +_.10%over the LWC range from
0 to approximately 1.5 gm/m _. For these devices, inaccuracies increase

near the Ludlam limlc which normally occur above ambient temperatures

of -5°C. ._mFrovements are needed to extend the usable range of ice

detectors up _hrough approximately 3.0 gm/m 3 and up to ambient tem-

peratures of 0°C.

The U.S_ Army is currently anticipating usage of existing ice

detectors tu provide cockpit display of icing severity level, in terms J"

of LWC and OAT, for the _LACK HAWK (UH-60A), Advanced Attack Helicopter

(YAH-64A), and the pa_: .ally ice-protected UH-IH. Cockpit display of

icing severity level is intended to overcome the inaccuracies that

currently exist _'" _cing forecasts to allow air crews to monitor the

icing severity level limits of their aircraft, to provide a capability

to quantify the effect of evasive maneuvers, and to quantify pilot

reports.
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Droplet Size (Do)

Although D is not considered necessary for operational use, this

parameter is e_sentlal for research purposes. In most certification
tests, the FAA requires measurement of droplet size. Two methods are

currently used for droplet size measurement, i.e., gelatin slide and
laser nephelometer. Both have disadvantages for flight test purposes.

The gelatin slfle technique is limited to the number and frequency

of samples that can be taken and the data processing is cumbersome

and time consuming. The laser nephelometer is a fairly large and

heavy installation and becomes difficult to install on some small
aircraft.

Improvements in droplet size instrumentation are needed to facilitate

research and certification flight testing.

Ice Crystal Content (ICC)

Recent helicopter simulated and natural icing flight testing,

conducted by the British and U.S. Army, has cast serious suspicion

that the presence of ice crystal in combination with supercooled

liquid water drastically influences the shape of ice formations and
possibly the ice accretion rate on helicopter rotor blades and other

components. This apparent phenomena cannot be immediately quantified
because adequate instrumentation is not available to measure ice

crystal content. In addition, it is expected that ice crystal type,

size, and shape could be influential in the phenomena observed to date.
Experiments are in progress in the UK to evaluate the Knollenberg

camera and other devices for use in quantifying ice crystal effects.
Experiments are also in progress in the Canadian National

Research Council to determine the effects of ice crystal and liquid
water ratios under various conditions. All work known to date is

being performed using _clng wind tunnels.

There is an immediate need to develop instrumentation capable of

quantifying ice crystal content simultaneously with supercooled liquid
droplet characteristics. Icing tunnel evaluations must also be extended

to the natural environment and to an understanding of the mixed icing
condition phenomena developed. .i

Facilities

Recent helicopter icing R&D efforts have once again led to the

conclusion that reliance upon natural icing testing for certification

purposes is very costly, time consuming, and uncertain. The upper

" limits of meteorological design criteria are rarely encountered
i requiring extrapolation of test data for certification purposes.

1
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A large number of military and civilian helicopters and possibly

light flxed-wing aircraft are expected to be designed for flight in

icing conditions during the next few decades. Without adequate

simulation facilities, certification of these aircraft for flight in

icing conditions will be a difficult and costly task.

The recommended solutions to these problems are the improvement of

existing simulation facilities and development of new simulation

facilities, all for use in icing research, development, and certification

purposes to reduce the reliance upon natural icing testing. These

facilities include icing tunnels, ground based facilities such as the
Ottawa Spray Rig, and airborne simulation facilities.

Several facilities currently exist, but each has limitations that
must be overcome:

Existing icing tunnels do not ocver the full range of parameters

nor are they suitable for full scale testing. Some icing tunnels such

as the NASA-Lewls tunnel may be suitable for component testing in
the lower speed range.

The Ottawa Spray Rig, the only such facility in the free world,

is used primarily for helicopter iclng3research and development. This
facility is limited to LWC of 1.0 gm/m and is usable only during

winter months (December through mid-March) when ambient temperatures

are low. In addition, the Ottawa Spray Rig is usable only within a

narrow band of surface winds between approximately 7 to 30 mph. The

Ottawa Spray Rig can only be used to simulate the effects icing
L has on certain aircraft components such as rotor blades in hover and

( propellers in the static thrust condition.

In-fllght simulation facilities currently is use are the U.S. Army
Helicopter Icing Spray System (HISS) and the U.S. Air Force KC-135.
Cessna aircraft has a small tanker that has been used in certification

programs for light fixed-wlng aircraft. These in-fllght simulation
facilities are limited primarily in the realistic simulation of

droplet size, but also have limitations of cloud size, airspeed range,

liquid water content range, and endurance.

While it is recognized that improvements and developments are /-
needed, the proper mix of facility types are not known at this time.

It is, therefore, recommended that the first step in the solution of

: this problem is for NASA, FAA, and the military services to Jointly •

participate in a facilities study effort to determine the proper mix
of simulation facilities and to develop a program to attain the commonly

agreed upon goal. Use of modeling techniques to supplement or reduce

facilities requirements should be considered in this study. Facilities

Lmprovements, developments, and operation are considered a NASA
: lesponsibility.
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Forecasting of Icing Conditions

Weather forecasting has been judged by operators of military

fixed wing aircraft and helicopters, that are not equipped with _ce

protection equipment, to be accurate approximately 50% of the time.

The U.S. Army helicopter fleet in Germany is grounded approximately

30% of the time during winter months because of forecast icing

conditions. In addition, numerous inadvertent icing encounters have

been reported whe. no icing forecast exists. The U.S. Army is currently

working with the U.S. Air Force Air Weather Service to seek a resolution

of this serious problem.

In relation to this problem, aircraft fall into three categories,

i.e., those certified to FAR or MIL-SPEC requirements, those without

ice [rotection, and those with partial ice protection. The consensus

of the Aircraft Icing Committee _s:

(I) Aircraft certified to FAR's do not experience problems with

icing forecasts.

(2) Unprotected military aircraft, including both helicopters and

fixed-wlng aircraft, are needlessly grounded at times because of

inaccurate icin,_ forecasts. Inadvertent encounters of nonforecast

icing conditions are reported at other times. It is expected that

unprotected general aviation aircraft would have a similar problem, but

this could not be confirmed during the Committee meetings. An FAA

study is recommended to resolve this issue.

(3) The U.S. Army is planning the deployment of two helicopter
{

types in the near future that will have partial icing flight capability.

Complete ice protection equipment is installed, but the ice protection

equipment will not allow flight _n all icing conditions. LWC and OAT
limits of approximately 1.0 gm/m and -20°C, respectively, will be

imposed. A third Army helicopter, the UH-IH, will be equipped with a

partial ice protection system to protect all components except rotor
blades. This is believed to be an interim measure until rotor blade

ice protection can be implemented. This helicopter, with partial ice

protection, is expected to be limited to _cing severity levels defined
by LWC and OAT of approximatley 0.25 gm/m _ and -5°C, respectively.

_!I

(4) More accurate forecasts are necessary to allow availability

of unprotected military and civilian aircraft (helicopters and fixed

wing) to be improved; forecasts need to be improved to the extent

that the icing severity level can be stated. The icing severity level
should be stated in quantified terms such as LWC and OAT rather than

subjective terms such as trace, light, moderate, etc.
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To facilitate solution of the unique problem of the A**,,y,the
three partially protected helicopters will be equipped with icing

severity level indication systems. This equipment is considered

essential to allow safe penetration of suspected icing conditons,

especially in view of inaccurate icing forecasts. This equipment will

include cockpit display of cloud LWC and OAT that can be used to

qualify pilot reports. Efforts should be established by the U.S.

Air Force Air Weather Service to determine if pilot reports of this
nature could be of general benefit and if so, to develop methods of

processing such data.

A nonunanimous consensus of the Committee is that the subjective

form of icing forecast terminology (trace, light, moderate, etc.),

should be replaced by quantified terms, e.g., LWC and OAT. It is
also believed that installat!_n of icing severity level indication

systems, similar to those planned by the Army, upon commerical and

other ice protected aircraft would benefit the National Weather Service
and Air Force Air Weather Services in acquiring needed data for improve-

ment of icing forecasts.

Design Criteria

Design criteria contained in FAR-25 and MIL-E-38423 are considered

adequate for aircraft that operate above 10,000 feet. These criteria,

however, are considered excessive for low/slow flying aircraft such as
the military and civilian helicopters; many general aviation aircraft

that rarely fly above I0,000 feet; close support, fixed-wing, military

aircraft such as the A-10; cruise missiles; and remotely piloted
aircraft. The U.S. Army, under R&D efforts, has developed meteorological

design criteria for its helicopters. It is believed that these criteria
would be suitable for any aircraft operating in the lO,O00-foot and

below altitude range.

It is recommended that a Joint Government Agency reassessment of

meCeorologlcal design criteria contained in the FAR's and MIL-SPECS

be undertaken with respect to the various aircraft categories to
recommend necessary or appropriate revisions. It is recommended that

NASA lead this effort. Work performed in the development of Army /
helicopter meteorological criteria could be used as a basis. Three

dimensional (3-D) Nephanalysls data may be suitable for confirmation

purposes and should be considered.

Meteorplogical Data

The meteorological data base is considered inadequate for accurate
forecasting, both in real time and for flight planning purposes, for

determination of the frequency of occurrence of tctn E _--___..._.uL_s and
severity levels below 1500 feet, and for forecast modeling purposes./
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To resolve this lack of meteorological data, the only solution is

the acquisition of more data. The various data acquisition methods

were briefly discussed and assessed, primarily in coordination with

the Data Acquisition and Utilization Committee. Conclusions reached

during these discussions indicate that more observations, either more

frequently or more closely spaced, should be considered in combination

with remote sensing of LWC and quantified pilot reports. The Aircraft

Icing Committee could not establish the proper mix of data acquisition

_,ethods that would cost effectively resolve the meteorological data

base problem.

It is recommended that this problem be addressed by NOAA and the
U.S. Air Weather Service to determine the most cost effective method

of filling the data needs and implementing the necessary ?rograms.

(
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VISIBILITY COMMITTEE

Lt. Col. Robert L• Gardner

Air Force Inspection & Safety Center

Members ef the Visibility Committee were:

Lt. Col. Robert L. Gardner, Chairman, AFISC/FIIght Safety Div.

Larry Chrlstensen, FWG Associates

Charles A. Douglas, Natl. Bureau of Standards (retired)

Arthur Hilsenrod, FAA

Ronald H. Kohl, UTSI

i The committee meetings covered a wide range of subjects dealing

with the various types of visibility and the terms used to express
them, how each is obtained, and _at some of the present and future

limitations appear to be. In addition, the different aviation users
were identified and an attempt was made to determine their needs with

i relation to visibility information. In the discussions with the

; floating committees, problems, improvements needed, and some possible

i solutions were expressed Ways to develoo a better understanding
among the users, suppliers, rulemakers and researchers were also covered•

?

The following subjects represent our committee's efforts to

I prlorltize the major issues developed.

I. The impact of automatic weather stations versus the trad_- _,

i tlonal human manned station raised conslderable concern. The following
questions were of particular concern: (I) will sensors provide pre-

vailing visibility? (2) can or wl]l instruments give the needed data
for forecasting purposes? (3) is there a Justiflable requirement for
prevailing visibility?

Di_cusslons centered around the need for prevailing visibility and

how instruments would determine it. We agreed there is a definite need

for prevailing visibility or a suitable substitute• It affects General

Aviation in a regulatory fashion and is used by the military in training

and combat operations to determine Visual Fli_ht Rule (VFR) requirements
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operations, the aviation community could probably get along without
prevailing visibility, but it does provide the pilot with helpful and

useful information for flight planning and for terminal landing

preparations•

It was pointed out that there are some 1,000 airports in the

Unlted States with approved IFR approaches, yet those fields do not

have a weather observing capability. Wlth this _n mind and the possi-

bility of another 300 flight service stations in _eopardy, it seems

quite apparent that there is a Justifiable requirement for low cost

instrument systems which will measure ceiling and v_sibility.

The cor_nittee concluded that with proper safeguards, automatic

weather stations can satisfy many of these requirements and service

more locations without degradation.

2. The seco_Ld most fruitful area deals with education and

t_ainlng. Aircrews need to have a clear understanding of the various
visibilities, how they are obtained and what each is used for. The
Airmans Information Manual, Part I, Basic F11ght Information and ATC

Procedures, contains definitions of Flight Visibility, Ground Visibility,

Prevailing Visibility, Runway Visibility Value/RVV, and Runway Visual

Range/R%_ in the glossary _ection. These terms and their applications
need to be widely publicized.

In the area of training the new flight simulators offer great

t potential. Modern simulators can provide realistic reduced visibility
,_ training. Increased use of simulators and emphasis on instrument

qualification should have beneficial effects on flight safety.

Our discussions disclosed that the capabilities exist to slgnlfl-
cantly improve reporting and dissemination of meteorology intormatlon.
It was pointed out that pilots can and should exercise the PIREP to

make inputs to the system, Inflight visibility is of particular interest

to general aviation and pilot reports provide Information that are help-
ful to others flying into the same area. Improvements are being made

and FAA's En Route Flight Advisory Service (EFAS) and meteorologists In
the Air Route Traffic Control Centers (ARTCC) offer significant oppor-

tunities to provide the aviator with better, near real-tlme weather
information. To maximize the benefits from these systems, pilots, con-

trollers and meteorologists must communicate and cooperate effectlvely.

3. The subject of slant range visibility generated llvelv dis-
cussions. There seemed to be a general consensus that there is a valid

requirement for a system to determine slant range viaibillty. Supt_ort
was expressed by the airline pilots, general aviation and mill.sty
representatives.

2Ol ORIGINALPAGEIS
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_ _: _ _eseatt_l}an_'development of a system to measure slant range visi-
bility looks feasible and promising; however, at the present time

developmental funds are being directed to higher priority proJect_.

During this slowdown period some policy decisions should bc made con-

cerning tbe future use 'of slant range. Will it become a regulatory
value used for minimums and replace RVR or will it be used in an
advisory function?

The regulatory agencies, users, and producers of the Information
need to come to agreement in those areas before additional large
amounts of funds are expended on the development of a technique which
is not certain how and if it will be used. Certainly it appears that
slant ravg? would have to be used in conjunction with RVR to overcome
the problem of sha£1ow ground fog. We suggest that research continue

pending decisions on future application. Funds to keep the program

allve should be provided.

4. l'tth twelve major airports planning to go to category lit'`

operations, there is concern over the lack of weather data to determine

the frequency of category llI weather. Present RVR equipment does not

indicate visibility below 600 feet RVR. The committee concluded that

efforts should be continued to develop systems to reports vlsibillties

in category IIIB approach conditions.

Users need to Justify the requirements for automatic landing systems

through category IIIC and most llkcly fog modification systems. Improve-

ment will also be needed in visibility measuring equipment to provide

RVR measurement below 600 feet and of less than the present 200 feet
intervals.

5. In regard to visibility there are several design efforts

which nhould be pursued. As category III operations are implemented
a need for landing runway guidance once on the ground becomes necessary.

Cockpit cut-off, particularly In Jumbo Jets, Is a problem, l_provements
in windshields' field of view, reduction of reflections, and visual
properties are always deslrable. Several conferee_ also expressed a
need for cockpit eye-level position indicators.
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N79- 17427S_Y REPORT OF THE LIGHTNING

AND STATIC ELECTRICITY COMMITTEE

J. Anderson P]umer

Lightning Technologies, Inc.

Members of the Lightning and Static Electricity Committee were:

J. Anderson Plumer, Chairman, Lightning Technologies, Inc.

M.P. Amason, Douglas Aircraft Co.

John A. Birken, NAVAIR/52026B

Maj. Philllp B. Corn, USAF/FDL/FEA

Joseph W. Stick.le,NASA/Langley Research Ce-Lter

Based upon discussions held among its own members and with each of

the floating committees, the lightning committee assessed the status

of lightning protection technology as applied to aviation, to ascertain

the degrees of effectiveness presently being experienced with present

technology, and identifying technology needs that remain.

It concluded that:

C • An adequate lightning protection technology base and personnel

with sufficient experience to apply it exist within the design
organizations for most military and transport-category aircraft

presently being built. Adequate formal, comprehensive standards

and specifications, however, do not exist.

• An adequate understanding of lightning protection technology

does not generally exist among designers of general aviation

aircraft. Whereas lightning has not been considered a serious
hazard to these aircraft in the past, greater use under IFR

conditions has increased their susceptibility and the number of -/

reported lightning strike incidents is increasing.

• Trends toward use of non-metalllc •tructural maLerials, adhesive

: bonding technique•, _nd reliance upon sensitive electronics to

perform flight-critical function• po•e potential hazards for all
categories of future aircraft unless new protection technology

is developed, documented, and made available to designers.
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• Pilots of all aircraft need a better understanding of the conditions

under which lightning strikes can occur and the effects that it

may have upon their aircraft. A better understanding will

improve avoidance procedures, equip pilots to react knowledgably

when a strike occurs, and enable better information to be

achieved from pilot reports of in-flight strike incidents.

Eight areas of technical need were defined. The nature of each

problem, timeliness and impact of solutions, degree of effort required

and the roles of government and industry in achieving solutions were
discussed. With the realization that interrelationships exist among

each of these areas, a priority of relative importance was assigned

to each. A summary is presented in Table I, organized according
to the outline presented at the workshop. A brief discussion of each
need follows:

The Need for In-Fli_ht Data on Lightning Electrical Parameters

The need is for a better understanding of the electrical parameters
of natural lightning and of relationships existing between these

parameters and effects that occur upon aircraft exposed to direct or

nearby strikes.

This need stems primarily from the increasing reliance upon

solid-state microelectronlcs to perform flight-critical functions,

and from the replacement of conventional metallic structural materials "

with non-metallic composites. The next generation of aircraft is
L being designed to make widespread use of these new technologie_ to

{ achieve improved performance and energy-efficiency goals, but increasing "

microelectronics sensitivity combined with harsh environments such as

those produced by lightning requires special attention. In addition,

unprotected composite materials are not able to conduct lightning-
like currents without incurring severe loss of strength, and may also

transmit high-strength fields from nearby discharges unattenuated
into the aircraft interior.

There have been numerous measurements of lightning currents at the
ground end of the flash, but very little information exists concerning

.¢

the electrical characteristics at flight altitudes, and there is reason

to suspect electrical characteristics (particularly in the nearfield),

may be somewhat different than those measured on the ground.

Aircraft which are struck in flight, for example, nearly always

become part of the conductive channel between the cloud and the ground.
The manner in which this takes place was formerly thought to be rather

unimportant, but recent evidence indicates that the capacitive charging
current which occurs when the lightning leader first comes in contact

with the aircraft may change fast enough to induce significant voltage

in the aircraft's electrical wiring. There is no information, however,

on the magnitude of the pre-breakdown currents which flow on an aircraft

or the voltage they actually induce. _
4
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Similarly, there exists little information describing the electric
field which surrounds the aircraft as the lightning stepped-leader

approaches. The rate of change of this field determines whether or not

dielectric structures such as radomes and canopies will be punctured.

In addition to data on the voltages and currents associated with

the lightning strike itself, there is an associated need for time-

correlated data on the voltages and currents induced by these strikes

in typical aircraft electrical circuits. These data w_ll enable
validation of laboratory and analytical techniques for prediction of

induced voltages in new aircraft.

Whereas direct strike parameters remain of primary concern, the
radiated field effects from nearby flashes are also of interest as

they may also interfere with sensitive on-board electronics and they

statistically occur more often than direct strikes.

Attempts were made during the 1963-5 Rough Rider project utilizing

an instrumented F-100 aircraft to acquire direct strike data, but

instrumentation limitations permitted only a brief look at one of the

return-stroke currents in the flashes captured by this aircraft and
the data left many questions unanswered.

Advancements in digital data sampling, work processing and memory

capability now offer greatly improved data-retrieval possibilities, and
_,= connmittee gave strong endorsement to current NASA and USAF effort_

at planning and implementing flight research programs in the 1979-81

time-frame to gather direct and nearby strike data.
L

Specific payoffs from improved lightning data were discussed, an
included:

Improved safety, particularly through a better under-

standing of lightning interactions with aircraft electronics,
enabling design of effective protection techniques.

More efficient designs, enabled by a better understanding

of the real-world environment and development of national

certification and test requirements. /
b

Validation of verification test techniques.

! The committee felt that useful data could come on-stream soon
after the start of in-fllght measurements, with an adequate statisticali

! sample achieved after data on about 300 strikes were obtained, requiring ;I

_ a total of about 2-4 years of in-flight data gathering.
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Technology Base and Guidelines for Protection of Advanced Systems and
Structures.

The present need for lightning protection is most critical in the

area of general aviation aircraft, which are being operated increasingly
under IFR conditions. However the near future need applies to all air-

craft making use of advanced technology systems and materials, and will

be imperative.

Among these are an increased use of composite materials to obtain

higher strength-to-weight performance, and the use of metal-to-metal

bonding with adhesives in p%ace of conventional fasteners (rivets) to

• obtain smoother outside surfaces and reduc_ trag, and to reduce costly

hole-drilling and fastening operations. Other advantages offered by

composites and adhesive bonding are reduction of corrosion and extension "

of fatigue ]ire.

Active control systems implemented with microelectronic components

offer great operational advantages and are alikely to appear in

derivative and next-generaion aircraft. They must, however, be

reliably protected against lightning and static-electricity induced

interruption and failure.

These new technologies have already found their way into some

aircraft now flying, albeit in mostly non flight-critical functions.

_ Designers would like to employ these new technologies more extensively,
but standing in the way of more widespread use are potential problems

posed by environments such as lightning. Just as the entire structure
_ must safety accept and tolerate the mechanical loads imposed by flight,

it must also conduct electric currents produced by lightning and on-board

_ systems, and conduct these through itself without degradation of

mechanical integrity and without hazardous side-effects such as electri-

cal sparking.

The committee noted that lightning currents must be concentrated

: more densely in the structures of small military fighter and general

aviation aircraft than within those of transport aircraft, rendering

protection of the smaller aircraft potentially more difficult. It was

also noted that few documents exist to alert the manufacturers of /,

_ • these aircraft to possible pltfalls or guide them in protection design.
Federal Airworthiness Regulations and military standards pertaining to

.* lightning protection contain requirements that "---the aircraft be

protected against the catastrophic effects of lightning", and that

compliance be shown by "bonding components properly to the airframe",

"designing components so that a strike will not endanger the airplane",

"designing the components to minimize the effects of a strike", or

"incorporating acceptable means of diverting the resulting electrlcal

current so as to not endanger the airplane" but they do not offer n_ny

clues as to where the problem areas are likely to occur or what protec-

tion approaches to consider.
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It was noted that some work sponsored primarily by the USAF, USN

and NASA has been conducted to determine basic lightning effects on

advanced materials, principally composites, but less work has yet

been accomplished to learn how to assemble these new materials together

in a structure capable of safely conducting up to 200,000 amperes of

electric current in addition to meeting its mechanical load requirements.

Similarly, little or no work has been undertaken to learn how to
safely integrate fuel and electrical systems into these new technology
structures.

The connnittee recognized the impracticality of expecting to avoid

all lightning strikes, and noted that safety from this environment is

obtained primarily by designing the aircraft to safely tolerate the

strikes it receives, ratl,er than by reliance upon avoidance procedures.
The need for an adequate protection technology data base and practical

design guidelines based thereon was therefore considered the central

need, of which the other identified needs are in support.

Improved Laboratory Test Techniques

Improvements are needed in tests to evaluate two different light-
ning problems; induced voltage and blast effects.

Concern for induced voltages has been increasing with the

advent of fly-by-wire flight controls and other systems which utilize
electronics in fllght-critical functions. Lightning strikes have

already demonstrated an ability to disrupt alrcraf_ electronics and
the several trends in electronics and airframe design mentioned earlier

may aggravate the situation further unless designers are aware of

the lightning effects environment their equipment must survive in.

To permit this environment to be studied, a NDT technique called

the lightning transient analysis test has been utilized. In this test,
current pulses with waveforms similar to lightning strokes are injected

through the airframe between typical lightning entry and exit points.

The amplitude of these pulses is greatly reduced from that of typical

lightning strokes, because pulse generators are not sufficiently power-
ful to circulate full-scale stroke currents through the aircraft, and

full-scale currents may induce sufficient voltage to damage equipment

aboard the aircraft. Voltages induced in the aircraft electrical

circuits by these current pulses are measured and then, in most cases, /

extrapolated linearly to correspond with average lightning stroke
amplitudes of about 30 kiloamperes or severe strokes of 200 kiloamperes.

Linear extrapolation has been thought valid, but the use in practice of

extrapolation factors of several hundred or so_ and the surprisingly high

voltages which these factors predict, have caused concern over the

valldlty of llnear extrapolation. The valldlty with which the technique
slmulates secondary effects such as traveling wave currents in the
airframe and in the aircraft electrical cables themselves is one reason

for concern.
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Further laboratory research will be necessary to sort out cause-

effect factors in the test technique, and in-flight measurements will

be necessary to determine the validity of predicted induced voltages.

Concern over physical damage due to blast from the lightning

channel has been intensified recently by several In-fllght strike
incidents which have damaged aircraft skins and access doors. No

standard exists for simulation of blast effects, but laboratory tests
using simulated lightning arcs were reported by one committee member

to have duplicated in-flight damage, thus indicating that a standard
test should be feasible.

Fulfillment of this area of need will best be achieved by parallel

efforts at industry and government research laboratories, with correlation

of results and definitions of standaridized tests accomplished in

government/industry forums such as the Society of Automotive Engineers
(SAE) Committee AE4L on Lightning Test Techniques.

Anal[sis Techniques for Predicting Induced Effects

Committee members noted the desirability of having analytical
tools with which to predict the levels of lightning-lnduced voltages
in aircraft electrical circuits before hardware is built and available

to test. To date, several attempts have been made to develop

computerized models for this purpose but success has been very limited,

due to inadequate understanding of the cause-effect relationships at
work in specific situations. Here again measurements of actual strike

data will help clarify these relationships and point the way toward

improved analytical techniques.

_i_htning Strike Incident Data from General Aviation

Information on the events that happen to an aircraft when struck

by lightning is of value from several standpoints:

a. to determine the flight and weather conditions under which

strikes are likely, and

/-
b. to identify the surfaces on the aircraft where strikes are

most likely (the attachment points) and the degree of

physical damage occurring at %he attachment points, and

c. to identify other effects that occur.

These data, in fact, represent the most realistlc lightning "test"
data obtainable and should be studied carefully by designers alert for

possible problem areas. The committee acknowledges the large store

of lightnlng-strlke incident data already being collected from airllnes
and the military, but as yet practically no such data has been accumulated
for smaller, general aviation aircraft. A representative of the
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Aircraft Owners and Pilots Association (AOPA) indicated the possibility
of distributing a questionnaire to its members for their use in

reporting strikes. Several magazines directed toward operators of

general aviation aircraft have also shown an interest in publishing

questionnaires. The committee agreed to pursue the AOPA prospect and

try to have one of its members visit one of AOPA's "Cloud Nine" meetings
in Washington, D.C. to discuss the project•

Lightning Detection Systems

Lightning detection systems are of interest as a means of aJerting

pilots to the presence of thunderstorm activity, and on the ground,
as a means of alerting ground crews to approaching thunderstorms. The

committee acknowledges that many aircraft can sustain lightning strikes

with little or no hazard to flight safety and that a lightning

detectlon/warnlng instrument would be of little value (assuming, of
course, what weather radar was available to warn of the other thunder-

storm hazards of rain, hall and turbulence). It was noted that some

aircraft exist which are not well protected against lightning hazards

and which therefore should take extra precautions against being struck•

Also, certain military operations such as in-fllght refuelling

should not be carried out when lightning strikes are likely•

Discussion continued on the tjpes of lightning detectors presently

available, with mention made of the Ryan Stormscope, an airborne

instrument that processes spherlcs signals to determine range and
bearing of lightning flashes, d_splaying them as dots on a CRT in

the cockpit. The Stormscope will be flight tested by NASA and USAF
(AFFDL) during 1978.

Several lightning warning systems for ground operations are

available commercially. The need for such systems at airports was

discussed but no consensus was reached regarding need since other means
(radar) of detecting thunderstorms are often available.

Obtain Pilot Reports of Li&htning Strlkes

i Judging from frequent pilot connnents that "no thunderstorms were 4

! reported in the area" at the time a strike was received, many pilots /
, are not aware of when strikes are possible. If pilots were to make

verbal reports of strikes as observed, these reports could be relayed
to other aircraft approaching the same area. For such a system to be
successful, terminology to describe graduations of flash intensity
and frequency of occurrence, etc. would have to be established and
pilots would have to be educated in its use. The value of such reports

would be improved avoidance of lightning strikes and thunderstorm areas.
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Better Training in Lightning Awareness

If pilots had a better understanding of the conditions under •
which lightning may occur, what lightning is, and how it may affect
their aircraft, they might be better able to react to a strike when

it occurs. Several military aircraft accidents are reported to have

occurred after pilots were stunned or blinded by lightning strikes.

Flash blindness (which can persist up to a minute) may be impossible

to _void where there is only one pilot involved, but foreknowledge
of the possibility may enable a pilot to avoid a mishap.

The committee discussed ways such training might be provided.

Inclusion of it in pilot refresher courses and training manuals was

discussed and it was suggested that the first few chapters of NASA

RP 1008 '_ightning Protection of Aircraft" might be adapted for this
purpose.

The committee noted that pilot training should also include the

conditions under which lightning strikes may occur, since most pilots
see_asurprised to have been struck. Many consider these events

"static discharges" because they are so certain lightning strikes will
not occur along flight paths intended to avoid thunderstorms. Such

training could also improve accuracy in reporting lightning strike
events and in drawing concluslons from accumulated statistics.

I
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TABLE i

LIGHTNING PROTECTION TECHNOLOGY NEEDS

IN ORDER OF PRIORITY

1 2

NEED In-flight data on Technology base and

lightning electrical design guidelines for
parameters protection of advanced

aircraft systems avda. direct strikes
structures

b. nearby strikes
c. static electricity

NATURE OF PROBLEM Lack of data Lack of design data,
R&D

TIME REQUIRED 2-4 years 2-6 years

IMPACT OF PROBLEM Uncertain test and Increased safety

design parameters hazards; decreased use

of advanced technology

_ COST BENEFIT Increased flight safety, especially under IFR
L conditions; quicker and more confident introduc-

r _ tion of new technologies.
• {'

• EFFORT REQUIRED New effort Some knowledge in hand

and major new effort
' required

PARTICIPANTS Major role: government Government/contractors;
Supporting role: improved data base air-
contractors frame manufacturers;

specific applications

/
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TABLE i

(toni 'd.)

I 4

NEED Improved test techniques Analysis techniques
for: for predicting

induced effects
_ a. induced effects

b. blast effects

NATURE OF PROBLEM R&D _&D

TIME REQUIRED 2 years 3 years

IMPACT OF PROBLEM Increased hazards; More cut-and-dry
decreased efficiency

COST BENEFIT Increased flight safety, especlally under IFR

conditions; quicker and more confident introduc-

tion of new technologies.

EFFORT REQUIRED Continue_ effort Some new effort

PARTICIPANTS Government b industry Govarnment b industry

%

Q
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5 6

NEED More lightning strike Lightning detection
incident data from systems

general aviation a. air

b. ground

NATb_E OF PROBLI_M Operational R&D

TIME REQUIRED 1 year 2 years

IMPACT OF PROBLEM Decreased reliability Continued hazard to

air/ground personnel

and operations

COST BENEFIT Increased flight safety, especially under IFR
conditions; quicker and more confident intro-

duction of new technologies.

EFFORT REQUIRED Additional reporting Some new effort
effort

?

PARTICIPANTS General aviation industry Government & industry

r_v
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(cont'd.)

7 8

NEED Obtain pilot reports Better training in

of lightning strikes lightning awareness
to aircraft for pilots of all

aircraft

NATURE OF PROBLEM Operational and Operational and

procedural procedura i

TIME REQUIRED 3 years

i IMPACT OF PROBLEM Increased strikes

COST BENEFIT Increased flight safety, e_pecially under IFR

conditions; quicker and more confident intro-

duction of new technologies.

EFFORT REQUIRED In hand, education New
needed

_ PARTICIPANTS Operators All
L
P,

ORlmq._:PAQEIt
OF PO_ O_PALrI_
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N79-17428SUMMARY REPORT OF THE

AIRCRAFT OPERATIONS COMMITTEE

Robert T. Warner

Aircraft Owners and Pilots Association

Members of the Airccaft Operations Committee were:

Robert T. Warner, Chairman, AOPA

Thomas Incrocci, USAF, Scott AFB

Ernest Schlatter, FAA, NAFEC

Art Vardado, FAA, Flight Standards

1_e floating Aircraft Operations Committee met with the fixed

committees and had the following discussions:

Severe Storms and Turbulence

The areas of severe storms and turbulence appears to be full

r of _ew programs and a need for continuing education of pilot and air

traffic service personnel. The new operational programs that are
being introduced by the FAA and the National Weather Service should go

a long way to improving both the strategic and tactical severe storm

problem. The current major deficiency appears to be a lack of under-
: standing on the part of pilots and controllers and how the information

made available by these new programs will be utilized. This situation
is complicated by the fact that air-to-ground communications is

approaching the saturation point, particularly in the terminal areas.

Further, we are currently in an atmosphere of post-accident finger-

pointing, so many want the "other side" to take the responsibility f.
for decision-making.

!i The committee's discussion indicated that there does not appear• to be a crying need for additional turbulence information in the

I approach phase.

1 However, there does appear to be additional work n_eded in
i numerous areas:
!
! I. Efforts should be initiated to revalldate old aviation

: forecasting techniques, IncludJ.ng a look toward utilizing more advanced
tools, such as satellite information and additional ground ovservatlon

points. This may necessitate the proliferation of automatic observation

3
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equipment. It appears that this revalidation work would be the proper

function of NOAA and the military's weather services.

2. A cooperative effort must be undertaken to determine how

we are going to put the gre_t sums of information we currently have

a¢_ilable to use in both preflight plamning and in the cockpit. This

effort muqt take into consideration present constraints including

benefits, equ1_mmnt, costs and pilot experience levels.

3. Additional cooperative effort is needed to expand education
of pilots, contro!ler% and weather service personnel as to the

capabilities and ]imitations of the other groups and to the intent

and objective of the maL;y existing and new weather programs.

4. There is both a civil and military need for more definition

of the weather hazards in the vicinity of severe storms. This includes

the detection of presence and severity of turbulence near thunderstorms.

This effort might be best carried out through the federal govemLment
agencies that provide weather services.

5. There appears from the discussion to be a need for an

information exchange and, where appropriate, a consolidation of effort

between various government agencies working on the detection and
hazards associated with clear air turbulence. This effort should

continue the work which is ongoing in the detection of CAT at NASA

Marshall and NASA Ames.

b
Icin_

Currently, pilots without deicing or antiicing equipment have
a requirement to know where icing is probable, and the degree of that

probability. Terms describing the severity of icing as used in pilots'

operating manuals, are assumed to be descriptions of ice forecasting
as well as reporting terms. Discussion of the group indicated that

there are no standard ice severity terms used for forecasting purposes.

There was also discussion of the ongoing Army research using

phobic coatings on helicopter rotor blades, and the University of /
Dayton studies on the effects of frost.

There appears to be additional work needed in each of the

above mentioned areas. The most pressing general aviation requirement

is for a better definition for areas where icing is probable both in

lateral and vertical dimensions, so that these areas may be best

avoided. _L._e may be a need for an improvement in icing forecasting

terminology. This may come about as a part of the above mentioned

requirements for revalldating existing forecasting techniques for
today's airframes. The current work by the Army and the University

' _ of Dayton should continue, with NASA picking up the Army's results

' ; for testing to determine application feasibility for general aviation

_ propellers and airfoil surfaces.
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Visibility

Discussions with the fixed Visibility Committee indicated a

continuing need for "prevailing visibility" until a reasonable substitute

becomes available. This substitute may be, in part, the proliferation

of automated weather observation facilities. The continuing need for
prevailing visibility is both operational (required to determine forecasts)

and legal (needed to determine between VFR and IFR).

Also needed is a cooperative effort to determine the methods that

will be used to include more in-flight visibility information in the

system. The tools for this are now available in both the FSS Flight
Watch program and the soon-to-be-implemented meteorologists in the

ARTCC program. A large source of information in the form of departing
IFR aircraft is available for reporting in-flight (slant-range - air-to-

ground) visibility, turbulence, cloud layers, tops and icing. Methods

should be established by the FAA in cooperation with the users of the
system to determine how best to collect and disseminate this information.

Minimal effort is ongoing by NASA Langley in the area of slant
visual range for visibility approaches. Additional efforts by the FAA

NAFEC have been recently halted for higher priority items. There

appears to be a lack of understanding of these projects by the users,
who should be ultimately making the decision on both the amount of

effort in this study area and the eventual operational use of such

facilities.

As a much longer range goal, discussion in this committee included
the need for preliminary investigation of taxiway visual range for

! long-term future CAT III applications.

L_ htning

Discussions with the Lightning Committee centered around the

general lack of knowledge of general aviation experience with lightning
; strokes as to where, when and what happens, the pilot reactions, and

the resultant damage to aircraft. There was a general consensus that

i there is a need for both joint government and industry effort to work

toward gaining more information in this area which might ultimately

result in education programs and the issuance of an FAAAdvisory

Circular. Some lightning information is already available in various

documents, the most notable of which is "Lightning Protection for
Aircraft, a NASA Reference Publication, #RP-1008, dated October 1977.

It was encouraged that this and other available information be distributed

and publicized in the immediate future by government and non-government

agencies. It was pointed out that the military particularly, could
benefit from accurate forecasting of lightning and electrostatic

discharge. It is hoped that any work in this area inside or out of

_I the government would eventually result in avoidance techniques applicablefor both military and civil use. It was pointed out in this discussion,

il as in all preceding discussions, that there is a need for increasing

pilot confidence in forecasting of all weather phenomenon.
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Of the many areas discussed with the five fixed committees,

the two most pressing needs appear to be procedural in nature.

First, there is an urgent requireraent for joint government and
industry discussions on how best to use the information available

today through existing and soon-to-be-implemented weather programs.

These discussions must rank order priority the urgent and not-so-urgent

information that is required for use by pilots and ground service

personnel recognizing the many varying constraints.

Secondly, the need for education of pilots and ground service

personnel is never-ending, and remains extremely high on the

priority list of weather needs. Lack of reminders of old programs

are among the most pressing needs to improve the effectiveness of

weather programs.

Of a lower order of priority comes ongoing work on AV-AWOS,

ALWOS and severe storm detection and avoidance technique development.

Also in this priority category would come the need for revalidating
old forecasting techniques on today's airframes utilizing modern

tools with the ultinmte goal of improving the users' confidence in

forecasting.

t
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George E. Cooper

NASA Ames Research Center

Members of the Human Factors Committee were:

George E. Cooper, Chairman

Richard L. Gilson, Ohio State University

A. Charley McTee, Bunker Ramo

Maurice A. Wright, University of Tennessee

Space Institute

Andy D. Yates, Jr., Air Line Pilots Association

Visibility

Reduced visibility as human factors problem was considered one of

the most important areas discussed by the Committee in terms of the
number of lives lost and cost in aircraft accidents and incidents.

From a human factors viewpoint, the primary problem relates to the

L, requirement for a pilot to estimate out-of-the-cockpit visibility at
L critical decision points in a flight. Despite modern measurement and

dissemination techniques, there is a considerable variability in

visibility data according to the time and place of the reported weather.

Even the RVR provides only an approximation to slant-range visibility.
Thus, the pilot is often forced to resort to eyeball determlnatiol, for

real time information. Without slant-range visibility techniques or

category III landing capability, the problem is currently being attacked

by improving training, e.g., by films, simulator, or infllght experience.
However, in this regard, it is pointed out that training is too often

relied upon in place of other solutions related to hardware improvements
and other aids.

f

The chief human factors problems associated with those already

mentioned are the reduction of visual cues needed for flight path

control during the VFR segment of marginal visual flight or during
low visibility approaches. The fact that natural horizon is lost during

VFR flight or that an ill-deflned portion of the "runway environment"

during an instrument approach needs to be in sight in order to continue

! the flight or complete the landiug, force pilots to perhaps optimistic-
ally estimate the visibility and continue to fly with a minimum of visual
information. The result has been a tendency to decend dangerously low

,!
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to remain in visual contact or to increase rate of descent and land

short because of having the illusion of going high during the approach

to landing segment.

The solution, at the present time, lies in providing flight

training ex_>erlence with the actual or simulated conditions surrounding

low-vislbility flight and approaches. This requires accurate eye

positioning, familiarization with the available visual information

and ground cues, as well as familiarization with the specific cockpit

i cutoff angle of the aircraft being operated. It also requires pilot
self-discipline and continuous monitoring of instruments during

the VMC portion of the flight by the pilot or by other available
members of the crew.

In summary, then, the experience gained through realistic simulation
exercises involving such transitions from IMC to VMC, or VMC to IMC

: and the use of available information and cues is difficult to obtain.

Responsibility for this training is at present spotty and rests

primarily with the operators and independent training organizations.

Without special training, problems with out-of-the cockpit

determination of visibility may be expected to grow in the future,
not diminish. For example, with respect to helicopters, the current

trend towards providing IFR capability might be expected to reduce
current rotary wing approach minimums and to result in favorable

benefits to the operators. Concurrently, however, we can expect many
of the similar problems for helicopter pilots as occur with aircraft

if visibility approach minimums are lowered. The pilot will be pressed
into the same estimation of visibility and decision process with

limited visual cues from the ground. The problem therefore, may be
compounded by an increased rate of closure with the ground associated

with the use of steeper approach angles for helicopters or require
slower more difficult operating speeds. It should be pointed out

that there is a slow speed limit for single engine helicopters, thus
limiting slow speed approaches under IFR conditions in order to insvre

autorotation capability.

One solution to the training approach will include high fidelity
visual simulation for the low visibility approaches. However, for /"

optimum training value and cost effectiveness, it is highly desirable
to identify and utilize those ground features which have maximal

effect on a pilot's decision to continue to fly VFR or to land out of

an instrument approach. Further research is also urgently needed

in the area of _dvanced displays using electronic techniques for

forward looking low llght/low visibility T.V. images of the ground

eaviornment which could remove much of the dependence on training by

providing additional visual information. In addition, flight path
angle and groundspeed as a profile descent display could be beneflclal

'
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if they were readily available to the pilot via CRTs, heads up displays,

or by new d_splays utilizing touch on the throtle or yoke controls•

Finally, the ability to supply slant-range visibility measurements
particularily as an instantaneously available readout to the pilot is

a worthwhile objective and continued R & D efforts should be expanded.

Primary responsibility in these areas rest with NASA, NOAA, NWS or

other government research agencies with a user input to the evaluation

of such advanced techniques and displays.

Recommendations

A summary of recommendations includes:

(i) increased use of low-visillbity simulation lu

training,

(2) research activities directed towards defining the features

required for such visual simulation,

(3) continued research towards developing forward-looklng
visual systems (TV, FLIR, etc.) for poor weather landings.

(4) improvement of approach and descent aids and display
techniques.

(5) continued research and development for slant-range

visibility measurement techniques or even the use of

simple cockpit eye-position indicators in order to standard-
ize visibility estimates. These recommendations should be

followed up with the responsible organization for action.

Turbulence

Important human factors issues relating to flight through turbulence

may be listed in the following order of importance:

(I) Detection and avoidance techniques.

(2) Pilot and crew procedures for handling increased workload v-

and distraction caused by turbulence.

(3) Aircraft handling techniques for safe flight through
turbulence when it is encountered.

. Education and training with respect to where turbulence may be
found and expected, as well as recognition of clues indicating probable
encounters, is fundamentally important for the following reasons. Such
background is needed in flight planning to avoid reported or potential
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areas at which encounters are likely in relation to cloud formation,

Jet streams and mountain waves. Inflight familiarity with visual

clues which help to identify areas of turbulence during VMC operation.
During IFR operation the availability and training in the use of weather

radar or lightning displays are essential for avoiding the primary area
of occurrence of severe turbulence, the thunderstorm. Last, with its

characteristic unpredictability and lack of visible clues, clear air

turbulence is an important area for which some type of technology-
based warning is desirable. Continued government research (NASA, NOAA,

NWS) and funded research by industry is needed.

Human Factors Effects on Pilots in Turbulence

It was noted that turbulence, ranging from mild to severe,

provides proportionately increasing degrees of pilot distraction and

increases in workload. Experiments show that sufficient whole body
motion can disrupt thinking, decision making, and even visual access

to information, whether from instruments or from air navigation manuals
and charts.

One effect which w_s not significantly apprec_.ated until the jet
transport encounters during the )960's was the startle effect of severe

turbulence. During the initial research on the jet upset problem, it
was determined that encounters with severe turbulence would be classed

as a rare event for most pilots. Pilots with 20,000 and 30,000 hours

_ have, in many cases, never encountered turbulence which would be
classified as severe. This points out the desirability for providing

training and experience in the physical aspects of severe turbulence

in anticipation of this rare encounter. Such a procedure requires{
adequate simulation facilities being available. To date, such

turbulence can be provided only by a few research devices.

Handling Techniques

While the desirability of training and experiencing severe

turbolence was considered highly important, it is apparent that of even

grea_vr importance is the training of pilots in aircraft handling

techniques when encountering severe turbulence. The emphasis placed
upon attitude flying and proper thrust and trim procedures by means of f
training in recent years has isrgely eliminated the problems associated
with such turbulent encounters. Such traiEing includes an excellent

FAA training film. To some extent this has probably been favorably
influenced by the redesign and implementation of a turbulence mode
for the autopilots, which provides a loose controlled attitude stabi-
lization for the a_rcraft under severely turbulent conditions.
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Finally, pilot awareness of turbulence frequency of occurrence,

location and severity is an important human factor which requires

continuing emphasis and attention. This is effectively accomplished

during flight by the use of pilot reports, occurrence reporting and

feedback to alrcrews. Safety publications also recognizably play

an important part in such a process. Articles, incidents, and other

examples, publicized by airline or military safety publications,

those of such organizations as the Flight Safety Foundation, AOPA, and

others, severe to maintain flight crew awareness to these problems,
not only of turbulence, but also of lightning, icing and severe storm
encounters. The nationwide Aviation Safety Reporting System (ASRS)

is also recognized as an important awareness factor in reporting and

disseminating information which aids pilots and flight crews in

maintaining a high degree of awareness in all of these areas. As
noted through ASRS occurrence reports of all types, information transfer

still remains the biggest problem in aviation.

Recommendations

Continued research and development leading to acceptable turbulence

detection and avoidance systems should be strongly encouraged.
Unfortunately the reliability of current detection devices under develop-

ment is not extremely high. Fhe ultimate question may rest with human

factors decisions as to '_hat is an acceptable false alarm rate?"
Both the current use of present turbulence detection devices as well as

their ultimato utilization can be significantly affected by this
question.

With respect to turbulence forecasting, there is a continuing need

for greater accuracy. A high false alarm rate can lead to distrust and

disregard by flight crews. A pilot-ln-command will reconsider the

consequences of repeated actions such as turning on seat belt lights_

terminating food service, taking large diversions to miss or avoid

potential turbulence areas, or even the xnconvlenve of a change in
heading or altitude when such precautions prove repeatedly to be
unwarranted.

Simulator Turbulence Modeling

It was agreed by the committee that turbulence modeling for /

slmulators needs improving and that these improvements should be posslble.
Yet, it was also recognized that there are reallstlc and practical

limits to the displacement of motion systems for simulator and that these

llmlts contribute perhaps insolvable problems to true motion fledelity

: for simulators under all conditions. It was suggested, therefore,
that perhaps distinguishing between acceleration (motion) as a cue and
turbulence as a distraction could perhaps establlsh separate objectives
for the degree of fidelity required for different tasks. Under normal
conditions, aircraft handling requires the highest degree of dynamic
fidelity because the pilot makes definite use of the cues provided
through motion in performance of his task and obtains an associated
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reduction in over-all workload. It should be noted, however, that
false cues from washout circuitry need additional attention. The

distraction resulting by turbulence, on the other hand, whether mild or

severe, in effect disrupts and overshadows these _>aa,,dc cues effects

which might otherwise be of assistance to the pilot in reducing work-
load. At present, the short period lateral and normal accelerations

associated with )ight to moderate turbuience are not genuinely ,_produced.
Added realism would be provided by better reproduction of these.

However, considering higher levels of turbulence, where the distraction

becomes significant, it is questionable whether the attempts to achieve

maximum fidelity might not be overshadowed by the need to concentrate
more on the distractive nature and severity of turbulence through

reasonable approximations. The Committee recognizes that improvement
in simulator motion modeling is the responsibility of NASA primarily,
and other government-sponsored research.

The prepared presentation and information provided by the icing

resource committee tended to indicate that icing technology had
achieved solutions to most of the icing problems for heavy _,ircraft

nearly twenty years ago, and little work has proceeded since. Currently
design efforts apparently are devoted to helicopters and the requirement

to enlarge helicopter operating capabilities to include IFR flying
and the associated weather penetrations.

i
While many aircraft icing technology problems have apparently

been solved, the committee did not feel that this is true from a human

factors puint of view. Several examples were reviewed which indicate

that continuing education and training are and will be necessary with

re=pect to icing problems on aircraft.

The first deals with simple pltot static icing which, despite
simple prevention techniques, is consistently associated with weather-

related accidents. The problem appears to be one where pltot-static
icing indications are misinterpreted by the crew who as a result

take inappropriate action.

The second is that icing effects have been blamed for a great
deal of malfunctioning of avlonic¢ components. From the discussion
with the icing committee, it became apparent that many, if not all

of these accounts, were p_obably due to structural ice forming an
insulating layer on _he antennas and that education of flight crews as
to the degrading effects of structural ice on communications and r_vi-
gational signals is needed.

t
_; Third is carburetor iclng. This was noted to be still a major '
i cause of general aviation engine malfunctions and accidents. It is

necessary for pilots to be aware of conditlonswhich requires a decision
that can be isolated, infrequent, and sometimes based on apparently
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contradictory information depending on type of aircraft and flight

conditions. It was noted with respect to the latter, that there is a

lack of standard procedures in this regard, even among aircraft

manufacturers, Federal agencies, and other organizations. The problem,

therefore, points strongly toward the possibility of introducing a

cockpit warning and alerting system based upon the use of some type
of ice detection technique. From a human factors point of view, such

an indicator must have a high degree of reliability, otherwise it is apt

to become a distraction in the cockpit and to be ignored when it is

needed. Another solution discussed was the possibility of a fuel
additive which could perhaps minimize or eliminate the possibility

" of carburetor icing. Other possible solutions lle in the area of

protective coatings in strategic engine area to discourage ice formation.

The use of a fuel additive could ',ea solution to the problem if all

aviation fuel designed for carburetor-type aircraft was so modified.

This is, however, possibly influenced by economic restraints. If optional

fuel with the additive is provided, then the possibility of occasionally

not finding the applicable fuel could introduce human factors problems
in terms of an awareness of the hazard. A system of adding an additive

by the operator, as is now used wlth jet alrcraft not having fuel

heaters, is also a potential solution.

With respect to these areas, there remains a continuing need for
information and training into the recognition and appreciation of the

effects of icing. The FAA would seem to be the organization to seek

some standardization of procedures, e.g., in the application of carburetor
heat, as well as the use of a fuel additive to prevent carburetor icing.

The possibility of providing required research for ice detection andt

warning should be primarily NASA's responsibility, with a requirement
for FAA's support and/or other government support of R b D efforts.

Helicopter_Iclng

It was apparent that there is currently significant interest in
extending the operational envelope of helicopters by providing them
with necessary icing protection. Helicopters rotor performance is
more susceptible and further degraded by icing conditions under certain
conditions of liquid moisture and temperature than are components of
conventional aircraft. At the moment, this appears to necessitate
development of an indlcator/warnlng system to advise the pilot that he /"

Is entering conditions of liquid moisture and temperature susceptible
to icing. The fact that these dangerou_ conditions can occur for which
protection is not afforded leads to the conclusion that continued safe
operation for current helicopters into icing is questionable. At present,

therefore, helicopter operations In icing conditions must be terminated
, unless there is atmospheric information available to thr, pilot which

provides h_nwith knowledge of an escape route through, e.g., an altitude
change. Can slmllar operations be authorized for h_Iicopters?
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Ligktn!ng

Again) from a human factors point of view) the pilot's primary
concern is avoidance of lightning if at all possible. It is recognized,
however) that ar present) the only way of avoiding areas of lightning
in through the recognition and circumvention of thunderstorms) eithez
by visual means, by use of weather radar) or perhaps by lightning
detectors (stormscopes). Lightning strikes can also be encountered

when flylng between layers of clouds or between clouds and the earth.
As far as hazards are concerned, pilots should be made aware that if

lightning striker are encountered, they typically will result in only
minor damage to the aircraft, however, they also shouhl be aware that

lightnlug strikeJ are also primarily associated with the turbulence
hazards of thunderstorms.

All associated problems will occur if the pilot happens t_ be

looking in the direction of the lightning flash. The solution to

this problem lies primarily in education and crew training to insure

that at least one set of eyes remains in the cockpit, on instruments,
during penetration or proximity to thunderstorms or reported areas ,f

potential lightning. The importance of kncwlng in what sltuatlon_ strikes

can occur should be emphasized along with new techniques for detecting

or forecasting localized lightning. A partial solution wo_Id be in
familiarization of pilots with the various types of lightning, e.g.,

through the use of _ppropriate visual aids, as a means of preparing

pilots for the rare event of a lightning encounter.

'. The human factors committee received a thorough review of design

t problems associated with lightning, l¢hile these are consistently

applied in the design of current metal aircraft, there appeared to be
less consistency as well as appreciation of the problems regarding

the adverse effect upon digital electronics and the design of fiber-
glass components. The transfer of design information to maintenance and

overhaul personnel is also needed. The loss of bonding dnrln8 overhaul

or major maintenance and repair can increase the chance of lightning

damage of various components. Finally, the development and dissemination

of g-ldellnes and specifications for aircraft design utilizing various

plastics appears to be an important step, if the human factors concern
of flight crews is to be alleviated.

The problem of high-speed refueling, leading to staLic electric
charge build up was discussed and still appeared to present safety problems,
even with the new foam-lined tanks provided in some military aircraft.
While further research and development appeared to be required in new
technology areas for solvins this problem, the primary requirements for
solution remain in the area of training in technique_ of fuelin$ and the
usa of fuel additives. Responsibility here lies primarily with the user
organization, either military, airlines, or In the private/public sector.
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The potential for encountering lightning strikes or severe
turbulence during the approach phase of flights when under ATC gutdan(

presents another human factors problem. Great concern has been voiced

by pilots when under AT6 guidance, they realized they might be vectored

Into an area of severe turbulence or potential lightning _trlke because
of inabillty of ATC to simultaneously scml weather and control traffic.

This situation has resulted from developments for approach control radar
which minimize the weather shown and thus controllers are unable to

identify hazardous areas. A new procedure, being initiated shortly
in which weather radar and a forecaster are assigned to each ARTCC,

should be of significant he2p.

Severe Storms

Windshear on the approach appears now to be recognized as one asFect
of a severe storm. The decislon of turbulence, icing and lightning also

generally applies to the thunderstorm, which is perhaps the most

prevalent of the severe storm hazards to aircraft.

Windshear: Wlndshear associated with a sharp frontal system and

wlndshear on final approach were the two conditions discussed.

The primary problem from a human factors point of view is the lack

of recognition and ability to avoid these areas by most pilots. This
is due either to lack of detection of the phenomenon and/or the lack

of cormmunicatlons regarding its occurrence. Obviously, with regard to
the latter any delay of information about a "severe storm" in reaching

L the pilot adds further delay to his ability to inlti_te any corrective
. action in t_me.

Solutions: Continued development of instrumentation, enabling the
detection of windshear phenomenon is necessary. Thls information must

also then be transmitted to the pil_,tin usable terms. For example:

'Mxp_ct 15 knots airspeed loss." Secondly, it is Important that one

crew member continue the monitoring of airspeed, flight path and rate
of descent during the approach; thirdly, additional cockpit information
which reduce delays in initiating action, such as flight path and
groundspeed should be provided directly to the pilot in a rapid fashion,
e.g., a head-up mode or even alterting displays by touch.

In summary, consideration must be given to what info_mmtlon i_
needed by the pilot in order to make the decision of whether to land or
to $o around. It may be important, for example, (I_ to provide more
information on precedlag occurrences; (2) to provide exact It_formatlon
relative to gust intensity; (3) increasing the speed of th_ information
loop by providing flight path angle, groundspeed, or detecting information
in a head-up or tactual mode; (4) insuring _onltorlng and takec-,er
procedures; and (5) provSdlng suitable training experience by use of
sLmul_tlon that includes such items as proper ShruBS managene.nt and use
of av=Llable information.
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Dissemination of Information to the General Aviation Public

A significant problem area with many of the above hazards appears

to be associated with the fact that many general aviation aircraft

have no weather radar or means by which sophisltcated on-board weather

detection devices £an be installed. Further, many of these pilots

have little contact with ATC and rely mainly on preflight and inflight

contact with flight service stations for weather information. The

dissemination problems in providing current weather to these pilots

is further intensified due to the anticipated large increases in

the numbers of private pilots in the future. Moreover, single pilots

in general aviation aircraft often find it difficult to use the

additional frequencies often required to obtain information relative

to weqther and severe storms. Finally, single pilot observation is

at times insufficient, for example, VFR pilots ofter cannot see

thunderstorm buildups due to extensive haze in the area. In summary,

there is a distinct difficulty for a large portion of general

aviation pilots to take advantage of possible benefits from the new

Center weather radar and forecaster plans.

Solutions considered during the discussion include (i) the

provision of severe weather information along with traffic control

communications, (2) use of dedicated frequencies for SIGMETS and

AIRMETS (due May 5, 1978), (3) better dissemination of information

regarding severe storms, e.g., through the expansion of en route flight

advisory service, and (4) providing general aviation aircraft with

low cost, ground repeater radar information for weather and traffic

_ displays to bring them the same information that is available to ATC.

? Responsibility

Responsibility for improved information dissemination rests

primarily with the FAAwith, of course, shared responsibility with

NOAA and NWS. Solutions for many of the unique problems of the general

aviation pilot lie with NASA's general aviation program and the funding

of new "_chnology. Development, testing and evaluation of low cost

repeater radar capability shot,ld probably be by government funded

research and NASA evaluation with user input.
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AIRCRAFT DESIGN COMMITTEE

John T. Rogers

Boeing Commercial Airplane Company

Members of the Aircraft Design Committee were:

John T. Rogers, Chairman, Boeing Commercial Airplane

Company

Edward Blick, University of Oklahoma

Nigel Gregory, British Defense Staff

John C. Houbolt, NASA Langley Research Center

Richard L. Kurowski, NASA Ames Research Center

" Lt. Col. John A. Lasley, Jr., Aeronautical Systems

Division, USAF

As is the case of the other "floating committees", _his committee
held meetings with each of the five fixed committees. Since the back-

_ ground of each of the committee members was different, and in some

cases none of the committee members had specific backgrounds in the
particular subject for that meeting, the inputs from the design committee

varied considerably from meeting to meeting. In all of the meetings
the committee feels that the discussions with the other committee

members contributed substantially to our understanding of the subject
areas discussed.

Summaries of the discussions with each of the five fixed committees

are presented in the following sections.

-_ Lightnin_
f,"

: None of the members of th_ design committee considered themselves

expert in the field of lightning, and the discussions by members of the

lightning committee were particularly useful in improving our overall

understanding of the basic design problems. As a result of these

discussions there was a general consensus that R&D efforts should be

aimed at 4 major areas:
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(i) Understanding the basic laws defining the lightning

phenomenon.

(2) Development of modeling techniques adequate to represent

both the aircraft structure and systems.

; (3) Validation of (i) and (2) above.

(4) Dissemination of this information to all design groups.

The committee feels that this is a major point.

Currently the major manufacturers have, at considerable

expense, developed both analytical and test techniques

adequate for design, but these techniques are not

widely known throughout the industry.

The increasing use and dependence on sophisticated electronic

systems and the use of composite structures demands that the work of

(2) and (3) be accelerated and that it take into consideration the

newer electronic systems and composite structures.

It may be possible to obtain some ot the needed information by

installing additional instrumentation on the weather reconnaissance

fleet currently operated by the U.S. Air Force. It is recommended

that consideration be given to such a program.

In discussing the overview paper presented by Major Corn entitled
"Overview of Lightning Hazards to Aircraft", concern was expressed at

_ L_ the apparent increase in storm related mishaps. However, the data

presented did not permit any interpretation of the causes or nature of
these mishaps. The committee believes that in order to be useful in

attacking the source of the problem additional information describing

these mishaps is required. It is recommended that every effort be made

to define and classify each of the incidents reported as to type of

operation, operating environment (day, nig,_t, storm penetration, etc.)

and nature and extent of the mishap. A more thorough understanding

of these mishaps could lead to either design or operational approaches

to reduce tile number of mishaps.

Severe Storm J ....

I. The meteorological scientists requested that the aircraft design

and operation engineers define the necessary wind shear param-

eters and levels that are critical for operation of the

airplane on approach or takeoff, in order to guide programs

to develop both ground and air based measurements to alert : •

pilots of potentially dangerous wind shear operations. The .
aircraft design committee suggested that pilots should be warned

when wind shear levels approach a threshold level of about 3
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knots per i00 feet vertically. It is also extremely important

that the pilot be warned at least one minute prior to encountering

the wind shear irrespective of the level.

2. Both committees felt that increased efforts and studies to

optimize piloting techniques for operat_en _n previously
undetected wind shears should be undertaken, and the results

of these studies widely disseminated throughout the industry.

3. Mr. Lee discussed a current program undertaken by NSSL to
evaluate the effectiveness of X band and C band radar to

determine the severity of storm cells detected by radar.

This is essentially a re-evaluation of earlier information which

is permitted by increased computing capabilities available

today. The two co_ittees recommended that this study should

include the trade-offs in terms of weight, radar dish size, cost,

and effectiveness of the two radars in defining the severity
of storm cells. If significant differences in capability of

effectiveness are apparent then this information should be

widely disseminated throughout the industry.

4. An evaluation by NASA of the Ryan Storm Scope used to detect

lightning occurrences in relation to avoiding severe storm
cells was discussed. There were various comments in relation

to its value with no general consenses of opinion, except
that the scope is not a satisfactory replacement for weather
radar.

5. There was a general feeling that current gust criteria are

adequate for design when reasonable storm avoidance techniques
are used.

Turbulence

No major deficiencies exist in accounting for turbulence in aircraft

design. However, there are several areas in which the design committee
feels fruitful activities should take place. The committee would assign

first priority to the development of satisfactory on-board sensors for

detection and warning prior to the encounter of clear air turbulence

en route, and for either on-board or ground phased detection and warnings

; systems of dangerous wind shears during landing and take-off phases of
i aircraft operation. CAT encounters still constitute a hazard for /

! potential injury to both passengers and flight attendants, and the

undetected wind shear problems can result in disastrous piloting
problems. In addition to providing sensing devices, the committee feels

I that strong training programs developed flight crews _o
should be for

I enable them to detect previously unreported wind shears as early as

I possible and immediately take the appropriate piloting action.

}
J
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In the design area, the conmlittee feels that additional

consideration and development work should occur in the following
areas: •

(I) The effects of spanwise gradients of gust velocity may
have significant effects on the controllability aspects of

design and should receive further study•

(2) The committee feels that while the power spectral density
approach to accounting for continuous turbulence for both

structural and flight controls design is a useful tool,

discrete gust design considerations should not be neglected.

Approaches such as that proposed by Glynn Jones of the RAE
should continue to receive some consideration. The committee •

further fee_s that the mission analysis approach of gust

design may be useful for consideration of unique operating

modes of military aircraft, but is no_ an appropriate tool
for the design of commercial transport aircraft and the

changing strategy and technology of military aircraft makes

even military application questionable. We feel that the

mission analysis approach is unsatisfactory to represent the
large variables involved in worldwide operation of military

or commercial transports, and that structural design should

be based on the design envelope or critical condition approach.

(3) The committee strongly endorses the planned NASA program to
re-instate and expand the earlier VGH program for obtaining

= statistical da1:a from commercial airline operations.

(4) Workshops in which the aircraft engineers could meet with

meteorological specialists to provide to the meteorologists

a more detailed understanding of the meteorological data

needs of the engineer in handling the problems of design and
operation of aircraft in turbulence would aid greatly in

directing the research and development work which needs to
continue.

Icing /
Until recently research in the area of icing has been neglected over

a rather long period. Icing problems on helicopters and small aircraft,

in particular, should receive additional attention from the aviation
community. The U.S. Army is currently contributing substantially to

knowledge in this field. Based on Army studies of design criteria, it

appears that current criteria contained in FAR 25 may be too conservative

for some classes of light aircraft and helicopters, and it is recommended
that FAA review the data used by the Army in establishing their current

criteria, and consider revising their criteria in llne with the Army
proposal.
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In the area of testing and certification, there is a strong need

for a thorough study to determine the most effective tools for completing

certification testing. It appears that considerable expenditures may

be involved in developing the required facility improvements, but the

cost effectiveness of using the various test facilities should be

thoroughly examined. The study should cover:

•Analytical Modeling

•Wind Tunnel Simulation Testing

•Wind Tunnel Icing Tunnels

•Ground Test Rigs

•In-Flight Tanker Testing

•In-Flight Natural Icing lests

Visibility

The committee feels that contributions of the aircraft design

community to improvements in the area of visibility are limited to a

few specific areas. They are:

+_ • Continue efforts to implove windshield design
from the standpoint of visibility in all weather
conditions.

• Development of landing and ground operation systems

for operation in conditions of zero-zero visibility.

• Design improvements to assist the pilot in transition
to and from instrument to visual operation. This

involves such a=eas as improved lighting systems,

heads up display, etc.

• Improvements in instrument display systems for

faster interpretation by the pilot. +o

i
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SUMMARY REPORT OF THE N7 9 "17 4 31
WEATHERSERVICES COMMITTEE

Loren J. Spencer

FAA

: Members of the Weather Services Committee:

Loren J. Spencer (Chairman), FAA

Bob _ell, FAA

Harry L. Burton, FAA

Edward M. Gross, NWS

Ernest A. Nell, NASA Goddard Space

Flight Center

Charles H. Sprlnkle, NWS

Terms of Reference
L_

The frame of reference for deliberations by the Weather Services

{ Committee encompassed the provision of weather services to a wide

range of users of the National Aviation System (NAS). Our dlsrusslons
focused primarily on weather services related to severe storms,

turbulence, icing, visibility, and lightning. The discussions were

active and detailed to the extent permitted by the limited time spent

with each of the fixed committees. Each of the weather phenomenon
areas was explored through discussion in the terms of needs, problems

related to providing services, and availability of timely and appropriate

information. Considerable emphasis was placed upon the development of

:_ specific recommended actions to improve weather services to users of
the NAS. /"

Significant Problem Areas

i. The measurement of slant range visibility is a serious problem
which needs additional emphasis.

2. Accurate forecasting and appropriate reporting of lightning

appears to be beyond the present state-of-the-art and should receive
additional research and development effort.
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•_'It_i_ the ons us of all of the fixed committees participating

in _he meteorological and environmental workshop that the state-of-the-

art has not provided adequate sensors to measure some weather elements

such as ceiling, prevailing visibility, and precipitation.

4. A large number of users of the NAS lack knowledge and
understanding of weather information which is available -- how to
obtain it and how to use it.

5. The Weather Services Committee recognized that the current

trend in Government to reduce manpower in the agencies involved in
our area of concern will have serious impact on most of the recommended

actions which we support. Therefore, we have exercised the utmost

caution in our consideration of sophisticated programs or projects to
enhance weather services.

6. Funding constraints for the agencies and/or activities involved

in carrying our recon_nended actions will have significant impact and in

most cases additional funding probably will not be available.

Recommended Actions

Suggested action agencies are indicated after each action item.

i. There is an urgent need to improve the capability to forecast

icing conditions -- additional effort should be devoted to the use of
model application. (NWS)

2. Investigate the feasibility of providing runway visibility{
range (RVR) trends. (FAA)

3. Develop sensors to measure slant range visibility from

cockpit to ground. (FAA/NASA/DOD)

4. Investigate the elimination of the need for the continued use
of pr=vailing visibility. (FAA/NWS/DOD)

5. Design precise and descriptive terms for reporting lightning

conditions and obtain more frequent pilot reports of lightning
conditions. (NWS/FAA) I

6. Develop and carry out a program to educate users of the NAS

,. concerning the availability and use of weather services information.

• 7. Develop better instzumentatlon for the detection of gust
front, down burst, and non-convectlve low level wind shear hazards

and apply this information in the development of forecasting techniques.
(_S/F,_)
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8. Due to the scale of aviation weather requirements, a greater

emphasis must be placed upon research in meso-scale modeling and
forecasting technique development. This effort would involve all

agencies supporting or providing weather services. (NOAA/DOD/NASA)

9. Develop a Federal plan for aviation weather services and

supporting research under the auspices of the Federal coordinator.
(DOT/NOAA/DOD/NASA)

i0. Improve and extend the EFAS communications capability ground

to air for both low and high altitude operations. (FAA)

Conclusions

The Weather Services Committee members were unanimous in the

opinion that the workshop served a useful purpose and should be

continued as an annual forum to identify problems, to discuss related

issues, and to recommend specific actions needed to improve weather
services for users for the NAS.
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DATA ACQUISITION AND L'FII,IZAI'ION COMMITTEE

Mikhail A. Alaka

National Weathex Service

Members of the Data Acquisition and Utilization C_mmittee were:

Mikhail A. Alaka, Chairman

Bruce L. Gary, Jet Propu:sion Lab•

Lloyd C. Parker, NASA Wallops Flight Center

Frances Parmenter, National Environmental
Satellite Service

Robert J. Roche, Federal Aviation
Administration

Robert Steinberg, NASA

Joint Sessions with Fixed Comrnlttees

t,
, This committee held Joint sessions with each of the five fixed

comgnlttees and discussed data acquisition and utilization in terms of
their respective areas of r_sponslbillty--turbulence, icing, visibility,

lightning, and severe storms• Discussions revolved around three main

aspects:

a. The capability to generate the data;

b• Data collection and reduction; and

c. Data dlssemlnatlon and dlstrlbuelon.

Following Is a summary of the points made during the Joint sessions

in connection with the above three components•

Ceneratlng the Data

There was a general consensum that present capabilities to generate
Ln.foramtlon on atmospherlc phenomena adverse to aviation need to be enhanced.
These capabllltleJ may be:

' a. Prlmarlly for detecting the adverse atmospheric phenomeea, or

b. D_isned to shed light on the nature of these phenomena.
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_ _e_emj_r._oWc#_n_e_FresEed during the meetings was for the
current inadequate detection capability. There was general agreement

• that a system of sensors is needed f_r the detection and characterization
of:

• low altitude wind shear

• severe clear air turbulence

• lightning

• severe thunderstorm conditions.

The near term objective would be to equip terminal areas with an

, improved detection capability. In general, this would be possible with

current technology; a longer term objective would be to develop the

capability to equip aircraft with light, relatively inexpensive detection
sensors. The perhaps overly optimistic view was expressed that eventually

a single unit could be developed which would be capable of alerting

pilots to the imminent danger of encountering any of the above phenomena.
This is not attainable with current technology, and research is needed

before such a unit could be developed.

Glide path wind shear measurement systems are under development,
and near future deployment at major airports is a reasonable expectation.

Severe turbulence in clear air, or near cirrus clouds cannot yet
L be reliably forecast with aircraft warning system_, although several

systems and concepts are under evaluation.

General aviation _s continuing and critical need for prevailin_

visibility data. The projected closing of Flight Service Stations (FSS),
coupled with the shift toward systems automation, establishes a clear

requirement for a sensor system to provide this information reliably
and automatically. There is also a need for an instrument system with

scanning capability to measure visibility in the direction of the glide
path, a day-nlght capability to determine slant range visibility, and a

low cost day-nlght ceilcmeter. Low-cost automatic weather stations

using such sensors are needed at over 1,000 general aviation airports /
which have published IFR approaches but which currently have little or
no weather observation data.

Currently available sensors, with some mod_icstion, appear to

be adequate for airborne measurements of lightning. The Electronic
Counter Measurement (ECM) sensors should be evaluated as a potentially

. , advanced technique and source of additional data.

With regard to icing, instruments for flight tests and certification

are apparently adequate; but new, less expensive, and lightweight sensors
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are desirable. Opinion was divided on the measurements needed for ice

detection and forecasting. It was apparent that requirements for

general aviation were less stringent than those for hellcopters and for

combat operations. The opinion was expressed that to describe and

forecast icing intensity in meaningful, quantitative terms, measurements

of liquid water content, drop size, and ambient air temperature will be
needed. Low-cost and accurate sensors need to be developed to measure

these quantities remotely from the ground or in situ from the aircraft.

Data Collection and Reduction

There is a need for the collection, reduction, and storage of

various types of data which have a bearing on the safety of aviation.

Following are some of the requirements discussed during the joint sessions:

a. Turbulence. At present, major sources of turbulence data are

the VGH program of Langley and the MAT spectral analysis program. There
is a need for comprehensive, world-wide records of average and "worst
case" turbulence and shear events at different altitudes in different

seasons. These would help in aircraft design and in analyzing human
and automatic control systems reponse to turbulence.

There is a need for improvements in forecasting clear air turbulence

so that costly flight deviations can be minimized. To this end, nore
information is neeied on the synoptic and sub-synoptic preconditions for
clear air turbulence. Low-level wind shear data associated with CAT

conditions would be helpful.

b. Icin__. For better forecasting of the incidence of icing cenditions,
a comprehensive data base for icing events below 1500 ft is needed,

together with the concomitant meteorological conditions -- liquid water

content, drop size, ambient air temperature, ..., etc.

c. Visibilitz. T_Lere is a lack of data on the occurrence of
Category II (CAT II) and Category III (CAT III) weather, down to 300 ft RVR
and below. These data are needed to establish the frequency of marginal

landing conditions at airports.

Past cost/benefit analyses have been based on assumptions regarding

the number of hours of occurrence of very low visibility at specific /"

terminals. These assumptions have been translated into the number of
air-carrler flights that could be completed without diversion, thereby

providing the basis for benefits. In fact, the potential nt_ber of

CAT II and CAT Ill landings may be below that postulated, because it
is common for some element of the total system (ground nay-aid or

lighting system, aircraft avionics, flight crews) to be out of operation.

More accurate analyses are necessary to develop the proper trade-offs
before launching on the development of improved systems, such as automatic

landing and taxiing systems, improved lightning systems, and fog dispersal &
systems. _
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The primary data necessary for proper trade-off studies would be
accurate records of occurrence and duration of CAT III data down to zero

" visibility in i00 ft RVR increments. Deployment of transmissometer

equipment, more sensitive than present equipment, which measures in

200 ft intervals, is required. This, ho,ever, does not present any
technical problem. At least one set of this equipment should be

deployed at up to 20 of the most active terminals which experience CAT III

weather with reasonable frequency, together with recording equipment
for data acquisition and storage.

d. Lightning. There is a need for airborne measurements for
, improved characterization of lightning strikes. A survey is also needed

to determine the effect of lightning strikes on aircraft. A possible

source of assistance to accomplish this survey may be the National
, Business Aviation Association and Aircraft Owners and Pilots Association.

e. Severe Weather. The importance of severe weather to aviation

and its multlfaceted manifestations have made it imperative to embark

: on data collection programs which would facilitate research into the
nature and prediction of the phenomena. Because of the mesoscale nature

of the trigger mechanisms and processes involved, high resolution

observations are required. To meet this requirement, NOAA's National

Severe Storms Laboratory (NSSL), has established an annual data
acquisition and collection program which is carried out in Spring,

in collaboration with other interested agencies. A much more ambitious

data collection and research program, known as SESAME, has been designed

but has languished because of lack of funding support. A more modest

_. version of this project, known as "Little SESAME" is now being considered

_: for implementation with existing resources.

Because of the great impact of severe convective weather on
aviation, it would appear reasonable that aviation interests lend their

support to data collection programs such as SESAME.

Data Dissemination and Distribution

In terms of data acquJsitlon, one of the ironies that has been

highlighted in this workshop, as well as in the past by many user organiza-
tions, is the abundance of real-tlme weather information that is always

available somewhere in the national airspace system -- either the cockpit,
in en route ARTCC's, in terminals, or in flight service stations. However, /

the means on the part of servers and users to access this information
is totally inadequate.

:_ The problem stems from both an absence of organization to maximize

! the distribution of this information in today's environment, and the
* constraint imposed by the lack of modern digital communication systems,

and automated data retrieval and display systems.
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The FAA has several programs underway that address both aspects

of this problem.

a. The FAA has recently implemented an improved service _n

Flight Service Stations (FSS) called Enroute Flight Advisory Service

(EFAS). Some forty EFAS positions have been established in FSS's

across the country, providing a dedicated air/ground radio frequency

for the purpose of collecting and disseminating pilot reports (PIREPS).

This frequency is not used for normal air/ground communlcatlcns, i.e.

filing flight plans, positions reports, etc., but is dedicated to

soliciting and disseminating information on weather being encountered

by pilots using the airspace. Pilots can monitor this frequency and

keep informed of the real-tlme weather along their route of flight.

This program calls for providing weather radar information,

satellite photo information, and other aids to the EFAS specialist

: to aid in the acquisition of the best information available in the

system today. Most EFAS sites have not yet been equipped with the

: required equipment, and continued emphasis is needed to assure that

: this supporting equipment is provided.

b. The current data distributlon retrieval and display systems

are obsolete (Service A teletype circuits) and inadequate. Several

programs address this problem:

i) The FAA is acquiring a new, modern digital communications

system, identified as the National Digital Communications _etwork

! (NADIN), which will replace the current Service B network and

eventually most, if not all, of Service A. This system will permit

the rapid dissemination of data between Air Route Traffic Control

Centers (ARTCC;s), terminals, and FSS's.

2) The Flight Service Station Automation Program will provide

modern digital (alphanumeric and graphic) data retrieval and display

capabilities to the Level Ill (43 busiest) FSS's. This system will

be implemented beginning in approximately three years. Computer _vstems

located in the ARTCC's will contain a complete aviation weather c

base, including AFOS graphic products, and will generate dlspla_

in the FSS's. The system will also enable pilots to directly access

the data base for self briefing, using terminals ranging from the

common keyboard and CRT display to the simplest device -- a push

button telephone pad for input and automatic voice response for output.

3) The FAA & NWS are currently (April, 1978) deploying

meteorologists in the ARTCC's for the purpose of providing short terms

forecasts and information on hazardous weather. Eventually, AFOS

I equipment will be provided in the ARTCC's for their use, and "
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displays will be provided to controllers in the en route sector
(at ARTCC's) and to controllers in TRACONS and towers. The FSS

• computer system will probably be used to drive these displays.

Therefore, in three to six years, the capability will exist to

rapidly acquire process, communicate, and retrieve and display real
time weather, in alphanumeric and graphic forms. This will eliminate

: the major problem in making the abundance of information available

in the system today more accessible.

On a more futuristic note, as the FAA begins to implement DABS

(Discrete Address Beacon System), a digital llnk will be established
between airborne aircraft and the ground. This capbility will afford

an opportunity to provide pilot-generated (keyboaLd entry) reports on
significant weather into the data base. The FAA will be conducting

experiments with the DABS digital link capability in the next several

years at the National Aviation Facilities Experiment Center (NAFEC).
The potential this system offers in both acquiring and disseminating data

for cockpit display warrants close monitoring of the experimental work

at NAFEC in the next few years.

Another important development is the Aircraft to Satellite Data

Relay (ASDAR) - a communications system developed by NASA (Lewis
Research Center) to provide PIREPS from commercial aircraft in near

real-time, on a fully automated basis. The ASDAR system has been in

operation for the past 12 months on a Pan American B-747 aircraft and
the results have been encouraging. It is expected that 18 systems will

be operational by December 1978.•L

{ In this connection, it is interesting to note that a program has

been proposed to demonstrate the potential for improving aircraft fuel

efficiency through the use of high resolution winds and temperatures at
flight level. A data base consisting of approximately i00 aircraft

will provide PIREPS every 800 seconds, 13 hours a day for a 12-month

period starting December 1978. By providing comparisons between present
airline flight plans and those based on this high resolution data, it

may be possible to quantitatively demonstrate the advantage of this new

data base. If an advantage can be shown (and a 1% improvement means
tens of millions of dollars saved), then the ASDAR system could provide

the required infozmation on an operational basis, j
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Appendix A

Acronyms

ADP Automatic Data Processing

AEDC Arnold Engineering Development Center

AEHP Atmospheric Electricity Hazards

AFGWC Air Force Global Weather Center

AFOS Automation of Field Operations and Services

AIM Airmans Information Manual

AlP,MET Airman Meteorological Advisory

ALPA Air Line Pilots Association

AMOSV Automated Meteorological Observation Station-Mark V

._ ARTCC Air Route Traffic Control Center

ASDAR Aviation Satellite Data Relay

ASRS Aviation Safety Reporting System L

ATA Air Transportation Association

ATC Air Traffic Control

ATIS Automatic Terminal Information Service

ATL Advanced Technology Lab

AV-AWOS Avlation-Automatlc Weather Observation System f,

AWS Air Weather Service

" CAA Civil Aviation Adminiseration

i CAT Clear Air Turbulence

CRT Cathode Ray Tube R

_, CTOL Conventional Take-Off and Landing Aircraft

CWSU Center Weather Service Units
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DABS Discrete Address Beacon System

e

DCPA Defense Civil Preparedness Agency

DFDR Digital Flight Data Recorder

l

DH Decision Height

DOD Department of Defense

DOT Department of Transportation
e

ECM Electronic Counter Measure

' FAA Federal Aviation Administration

FAR Federal Aviation Regulation

FSS Flight Service Stations

GA General Aviation

GFWS Gust Front Warning System

HISS Helicopter Icing Spray System

lAD Dulles International Airport
i
%

ICAD International Civil Aeronautics Organization

IEMCAP Intrasystem Electromagnetic Compatibility Analysis Program

IFR Instrument Flight Rull

ILS Instrument Landing SygLem

IMC Instrument Meteorological Conditions

INS Inertial Navigation System

IRU Integrating Rate Unit

.i • JDOP Joint Doppler Operations Program

i
i LAES Landing Aid Experiment Station

i

i LLWAS Low-Level Wind Shear Alert System

_i LSI Large Scale Integrated Circuits

'! LWC Liquid Water Content
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MDA Minimum Descent Altitude

MOS Model Output Statistics

MSFC Marshall Space Flight Center

NAFEC National Aviation Facility Experimental Center

NAS National Airspace System

NASA National Aeronautics and Space Administration

NAVAIDS Navigational Aids

NAWAS National Warning System

NBS National Bureau of Standards

NCC National Climatic Center

NDC National Distribution Circuit

NEMP Nuclear Electromagnetic Pulse

NHC National Hurricane Center

'_ NMC National Meteorological Center

NOAA National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration

NSSFC National Severe Storms Forecast Center

NSSL National Severe Storms Laboratory

NTSB National Transportation Safety Board

NWA Northwest Orient Airlines
/

NWS National Weather Service "_

OAST Office of Aviation Safety Technology

PATWAS Pilots Automatic Telephone Weather Answering Service ' _: ,,

PIREP Pilot Report ,_

PJS Pressure Jump System

PNL Pacific Northwest Laboratory

PVD Planned View Display
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RAWAN_ Radar Reporting and Warning Coordination

g

RVR Runway Visual Range

SDC State D_stribution Circuit

SELS Severe Local Storms

SIGMET Significant Meteorological Advisories

SMCC Systems Monitoring and Coordination Center

SRI Stanford Research Center

SST Supersonic Transport

STOL Short Take-Off and Landing Aircraft

SVR Slant Visual Range

TAP Terminal Alert Procedures

TERPS Terminal Procedures Committee

TDL Techniques Development Laboratories

t TWEB Transcribed Weather Broadcast

l

0TSI University of Tennessee Space Institute

VFR Visual Flight Rules

VMC Visual Meteorological Conditions

V/STOL Vertical and Short Take-Off and Landing Aircraft

WPL Wave Propagation Laboratory

WSF0 Weather Service Forecast Office /*
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APPENDIX B

Ros;er of Workshop Participants

i. Richard I. Adams 8. Dennis W. Camp

U.S. Arnly NASA/Marshall Space Flight Center
DAVDL-EU-S_A ES82/Space Sciences Lab

Ft. Eu_cis, VA 23604 Huntsville, AL 35810
804-878-2306 205-453-2087 FTS 872-2087

2. Mikhai] A. Alaka 9. Fernando Caracena

National Weather Service Dept. of Commerce
W424 NOAA-ERL-APCL '

Silver Spring, MD 20_i0 Boulder, CO 80302
301-427-7772 303-499-1000 x6269

3. M.P. Amason i0 Larry S. Christensen

Section Manager FWG Associates

Lightning Protection RR 3, Box 331
Douglas Aircraft Co. Tu_lahoma, TN 37388

Long Beach, CA 615-455-1982

4. Bob Bell, AAT-360 ii. John W. Connolly

FAA Special Assistant for Aviation Affairs

800 Independence Ave. SW NOAA/Dept. of Commerce

Washington, D.C. 20591 Washington, D.C. 20230
202-426-8802 202-426-3223

5." John A. Birken 12. George E. Cooper
DO_ NASA/Ames Research Center

NAVAIR, AIR5202bB M/S 239-3

Washington, D.C. 20361 Moffel;t Field, CA 94035
202-692-3935 _08-867-3335

6. Edward F. Blick 13. Phil]ip B. Corn

School of A_Lo_pace Equlpment/Advanced Development Lab
University of Oklahoma AFFDL/FEA

Norman, OK 73071 Wright-Patterson AFB, OH 45433 /"
405-325-5011 513-255-5066

7. Harry L. Burton, AAT-40 14. Norman L. C_abill
FAA MS247

800 Independence Ave. SW NASA/Langley Research Center
Washington, D.C. 20591 Hampton, VA 23665 .

202-426-8126 804-827-.3274
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15. Charles A. Douglas 23. Nigel Gregory
Consultant/NBS British Defen_e Staff/UK DRDS
7315 Delfield St. 3100 Massachusetts Ave. NW

Chevy Chase, MD 20015 Washington, D.C. 20008
301-656-7875 202-462-1340 x2569

16. L.J. Ehernberger 24. Edward M. Gross
NASA/Dryden Flight Research Ctr. National Weather Service
Box 273 8060 13th Street

Edwards, CA 93423 Silver Spring, _D 20910
805-258-3311 x340/447 301-427-7726

17. Charles E. Elderkin 25. John C. Houbolt

Battelle Pacific Northwest Labs MS 116

Box 999 NASA/Langley Research Cir.
Richland, WA 99352 Hampton, VA 23665
509-946-2335 804-229-5434

18. John H. Enders 26. Arthur Hilsenrod

NASA HQ FAA/DOT
ROC-IO 2100 Second St. SW

Washington, D.C. 20546 Washington, D.C. 22101
202-755-2377 202-426-8427

19. Walter Frost 27. Thomas P. Inerocci

University of Tennessee HQS Air Weather Service, USAF

Space Institute AWS/SNPA

Tullahoma, TN 37388 Scott AFB, IL 62225
615-455-0631 x217 _18-2_6-4741 FTS 255-4741

20. Robert L. Gardner 28. Garry C. Jackson

Flight Safety Officer Meteorologist
AFISC/SEFB AFFDL/WE

Norton AFB, CA 92409 Wright-Patterson AFB, OH 45433
714-382-3416 513-255-6626

t 21. Bruc_ L, Gary 354-3198 29, Robert L. Klapprott
i Jet Propulsion Lab FAA _,

i 4800 Oak Grove Drive Rm. 220, Mid-Continent AirportPasadena, CA 91103 Wichita, KS 67709

I 213-354-3198 FTS 792-3198 316-942-4281
i

j , 22. Richard D. Gilson 30. Ronald H. Kohl
Ohio State University University of Tennessee
Box 3022 Space InstituteI

i t Columbus, OH 43210 Tullahoma, TN 37388
614-422-8730 615-455-0631 x234

1
,I
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31. Richard L. Kurkowskl 39. David J. Moorhouse

NASA/Ames Research Center Chief/Flylng Qualities
Flight Systems Research Div. AFFDL/FGC q

Moffett Field, CA 94035 Wrlght-Patterson AFB, OH 45433
415-965-6219 513-255-5676

32. John A. Lasley, Jr. 40. Harold N. Murrow

Chlef/Staff Meteorology NASA/Langley Research Center
ASD/WE M/S 243

Wrlght-Patterson AFB, OH 45433 Hampton, VA 23665
513-255-2207 d04-827-3451

33. Jean T. Lee 41. Ernest A. Neil

National Severe Storms Lab Chlef/Meteorology Program Office

1313 Halley ?Ircle NASA/Goddard Space Flight Center ,
Norman, OK 73069 Greenbelt, MD 20771
405-231-4916 FTS 736-4916 301-942-3038

34. James Luers 42. Dennis W. Newton

University of Dayton Cessna Aircraf_ go.

College Park Drive ARC Division, Box 150

Dayton, OH 45469 Boonton, NJ 07005
513-229-3921 201-347-5117

35. Charles A. Lundqulst 43. Loyd C. Parker

Dlr., pace Science Lab NASA/Wallops Flight Center
L_ NASA/Marshall Space Flight Ctr. Wallops Island, VA 23337

Huntsville, AL 35812 804-824-3411 x640
205-453-3105 FT5 928-5640

36. John McCarthy 44. Frances C. Parmenter
University of Oklahoma National Environmental Satellite Ser.

School of Meteorology World Weather Bldg., Room 601

Norman, OK 73019 Washington, D.C. 20233
405-325-3242 301-763-8282 FTS 763-8282

37. A. Charley MeTee 45. Porter J. Perkins
Bunker Ramo NASA/Lewls Research Center ."
Box 218 MS-77-2

Randolph AFB, TX 78148 Cleveland, OH 44135
512-658-5493 216-433-4000 x6684

38. William W. Melvin 46. J. Anderson Plur_r

Air Llne Pilots Association Lightning Technologies, Inc.
II01 W. Morton 560 Hubbard Avenue

Dentson, TX 75020 P£ttsfteld, HA 01201
214-463-1246 413-499-2135
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47. RoberL J. Roche 55. Arthur Varnado

FAA FAA

' 2100 Second St. SW 800 Independence Ave. SW

Washington, D.C. 22101 Washington, D.C. 20591
202-426-2804 804-827-2037

48. John T. Rogers 56. William W. Vaughan

Boeing Commercial Airplane Co. NASA/Marshall Space Flight Cir.
Box 3707 Code ES-81

Seattle, WA 98124 Huntsville, AL 35812
206-237-1453 205-453-3100

49. Ernest E. Schlatter 57. Robert T. Warner

F_A/NAFEC AOPA
ANA-410 Box 5800

Atlantic City, NJ 09405 Washington, D.C. 20014
609-641-8200 x2759 301-951-3923

50. Rance W. Skldmore 58. Edwin A. Weaver

HQ Air Weather Service Optical Engineer
AWS/SNP NASA/Marshall Space Flight Ctr.

Scott AFB, IL 62225 Huntsville, AL 35812
618-256-4741 b_S 255-4741 205-453-1597

51. Loren J. Spencer 59. Guy G. Williamson

, FAA, ASF-30 ARAP
800 IndependenLe Ave. SW Box 229t,
Washington, D.C. 20591 Princeton, NJ 09540

: 202-426-2604 609-452-2950

52. Charles H. Sprinkle 60. Maurlce A. Wright
National Weather Service University of Tennessee
8060 13th Street Space Institute

Silver Spring, MD 20910 Tuii_h_ TN 37388
301-427-7726 615-455-0631 x21b

53. Robert Steinberg 61. Andy D. Yates, Jr.

NASA Air Line Pilots Association

Lewis Research Center 7413 Park Terrace Drive
Cleveland, OH 44135 Alexandria, VA 22307

216-433-4000 x6677 703-765-7423

5_. Joseph W. Stickle
Asst. Chief, Flight Service Dlv.

NASA/Langley Research Center
Hampton, VA 23665
804-827-2037
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